




Wow! What an amazing summer! Where has it gone?!
...Sorry.
I didn’t want to put in any cringey stuff, but it turns out I’m legally required to start 

off with it.
So.
So!
There’s a lot of directions I can go with this. I can write about how this yearbook will 

transport you back to summer and warm your heart on cold winter nights, allowing the energy 
of summer to pour off the pages and into your very bones. The problem with that, of course, is 
that it’s fairly nonsensical, and is perhaps even cringier than my opening line.

On the other hand, I can give a whole pitiful speech about the effort I put into this, pouring 
my very heart onto the pages that now lie before you, in your very hands, so you’d better ENJOY 
it, okay?! But that would not just be cringey; it would be untrue as well.

I could also tell you what time it is now. This is a very popular option. It’s like there’s a free 
Pepsi (caffeine free) for whoever wrote their article at the latest time of night, closest to the 
deadline. There was actually a color war general a few years back who wrote his In-General by 
day, and then stayed up until four so that he’d be able to put that into his intro. He didn’t win 
anything, though. Not even Color War. To be fair, I think the people who write that are really 
trying to apologize. “I know it’s not funny, but I thought it was funny, because when I wrote 
it everything was funny so just pretend it’s funny, all right? If you do that for me I’ll add a line 
where you can write your name in!”

Also, I should stop writing in first person, seeing as I’m going to sign two names at the 
bottom. Whatever. You’ll just have to guess which one of us wrote this. You could win! Not 
Pepsi; we ran out of that. There’s still Sierra Mist, though.

Two Mists if you can guess what time it was when I wrote this. (Hint: No one gave me Pepsi.)
But let’s be honest; if you’re reading this message at all it’s either:

(A) Your first year in camp, and you plan on reading the entire yearbook straight, 
in the vain hope that you’ll get a shout out from an arbitrary eighth grade 
counselor, or
(B) It’s like four years from now and you’ve boredly pulled this yearbook out on 
shabbos afternoon, and it’s slowly dawning on you that you don’t remember any 
of the camp jokes.

In either case, sit back, relax, pull out the popcorn and wait for the Memories video to come 
out.
Enjoy!

Your editors, designers and most of all harassers,
Yonaton Monheit

and Yehuda Weis





Dear Campers and Staff:

There is no cliche that appropriately encapsulates our experience here in camp. Summer 2019 went
by in the blink of an eye.      It is time to stop and reflect on this wonderful present that Hashem has
given us called “Ruach Country. Each and every one of us in whatever our role has made new
friends and started what will become lifelong relationships. This is just one of the many reasons for
me to express all of our Hakaras Hatov to the camp’s staff.

A public thanks to the following outstanding individuals is in order. Our dedicated head counselors
Rabbi Mordechai Karfiol, Rabbi Avrumi Neiman and Rabbi Eliezer Feuer. Rabbi Feuer also
partners with Rabbi Avrohom Nusbaum as head of our excellent learning program.  Each member
of our devoted head staff, Rabbis Yitzchok Dabbah, Shmaya Friedman, Avrohom Moshe Kaufman,
Eliyahu Kaufman, Shloima Landau, Gershon Septimus, Yitzy Stern and Avraimy Weinreb have
made every camper feel right at home.  Thank you Rabbi Avi Schilit for your flawless and pleasant
coordination of trips and other events. Our Machane Ephraim directors, Rabbis Menachem Feifer,
Duvie Frischman, Dovid Goldstein and Yehoshua Yaraslowitz enhance the ruchniyos of the entire
camp.

Feeding a camp full of hungry boys all summer long is no easy feat. Chef Avrumy Flam along with
Rabbi Schwebel make it look effortless.

Although we will never forget about our beloved Mara D’Asra Hagaon Harav Chaim Yisroel
Belsky , we are fortunate that his distinguished son, Harav Elimelech, comes to camp
from   to serve as Rosh Hamasmidim. It is truly our  to have had Rabbi Yisroel
Reisman and Rabbi Daniel Kleinman as our Mara D’asra. We thank them for
giving of their time.

To all those who do so much for camp in so many different ways: Rabbis Shimon Finkelman,
Yaron Halbertal, Yanky Hirschel, Avi Pearl, Yehuda Schwebel, Efraim Wicentowsky, Hillel
Yarmove, our deepest thanks.  Rabbis Yisroel Majeski, Meir Margulies and Shlomo Fixler who do
an exceptional job running all aspects of the Day Camp. Thank you.

Thank you to the ladies of camp who ensure that our campers are well cared for Mrs. Belsky, our
camp mother and Mrs. Brustowsky, our nurse.  

Not everyone realizes the extensive year-round efforts of our dedicated administrative staff headed
by  Mrs. Nockenofsky and Mrs. Rand  along with Mrs. Shulamis Gluck and Mrs Aidee Richman.
We thank them for their tireless devotion to the cause.

It is a true honor to work hand in hand all year long with Rabbis Yossi and Yehuda Friedman in the
planning and management of Camp Agudah maintenance. Their job cannot be done without the
help of Hershk, Yitzy, Shimon B., Moshe, Feivel and Eli. R' Chesky Richman and Eli Serebrowski
help us achieve excellence in so many new areas.

Last year we were privileged to have Moshe Schmalz join us in running our maintenance division.
Once again he hasn't let us down. His calm and professional manner coupled together with being a
wonderful ben torah, kept our camp running smoothly all season long.

It is a truly a pleasure to work in the company of such esteemed colleagues and under the tutelage
of the incomparable R’ Meir Frischman. The trust he has placed in us motivates us all and truly
obligates us to carry out the great legacy of his work in this wonderful . May he continue
guiding us for many years to come in good health and happiness.

Lastly, I'd like to thank my entire family for putting up with the unpredictable schedules and for
their constant support. May we all be  to spend next summer together in Camp Agudah
Yerushalayim.    

Shimon Newmark, Director





Dear Campers,  

 What an amazing summer we had B”H! From the 
Gedolim who visited, and were impressed with your 
wonderful Middos, and Learning, to the exciting ac-
tivities where you showed how to play as a Ben Torah, 
to the fantastic trips where you were Mekadesh Shem 
Shomayim Berabim. The amount of growth that each 
of you had in these short few weeks together is some-
thing that should make you proud. The main outcome 
of all this is that you have discovered your true essence, 
and abilities, and that you could enjoy life in every way 
while being connected to Hashem. Take all the Ruach 
back with you to the city, and warm your cold winter 
days with the memories of Camp Agudah Ruach Coun-
try. Hatzlacha Rabbah, and we hope to see you next 
year in Yerushalayim.                                                                                                            
                                                                                  

Sincerely,    
Rabbi Avraham Neiman   

Rabbi Mordechai Karfiol



Dear campers ש״ומע

It’s that time of the summer when we have to reflect on what we accomplished the 
last few weeks. B”H we are blessed to be together in RUACH COUNTRY the greatest 
place on earth outside of ERETZ YISROEL. We are surrounded by incredible boys 
from around the world as well as such special REBBEIM MECHANCHIM who guide 
us in camping and learning every single day. We are Zocheh to have GEDOLIM spend 
Shabbos with us and hear the DVAR HASHEM from them. 

From early morning cocoa club to late night Dirshu shiurim we dwell in the sea of Torah 
each day. This year we added equipment to the learning dept. canteen to enhance the 
learning in camp. We added the “on time every time” cards to assist is in coming on 
time to shiur. But most of all you boys added so much energy and spunk to your shi-
urim as you all grew in Torah and Yiras Shomayim. 

The highlight certainly was the most awesome powerful scene of almost 500 boys 
coming to the Shul twenty minutes before Kabbalas Shabbos to learn and be Ma’aver 
Sedra. As Rav Hillel David shlita told me as he walked into the Shul. He froze and said 
I’ve been here many years for Shabbos but this i have never seen!! 

Chevra take it all in, absorb all the wonderful lessons and memories from camp 
Agudah and when you need a little recharge in the winter months close your eyes and 
remind yourself of the glorious moments of the summer in camp. Continue to SHTEIG 
continue to Daven well and perfect those beautiful Middos you all have and may we all 
join together in RUACH COUNTRY in ERETZ YISROEL real soon !!!

Sincerely, 

Rabbi Eliezer Feuer                                            

Rabbi Avrohom Nussbaum 



THE BUNKS





Wow!! What an awsome summer!! 
So much fun and excitement. Where has it gone? 
At least we can take the ruach and friendship back home and treasure it until next 
summer.  
As I write this article, I reminisce the good times we had together. Especially in the 
Junior division. From cocoa club early in the morning thanks to R. Cohen. The Gesh-
makeh davenings in Beis Rafael with the Rebbe of Chizuk Chabura Tefillah, Rabbi 
Freidman. The Shabbos leining trying to keep up with R. Schwebel (zoooomm). 
“Three minutes until bedside inspection”.  Wholesome and delicious meals, thanks 
to the greatest “Chef Flam” (somehow my diet didn’t go so well). Don’t forget the 
Agudah style learning groups with the greatest Rebbeim thanks to R. Feuer and R. 
Nussbaum (maybe also Mordechai Hanna). What about the swimming, in a crystal 
clear and invigorating pool thank to R. Pearl and the lifeguards. Night activities 
with the greatest night activity director, R. Landau. Intercamp games with the bas-
ketball sensation R. Y. Stern (refuah sheleimah). Rockets and Arts and Crafts with 
Professor Rabbi Krafty. Don’t forget the greatest trip maker/tee shirt printer/mish-
nayos counter/…….Rabbi…..Avi…….Shillit!!! 
We had great times together, activities,trips, cantatas, plays thank you Rabbi Fin-
kelman (the Chofets Chaim of camp), oar, color war, concerts, carnival and much 
more. 
This great summer happened because of the GREATEST COUNSELORS AND JC’s 
that we had in the junior division. They were so dedicated and self-less. I thank 
each and every one of you for being so caring and devoted and for giving the kids 
a great summer. May you all have much Hatzlacha in Yeshiva this year. YOU GUYS 
WERE GREAT!!!! 
It goes without saying that in order for a camp to run so smooth and efficient, it 
takes great people to do it. Much Hakaros Hatov and appreciation to the world’s 
greatest head counselors R. Neiman and R. Karfiol. I don’t know how you keep get-
ting better each year. A personal thank you for your friendship. May Hashem repay 
you with all the Brochos and Nachas from your children.  
To my colleagues (if I may),the division heads, thanks for your advice, help and 
friendship (and for pitching in). May you all have brocho VeHatzlocho with much 
simchos this coming year.  
A very special and warm thank you to R. Frischman and R. Newmark. The hours 
upon hours that you put into camp is a reflection of your Mesirus Nefesh and Aha-
vas Yisroel. 
A personal thank you for having me and my family, as part of the Agudah Family. 
We will always treasure it.  
We wish you all Arichus yomim Vshanim in good health with Yiddeshe Nachas.  

Thank you ALL for a greatest summer of my life!  
Next year B’’H in Eretz Yisroel!       

Rabbi Yitzchak Dabbah and Family
718-913-8000                



CC Refael Kashani

CC Moishe Libersohn | CC Gershon Kiss

BUNK ALEF

In 10 Years From Now…..
Shmuel Bald- Will be co-counselors with Dabbah #newbabybro

David Dabbah- Will be co-counselors with Bald #allahakbar

Yisroel Eisgrau- Will be the new canteen manager #r’nusbaumsgrandson

Dovid Friedman- Will have his baby brother in his bunk #babysitter

Shaul Ginsburg- Will be the new AFFL commissioner #can’twaittobein9th

Tzvi Goldstein- Will be the new captain of the C.A. Eagles #tallestinbunk

Yisroel Hexter- Will have the best attendance in camp #WHO?!? 

Ahron Zelig Jurkowitz- Will still be running on the treadmill in the game room #imleavingat1

Shmuel Levitansky- Will still be waiting for his ride back to Bnos #imalsoleavingat1

Zelig Pesach Oratz- Will still be asking Kashani for more soda cans #alwaysinthepool

Avromie Pruzansky- Will be the best counselor in camp #ishethebestinbunk?!?

Co-counselor Gershon Kiss- Will still be announcing on the mike #gershonoffthemike

Co-counselor Refael Kashani- Will have enough liberty brews to last the bunk a lifetime #laundrytwiceaweek

Co-counselor Moishe Libersohn- Will have enough fox 40’s to give out #whatupdude

Thank you guys for an amazing summer. It was really amazing being your co-co-co’s! You guys were the best 
bunk in camp; best in sports, on time to every activity, and great meal attendance

We’ll MISS you, 

Gershon Kiss, Refael Kashani, and Moishe Libersohn



JC KALMAN WEBER

CC REFOEL SCHLOSS | CC MOSHE KANNER

BUNK BEIS

If______ would be ditching an activity, he would…
Yoni Barski- be taking pictures and videos with his camera. #TASHBAR #cocoapuffs #canihavenuts #wheresmymoney 
#itsheshysmess
Shmuel Dinowitz- be eating sourbelts and making flavored water. #pokemon #life #wheresthemail #flavoredwater
Binyomin Galen- riding his roller blades around camp. #agudahbeatsbonim #starsoloist
Daniel Goldbaum- be dribbling his basketball and making new friends. #ishoweredalready #biggestsmile
Heshy Hoch- be reading his book with his light on #itsyonismesss #musiclover
Chaim Minkofff- be reffing a baseball game and be arranging intercamp. #judgejersey #secondyear #capman
Eli Probst- be playing his gameboy in bed. #showernumber1 #minicerealbox
Yehoshua Schmalz- be waiting by Avi Schilits porch for his t-shirt. #staffnephew #coffee #campagudahyarmulke
Shalom Schon- be chilling in shower number 1 or 4 and talking about R’ Heller. #topbed #shabboslamp
Chaim Schwebel- be playing on Dovid Philips DS. #tefillinwrapper #kitchenconnections
Yehuda Schwinder- take and open field and practice sports. #NACHMANYANKEL #sportsbeast #besiyatadeshmaya
Binyomin Weinreb- be by his bungalow babysitting his siblings. #bungalowshower #bigbrother 
Shimmy Weiss- be watching Dovi playing ABBL. #offmoshesbed #yankeeblanket
Elchonon Wrona- be walking around camp listening to music. #4morepages #cameraman
Yehuda Zwick- looking for his laundry and hocking with Chaim. #ineedpants #chaimsbrother #kiddush
C.C. Moshe Kanner- be schmoozing with Dovi Gervis and listening to old camp alma maters. #personalairspace 
#krennardowitz #mishnayos
C.C.Refael Aryeh Leib Schloss- be listening to music on the porch with his new fancy bluetooth headphones. 
#schlossontheteam #wheresyourglasses #youhaveatwin??? #hashtag
J.C. Kalman Weber- find something healthy to eat and workout. #sleepontheporch #hesripped 
#bunklamedbeisconnections
Shout-out to all of you special people who want a shout in the Bunk Beis article #bestbunkincamp
Shout-out to all the first half campers that were in the best bunk in camp (Beis)
Wow! What an amazing summer we had together. The fun, the trips, sports, davening and learning and everything 
in between, it was incredible. You guys were awesome. Thank you so much for letting us be part of your summer 
experience. Hope you had an amazing and wonderful time.
We ask mechila for anything that might have altered your experience. Whether it was a monetary loss, physical contact 
that happened from anyone, or not giving you the attention that you need. May Hashem grant each and everyone of you 
a wonderful year filled with Beracha, Hatzlacha, health, Hatzlacha in learning, simcha and happiness. Signing off- your 
CoCoJ- Moshe Kanner, Refael Aryeh Leib Schloss, Kalman Weber.
Please keep in touch. Refael(917)-208-6205
Moshe - (917)618 3270
Kalman(718)-339-2458



You just got burned because…..
Nacham Berman- will always be an agudah choir boy #night concert #rollerblades #yacovsbrother
Yakov Dov Cohen- almost fell through his bed #call maintenancetoscrewitin #bestdavener
Avi Grosz- owned a survival solomander kit #customtee’s
Kusiel Helperin- one of the only dunkers #texan #parkyourhorse #cursawnoisemachine
Menachem Mendal Herbstman- was working on cleaning his bed #wisky #mountian #herbyjr #leagues
Elisha Holi- was running the sefardi chill #spicyyyy #babylocks
Shua Ishakis- had a lights ON  solo #greeksefardi #benishula
Shmuli Janklowicz- had a pink and yellow jelly Bean #survivor #myinclesnephew #jerseys
Areyeh Meyerfeld- was dancing at center stage #YOURAVISBROTHER?!?!
Avraham Sass- was rocking the HAWKEY courts #mostfamouse #edmonton
Avromi Stern- the other only guy that can dunk #yesihaveabroin9thgradewithgoodshirts
Naftuli Leshkowitz- 5th grade, absolutely awesome, moose media, gellermans camera, caps, more caps, 
capes, more capes, gulimp, binki#bunkyudzayin
Isacc Schulman- cool beard, pacifier, stories, coolest linen
Ya lo- ומצע ינפב הירב א
Yakov Lowenthal- 8th grade bunk כ"ג #yashivageedolashareishmuelofbrick
Efraim Levin- was working with the tacos @ Diego’s #dora#doesntshowuptoleages
Dovi Brick- does no work in leagues#sickdancewestarted
Mordy hershkowits- was really a lifeguard and not a rotator
Shmuli lerner- המקום ינחם אתכם בתוך שאר אבילי את או את 
#bunkyudzayin#DOORchai#shmulilernertttoshmulilerner
Borouch Kranz- my 2nd to favorite camper (everyone else is tied for 1st) # bunkchufdaled #comebackhome
Yehuda Lowenthal- forever my counselor #from the bullpen
Aron Shaul Feigenbaum- anshi #waterslides
Yaakov Gerstner- 1-2-3 yeeee!
Aron Lowenthal- does more work for camp then most counclers do #coach
Alter Leshkowitz- my bro #yeshesmybrother
Meir Terebelo- will buy everyone Sony a6000 mirrorless cameras #nodontbuythatbuyitused
Eliezer Presser - will always be my best chavrusah (not just in camp;)  #iknowucriedbythegrandsing
Yehuda Weis- had the best banner and is an awesome guy#bunkyudzayin

Thank you guys for an awesome for an awesome second half KIT Naftuli 347-461-6800 Isaac 516-506-9213

CC Naftuli Leshkowitz | CC Isaac Schulman

BUNK GIMMEL



JC Eli Engel

CC Dovi Brick | CC Shloimie Gitelis

BUNK DALED

Bunk Daled was zoche to early curfew because…
CC Shloimie “Gilette”…? Gitelis – got a random nickname, #guitar, #brokencactus when switching cubicle, #sofzman, coming to 
darchei next yr #darcheibros, was here for 2 halves #ditchingdurham, #sickday but wasn’t believed, zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz  
CC Dovi the Brick – managed to get in just for 2nd half, #sofzman, managed to steal the cubicle AFTER the glass shattered, #darchei-
bros, #oraysa4life, #sickday but WAS believed, #needsalotofsleeptowriteayearbookarticle….you fell asleep on me! #sneakinginillegal-
foodpkgs. Thanks Dovi it was great working with you!! See you soon ;)
JC Eli Engel – will forever be the J to our COCO #lovesnature #cactus #ashmedai #cactus #6AM #cactus #arisshadowshelper #cactus 
#sickstoryteller. Thanks Eli it was awesome having you as the JC!! Hope you didn’t mind getting demoted from 8th grade too much… 
#Brick2Brick
Chaim Busel - #staffkid #agudahboyforever #dovisleagueteam 
Tzvi Frankel - #yitzy’syoungerandlesscoolbrother #anemailadaykeepsthedoctoraway #metstwinwithkalman
Binyamin Felendler - #staffkid #rc20 #canteenworker, watches Eli work out
Mendy Fromowitz - #bestbehaved #theneatest #eyesglowingwhite #ultrastronglight #noodlesoups 
Yissocher Glustein - #staffkid #alwaysbymeals/davening
Yaakov Grossman - #themagicianinthebackcorner #”booboo”onchin #sick3pointer #cornerchill 
Mordechai “Twin A/Thing 1” Jacobovitch - #hockeylord #sameclothingeveryday – it helped ;) #stitches #topbed. Thought you guys 
were switching 2 weeks in…?
Shmuel “Twin B/Thing 2” Jacobovitch - #hockeylord #sameclothingeveryday – it helped ;) #nostitches #bottombed. Thought you guys 
were switching 2 weeks in…? #earlyshowers
Mendy Kahan – #whygoboatinginthelakewhenyoucangofishingontheshore? #fisherman #music #sleepsontopofcoco #gotacustomlad-
der #kitchenhookup 
Kalman Katz – #emailsportsupdates #clutchemojicookies #snyders4life #metstwinwithtzvi
Yisroel Mermelstein - #smilingishisthing #sweeperofthebunk #needtomop…always ;) 
Akiva Neuman - #loveshiscounselors #flashlightunderpillowreadingpastcurfew #cactus #SHAKRIN!!!! ;) 
Yehuda Neuman – #bestsoccerplayer-schooledEli!! #shloimiesbrosnephew #anythingbuthockey #sneaky
Tzvi Rosenblatt – #hockeychamp #lovedtheskits #gameface #alwaysmoving #traded…sorry! #isashmedaitrue??????
Yaakov Sherer – #toothfellout #grandbechina #fanminilamp #chaburahchizuktefillah…? #jetsfan 
Yehuda Silberberg - #moppingassistant #cornerchill #cocoaclub #chaburahchizuktefillah #middosaward  
Kaminetz oilam – hatzlacha! Brother Eliezer!!, darchei oilam, Shmuli Lerner- Thanks for reffing my games, Bunk Daled 1st half – you 
guys were also awesome, Isaac/Efraim – best cocaptains, Moshe Ktrennardowitz – U2 ;) Yehuda Weis - #cloudchill2019, Yonatan 
Monheit – better luck next time, Michoel Adler – thanks for a very shtark first seder, Mike Rabinowitz – thanks 
 Thanks Bunk Daled for the best experience possible with #LAKEWOODCHILL! It was awesome having you guys and each and 
every one of you contributed to making Bunk Daled the best and cleanest bunk in camp! Keep in touch!!!!!

Signing off,
Shloimie

(718)521-9603
Dovi

(347)437-0576
Eli

(718) 674-5984



Occasionally, the situation in bunk hey is comparable to a 
Shmueli Ungar concert in Gaza because…

The matziv chapped Shlomo Aryeh because he pashut didn’t chap the matziv. Ouch. *Wink 
Wink, Elbow Elbow*. On the other hand, Yehuda Augenstein didn’t yet internalize that as yid-
den in galus not necessarily is the situation always optimal. However, Shmuel Yaakov Biberfeld 

couldn’t get involved in an Off-The-Steps game. For some reason, Moshe Egert just couldn’t 
seem to find his bed board #WHERE’DITGO. Yaakov Egert got an Agudah shirt with the number 
ten last year, and trauma is still present. Zalman Friedman somehow missed a cocoa club. The 
Contracted Whistleblower Kalman Furman lost both his contract and his whistle, primarily due 
to counselor abuse. #TzviGoldBetrayedMyTrust Yosef Haft happened to appropriate Shlomo’s 
cap one too many times, and learnt the consequences. Due to various misdemeanors, Send-
er Hiley got his USB lamp confiscated. Oh, the absolute horror! As it happened, Dudi Isaac 

couldn’t perform brain surgery on Shmueli Ungar’s stomach. In a vacuum cleaner like moment, 
Yisroel Lesser found out that the canteen stopped selling pizza, and Shmuel Pearlman wasn’t 
woken up by his brother’s sonic boom alarm clock. Zevi Resnick will vadai always be a Ruach 

Country Boy😉. Shmuli Shachter somehow lost half of his 5,758,982 water bottles. Shimon 
Sholomov couldn’t locate his Crocs. JC Shuie Bergman is in exile, flung far from the bunkhouse, 
in the distant horror known by its pseudonym, “The Lodge.” CC Shloime Friedman got called a 
“Staff Kid”, which although true has connotations that Shloime does not want to be associated 
with. CC Efraim Levin, had campers in his cubicle, actively SHATTERING HIS CERAMIC CACTUS. 

#DollarTree#AnythingButTheCactus

JC SHUIE BERGMAN

CC SHLOIMY FRIEDMAN | CC EFRAIM LEVIN

BUNK HEY



JC ARYEH SCHWARCZ

CC CHAIM BLAU | CC YEHUDA NUSBAUM

BUNK VOV

If I had a Shmueli Ungar apple for every time...
CC Chaim Blau – stole a camp football, took an off day #HolyBagelHookup #Cereal #WaterburyBachur 
#StaySafeInTheHeights #CubicleAlumni #SupportsDougies
CC Yehuda Nusbaum – played “I am Alive” and every time he took a nap #GrandCounseler #CubicleTheif 
#StayWarmInYeshiva #StaffKid #UriDavidi #Judy #Darchei
JC Aryeh Schwarcz – Taught Yissachar how to do that move with the hockey stick #WaiterHookup #JBLExtreme #Anti-
disestablishmentirianism #Camper/JC #SchwarKz #NotAlwaysRoomForMore #YouAreThe’J’ToOurCocoa
Yaakov Beller – explained to someone that not all Waterbury guys take apples #VehaarevNa
Eli Cohen – was born 16 lbs. and ate 4 slices of pizza #ButEli #MishnayosSukkah #Darchei
Shloimy Fasten – tapped someone on the shoulder and made believe it wasn’t him #Secrets;) #SportsGlasses 
#AreYouFastenOnTisha’aBa’av
Shlomo Feuer – tried to get a slush from Hanna and got shut down and every time he broke out in a jig #NewLebrons 
#Darchei #EiluMetzios 
Chesky Fried – kicked someone out of his seat by meals #MakomKavua
Dovid Friedman – got his flashlight taken away by the counselers and every time he knew the schedule before us 
#StaffKid
Mordy Halbertal – worked out and showered in his bungalow, and every time he beat Chesky Lipschutz in a 1 on 1 
#Darchei 
Yissachar Hellman – borrowed Aryeh’s puck and every time he slept in his next days clothing #Darchei #R’Medetzky 
#RangersBlanket
Meir Simcha Issacson – wore apparel for a Philly team and every time he told us that his 7 neices and nephews are 
coming on visiting day #BestDavener #HOK Hookup
Zevi Jeralomen – wore his flashlight cap and every time he wore a jersey #BunkMate #ShabbatShalom
Ezra Kay – hid his beef jerky and every time he guarded his hoop #Pretzels #ParshasNoach #R’ShmuelsSpeech #Carlos 
#Darchei
Chesky Lipschutz – drank coffee and every time he napped during the day #RealYeshivaBachur #CoolHaircut #HRDerby 
#UrTwin
Aharon Majeski –every hockey stick he “owns” #IfYourWearingYourTirosOnShabbos-UrInMunk #L.A.
Yaakov Moshe Margulies –Handed out an attendance paper and every time he stumped Yehuda in Mishnayos Sukkah 
#BimahChill
Avigdor Miller – Someone mistook him for the R’ Avigdor Miller #SleepingInGlasses #Bookworm
Meir Simcha Neiman – took cereal from Chaim and every time he was in a skit #1stGrader #Paintbrush 
#BetterLateThenNever #Simmy #AlwaysRoomForMore

...I would be healthY.





To my dear 6th grade division.  

 Wow! What an awesome summer we had. As I think 
back to all the things that we did, I am amazed by all 
the Non Stop Action that there was. 8 (or 4) weeks of 
constant, never ending, never slowing down, PUMP!  
 When you are sitting at home on a cold winter day, 
pull out this yearbook and relive all of the pumping 
moments of summer 2019. It was surely one of the best 
summers ever, and will help get you through the cold 
winter days until next summer Iy”H.  

See you next year in 
Ruach Country Yerushalayim!     

                              

Sincerely,
Rabbi Shmaya Friedman



CC YEHOSHUA FINKEL | CC SHRAGIE GUTMAN

BUNK ZAYIN

Would you believe me if I told you...

Shuie Finkel- Actually wrote an article
Shraie Gutman- Typed the article before the deadline
Yehuda Bergman  -  Read enough books under his blanket to fill a library!
Zev Cywiak- is a chofetz chaim boy #lightupfootball #dougies
Chaim Davis- used to collect salamanders, and was in bunk 7 for two years
Dovi Fein- Will always be a ruach country boy #movingtotomsriver
Yitzy Fine- was in bnos more than he was in agudah, was interested in something other than sports 
#bestdaycamper
Shmuli Frank- Underated legend in camp, didnt know how to make his bed
Aharon Yehuda Herbstman-Got traded to the best league team. #UnderratedChiller
Yehuda Hoffman- his father writes the Monsey Mevaser and the Torah Tavlins
Efraim Klein- got his chair taken away the first day of camp
Naftali Okolica - was on time to curfew, knew how to fold laundry, wasnt a thunder fan 
Yosef Paneth- Wanted to get a trade for leagues, had another question to ask
Shmuli Singer- Didn’t know a thing about baseball #AtheistConvention



The camp newsletter “In the Spirit” has received reports that…
Chesky Fogel- has enough shelf space, got his grill started, was swept away by a tornado while he was sleeping and is still 
sleeping, re-broke his ankle while trying to defend against Yechiel Gruen in a game of basketball, and became a masmidim 
counselor for his cheder chasidim. #MULTIPLE CASES #SHVACHEH PARNASAH #GELLERMAN’S GRILL #LITTLE BROTHER
Yehuda Golschmidt- will be following Tuli’s lead and getting a pair of tiros, finally stopped receiving compliments about 
Zevi’s speech, will outlaw yeshiva hock during the year as well, and lost another color war (AGAIN)!!! #0-9 #NEAT CUBICLE 
#FIGHT FOR 250 #LASHON HARA #NIGHT PORCH CHILLS #POPCORN MACHINE
Chaim Aryeh- crossed a red line, and danced only Ashkenazi choreography at his Bar Mitzvah. #FAKE SEFARDI #TRADITION 
SOUPS #”HE IS SUCH A GOY”
Michoel Bald- sang in the camp choir, joined the bunk for a Shabbos seudah, and got Chesky’s hat and jacket tailored to 
his size. #NEW BABY BRO #TEFILLIN WRAPPER #TAKE ME TO THE LAKE
Daniel Brodt- Didn’t save kielbasa for Avi Galinsky, and took a shower after night activity. #EPIC HAIRSTYLES #OFF THE 
STEPS 
Eliyahu Cohen- open the reading material gemach, got to eat a Shabbos seudah in the GDR, and opened a photography 
company with his tripod and camera. #NEW STAFF KID
Avraham Dabbah- Got enough talleisim for the whole bunk, and was arrested by maintenance for having two mattresses. 
#CHACHAM AVRAHAM
Yechiel Gruen- was awarded the Guinness World Record for the most dum dums ever stuffed in one mouth, was mekariv 
all Chiloni Israeli music, and was signed by the Knicks for his ankle-braking prowess. #CROSSOVER KING #JEWISH MUSIC 
#DISCO LIGHTS #LAKEWOOD #GADGET COMPETITOR
Asher Gutman- finally got his iPod into camp, got to play middle line in volley ball, and was the doctor in a game of Mafia; 
he saved himself every time. #LEGENDARY BLOCK #LANYARD 
Binyamin Gutwein- skipped seventh grade in order to join mechina next year, when on a fifteen hour hike with Rabb 
Halbertal, and found out that he really doesn’t have Chasidish blood. #WHERE ARE YOUR ROLLERBLADES? #RABBI HIRTH 
#”NO SHAIYCHIS” #HOCKEY
Shua Issac- opened an art museum to display his drawings, played a second league game, and was a keynote speaker in 
the Chofetz Chaim Heritage Foundation Tisha B’av. #THIS IS REDICULOIUS! #MISSING SHARPENER #COLOR WAR TRAITOR
Yehuda Markowitz- was appointed general of deodorant/air refresher platoon of the army, and hired a private investigator 
to find out if the counselors really went to Dougie’s. #MARK-O POLO #PINK TIROS #LEIBISH
Avrumi Pitterman- EZRAS NASHIM!!! #WANNA BE HATZALAH #PURPLE VAN #HELLO! #MY DAUGHTER #BROKEN ARM #YE-
SHIVASH GARBAGE CAN MAATZIV
Moshe Probst- won a milk drinking competition, and sang zemiros on Shabbos. #SPORTS GOGGLES #BUNK BEIS BRO
Dovi Smulowitz- Left Rabanowitz to go to Yashbam, and finally recovered from his Eretz Yisrael jetlag. #POPCORN #BRIGHT 
ORANGE CAP #YESHIVA HOCK
Zevi Schwebel- was appointed the official Dirshu maggid shiur, got different glasses than all of his brothers, and didn’t get 
to fold anyone’s tallis after Shacharis. #AKIVA’S FOURTH COUSIN 
Sruly Weichbrod- (SHOUT OUT TO YECHIEL) wore a shirt that didn’t say “Passaic Sports League”, won the championship 
of N.O.T.S.L. (National Off the Steps League) together with Daniel Brodt, and got up in the morning without playing dead. 
#RABBI HIRTH #TAPS
Tzvi Gutman- who’s that? #FULL HALF IN BUNK CHES

Guys, this was the most amazing summer ever. Have an amazing year and don’t forget to keep in touch!
Chesky F- (347) 309-9868                Yehuda G- (917) 703-7009

CC CHESKY FOGEL | CC YEHUDA GOLDSCHMIDT

BUNK CHES



cc Nissim Avrohom Katlowitz | CC Meir Laniado

Bunk Tes

Bunk Tes is “How you doing” and “What’s Poppin” because….. 

Yitzy Basch      Has a legend of a bro, is underratedly tall.
Eliezer Epstein     Is an awesome hockey player even though no one knew, and always has laundry ready to go.
Yehuda Goodman     Sweeps like a boss for a week straight without complaining and is awesome at lanyard.
Eliezer Green      Loves being a staff kid and he has his bro’s band. Rock your keyboard!! #gotlegenddad.
Shloime Hirsch      Pulls his hot glasses out of hiding.
Avraham L. Jurkowitz      Always wakes up for cocoa club, cries by color war (by sports), pounds with his father in the 
afternoon.
Nissim Avraham Katlowitz        What can I say, He is the man, Nissim is always doing the right thing, without him, the whole 
bunk would be “gutched”, the greatest CC ever. HE is a boss in his own right. Knows how to make moves. And never will he 
let someone use his phone my main man got sunglasses. Crazy at football and can pull off being CC even though he left for 
like 14 years #boss!
Meir Laniado      He puts on a show for everyoneby his football catches, has his epic ‘Yitzchok’ story, is as classy as anything 
with his natives and only ‘teeros’, plus his adidas cap and awesome shirts. Gives everyone his awesome p’shatim and knows 
how to give a Pirkei Avos shiur like nuts. Also ha sall his awesome words. Basically he is an awesome CC and is HADAK!! 
Hatzalah in shidduchim LOL!!
Shua Lefkowitz     Always has this awesome smile and has an awesome mike and keeps the bunk quiet by lights out.
Tzvi Yitzchok Moskovits      Doesn’t go anywhere without his punchball and doesn’t stop playing sports even after an injury.
Eli Oppenheim         Totally took over the choir and the green play, he will keep his flashlight on at night.
Simcha Press       Loves Shabbos Zemiros and is underrated at sports when he’s interested, plus loves his blanket in the 
morning and doesn’t let totty wake him.
Shimon Reich      Is making moves with Eli Oppenhiem and is the next Lianardo di Vinci and is a big Yankee fan.
Avi Schlanger      Loses his baseball once a week, gets dougies on visiting day and waits for later, that kind of guy 
#yourawesome.
Shmuel Shain      Is the definition of how you doin, and is in a hockey league, is always last to go to sleep because of his 
camera.
Tzvi Teitz     Tzvi is the future of Klal Yisrael, biggest Tzaddik in the gen, knows how to get into the Rosh Yeshivah with no 
problem, got his warm blanket to cover himself in the morning when Meir wakes him up!
Yirmi Zoberman     Rocks up camp with his guitar in camp that he never plays, and pokes around with AJ by davening.
Lebron    The coffee king - your the man!! How would I live without your morning - ”How you doing”

P.S. Bunk Tes last year “How you doing”



If ______ would have 4 or more names…
C.C. Avraham Yosef Shmuel Alter Hoffman- has already, but will be a 9th grade counselor
C.C. Shmuel Yechezkel Stern- would never do the trust test to get the cubicle for the whole 
summer #CBC
Nesanel Cohen- would be the head of the mafia #aftercurfew
Shmuel Feitman- would run a bug catching organization #flyonbedeverynight
Daniel Finkelstein- would switch his name to FinkelBERG, and floss every night #zeidy
Tzvi Gutman- would start the half in bunk yud #staffnephew
Shua Hanover- would be able to add his name and his age and be old enough to be in a 6th 
grade bunk #5½
Uri Jacobs- would stay till the end of the half #jumponthecounselor
Akiva Jakubowitz- would never have a nose bleed #yourachiller
Menashe Marcus- would actually be J.C. and go to sleep before curfew #notinachaimberlin-
bunk
Elimelech Schron- would switch to Nike, and will keep the smile #underarmourkid 
Moshe Schron-would get a counselor bench for himself #lapsaroundyoungerhill
Akiva Schwebel would still be the beast #schwebelvoice 
Shmuel Seidenfeld-would run around camp with a baseball glove on his head #morningsmile
Shragi Silber- would still curl in a ball, and have enough deodorant #ranoutofdeodorant
Azie Smith- would be able to cook a soup with wild vegetables #wildcarrots
Yehuda Weis- would never say a story about a cheerio…
Justin Charles Lax- have a jewish name
Moshe Liberman-would clean his bed
Yehonotan Monheit-hi and thank you
Dovi Schoenbrun- asked me to mention him
Thank you so much, you guys were great, keep in touch
Alti-(845)-500-3956
Shmuchy- Israel (058)-323-8301 U.S.A. (347)-514-2010

cc Shmuel Yechezkel Stern | CC Avraham Yosef Shmuel Alter Hoffman

Bunk YuD



Bunk יא loves the coconut song because…
Shimi Berger – was with Dudu for 4 years, hope you guys enjoyed the praying with fire (we tried) loves the frebreeze especially when 
pickle juice is poured, got that ‘HUGE” piece of yarn on the broom stick (we should’ve won, everyone else cheated), Darchei next 
year- hope you enjoy the chill with Eliezer and Yechiel #Darchei  #LAboys 
Yehuda Seruya- AKA Dudu, was with Shimi for 4 years, rocks at being a yeshivish sfardi, is best friends with every kid in camp, goes 
from beard to goatee to weird mustache, enjoy fishmans (or is frischmans ?;) next year #DJdudu #nextyeariy”h
Tzvi Bennett-brought the gadlus of the coconut song to the bunk, always showers on time, has the best harmonies in camp, and gets 
everyone to say Aleinu #cocoaclub #dudu’sspeaker
Yosef Bittan- Loves camps pool, is a full time photographer and loves Dudu’s goatee #LAboys
Moshe Davidowitz- only uses his flashlight 20 minutes after lights out, loves his red Dodger cap, and videos BYB every day #LAboys 
#Neatestbed #yaright
Moshe Friedman- Is part of the U, is hooked up with his cousin in maintenance, loves Reb Shneur Levine, and shows up to every 
activity #RabbiWolfsShiur #Waterbury #Shimshon
Ari Gray- Shtells ice cream for the bunk, finally made the switch from day camp, and is a punchball legend #FFLjersey #gabbaihaben-
tchers 
Moshe Hirschel- Loves his lanyard, pounds the blue croc chill, and is the easiest by curfew #staffkid #daycamper
A.Y. Hochstader- Is a hockey legend, got our bunk a private breakfast, put on Tefillin and left a week early #mazeltov #canadian #we’ll-
missyou
Akiva Kohanteb- Will always be a true Rayim boy, loses his basketball 3 times summer, and never does anything wrong by davening 
#noshelves #itsnotfair
Shmuli Lamm- Is going home……..“NOT TODAAAAY”!!! Loves sleepaway camp, got dougies for the bunk, and gets 3 packages a day 
#ShimonIsaac #sucah #legend
Yehuda Lanvvdau- Loves being a staff kid, can do a headstand for 45 minutes straight, and davens with his father #daycamper #Rabbi-
Landau
Yehuda Levy- ALWAYS on time to davening, loves schmoozing with Dudu, is a major yekke, and is forever by his brothers AFFL games 
#toomuchclothing #pajamas #lovesmeals
Yaakov Majeski- Has flashlight fights with bunk Yud Beis, has to wait in line to shower every night, and wants to be part of the cocoa 
club chill #staffkid #LAboys #daycamp
Eliezer Nathan- Learns with his Rebbi every night, loves being entertained by Tzvi Bennett, and listens to all of Shimi and Dudu’s con-
versations after curfew every night #Darchei #Terebelloscamera
Shmuel Newmark- Showers in the bungalow, invented the 20 minute rule, and loves the staff kid chill #latetocurfew #lanyard
Avi Stein- Pounds pickles all day, has a canteen balance of 17 cents, loves camps food, and has the neatest bed in camp #chaimberlin 
#hotdogsoverdougies
Nachi Tajerstein- OH my…….. Wishes Schwebel was in our bunk, is hooked up with Avi Schillit, and is sick at basketball #deodorant-
fight #smilestoomuch #capitals?
Yechiel Wasser- Is the bunks ambassador for Hachana Leshabbos, pounds the green natives, and loved the Rabbi Bender and Rabbi 
Trenk chills #Darchei #ShabbosZemiros
Eli Weinreb- Swims all day, Dudu know he was gonna be in our legendary bunk, and pounds tatty my king #Waterbury #minibasket-
ballhoop
1st half bunk chof- #dunkcontests #showehousestories #footballlegends #shinyschnitzel #monsey #queens #chofetzchaim #5mosh-
es #rollerblades #frischmantwins #imnotshowering #isaacsfaces #countryyossi #middosaward #kleinerlight #decontructedburgers 
#prayingwithfire #midnightmadness #tripleot #elisbbq #plunger #davidtwins #halfofthegoldingtwins #avrahamareyou… #shinamonjr 
#cardgamesinthebunkhouse #keriyasshema #kissthemezuza4times #elisleaving #prankedyou #oilam #legendarybunk #k.i.t. # mis-
syouguys
1st half bunk yud ches- you guys were the greatest. I’ll really miss you. I hope you guys will miss me too. You were amazing. Just a 
little reminder: #whereisthematzav #gettobednow! #ticheltuesday #hellothere #wereallyfollowsports….. KIT!
 Guys- thank you so much for the awesome half, we really loved being your counselors, you guys were the best bunk in 6th grade, 
thanks for rocking it up, have an amazing year, and remember to K.I.T. 
Shimi-(323)-552-3285   Dudu-(347) 782-2270

cc SHIMI Berger | CC YEHUDA Seruya

Bunk Yud Aleph



#PAYDAYDOMINATION #WEGOTDOUGIES! #BYB    
CC- Levy Klainberg     #darchei #bestfans #r’bender #mostfeared d-lineman                                                               #latteoreos 
#alwaysanswersphone #wedensdaylunch? #leaguetrades #kaufmanplayfights #levyWAKEUP #laax #bayswUter 
CC- Yaakov “Ya-Lo” Lowenthal #beard? #yekke #realleaguecommish #shabboswiththetresses #splitcubicle? #Sasson-
vi’simcha #newcrocs #yashrus #makkos #WIPES #gumlollies #team10 #1-9
Aryeh Leib Brandt     #staffkid #TRT #flatcaps #underratedchiller #detriot-virginia #blackshirt
Aryeh Fingerer          #starsoloest #flatbush #landyard #2icesaday #towelcubicle #birthdaycake
Yaakov Fogel             #lakewood #bestlegueteam #4amshachris #mr.disco #yarmulkas #BIB
Eli Friede                   #staffkid #bestleagueteam #4amshachris #mishnayisking #shabbosmeals
Yitzchak Friedman   #lakewood #bestleagueteam #braunstein #baseballcatches #5positions #ytt
Yoel Goldstein          #staffkid #cantata #2ndtimecamper #4amshachris #paskansbutnotaposek
Moishy Greenes       #lakewood #somersetwalk #MOISHY! #lovesshaloshseuodos #knickssweater
Moshe Jacobovitch   #lakewood #MJ #mafianarrator #thegreenrobe #therockstar #bovitch
Yona Yehuda Oratz   #staffkid #2ndtimcamper #legend #76 #biggerlegend #noneofyourbuisness
Yosef Dovid Pinter     #lakewood #joe #joey #joejoe #ahhhhh #BIB #basarbi’chalav #photoshop
Eliyahu Dovid Sebrow   #darchei #CB #mets #romimu? #bestbedinthebunkhouse #r’bender
Avraham Yeshaya Sprung   #darchei #sprungaroo #yudbaisbothhalfs #JBL #r’bender #sleep
Matis Tikotzky           #lakewood #hockeyboss #shueyscousin #bluejayscap #tekay #waterbottle
Yisroel Tress              #itsSRULI #lakewood #visitingday #CanIUseMyFlashlight?  #shelvesbybed
Tzvi Ephraim Unger   #darchei #yudbaisbothhalfs #hockeygloves #archery #r’bender #water
Binyomin Weinberger    #lakewood #chavrusha #beefjerkey #salami #owns1stbase #RVBABY
Meir Weinstock          #lakewood #chavrusah #ownedyudgimmelinb-ball #baddreams #hotdogs
Bunk Yud Bais 1st half   WOW! What an epic group of guys, missed you 2nd half, KIT! #DARCHEI
Avraham Silber    You are a legend, I really had a lot of fun working with you! #thecameraman
Bunk Ches 1st half   We had some pretty crazy moments together, loved each one! KIT #mopping
Shua Lax   You were a sick Co and I really enjoyed #twizzlers #goatcap
Avi Galinsky   #dougiesdougiesdougies #chaimberliner #hats #lamb #yudbaisboyforever
Pinny Eisenberg   #workouts #airpods #cocoaclub #spillnagelvasser #shadchin
Mordy Hershkowitz    #haircuts #$10? #bullied #bunkpolice #splitpants #erevshabboscalls
WOW WOW WOW!!! What a summer! You guys were awesome, we had such an amazing time being your Counselors. 
This was a really fantastic 2nd half and it’s all due to every single one of you!  We are really gonna miss. Hatlocha Rabah in 
Yeshiva, keep Shteiging away! Please keep in touch.

Ya-Lo   917-691-7393                                   Levy   347-379-0748

cc Yaakov Lowenthal | CC LEVy Klainberg

BUNK YUD Bais



BUNK YUD GIMMEL’S HIKE WITH RABBI HALBERTAL
CC – Shaul Chaim Kaufman – “I made it through the hike I don’t need any line plus I finally got to play soccer”
CC- Yisrael Rosenfeld – “I did the hike, played soccer, and then played basketball with the team and had 12 
points and 3 blocks so don’t complain that it was hard.”
Yehuda Baum – “I did the whole thing with a football in my hands and then I fell in love with soccer”
Dovi Bauman – “What’s so hard I love this activity plus I went in crocs”
Mordy Braunstein – Unfortunately was not in the bunk at the time but would do it without complaint it’s like a 
regular days walk to school to read my parshah (use his accent)
Meir Fireworker – “The more sticks I have the easier the hike will be”
Dovid Greenspan – “I’m not tired I just really like staying back and playing goalie (ye right)”
CT Heimowitz – “In Brooklyn they don’t have mountains like this but in Lakewood….”
Chesky Hellman – “I made sure that Kaufman pulled through the whole hike especially on the hills”
Shua Kahan – “Let’s go guys we are going to do this work out” 2 days later…..
Menachem Lebovic – “Just in case of an emergency I have a striker and a whistle”
Tzvi Lowenthal – “Wait we need sneakers (?!?!?!WHAT?!?!?!?) I thought slides are fine”
Avi Rubinson – “I think I’ll stick to mountain biking” #SARCASM
Yossi Shwarzman – “Even after a 2 hour hike I could still keep up with Rabbi Halbertal”
Yosef Simha – “B”h not a single scratch it was like the “mountain” wasn’t there” (get the hint)
Areyh Shwed - “If there’s a will there’s a way especially around that rock drop”
Yehuda Weingarten – “I’ll tell my mother that I climbed Mt. Everest”
Meir Weinreb – “This was nothing, my uncle did this hike with the “U””
Thank you guys so much for a great second half. As the days went by the excitement and pump just escalated. 
The good times and memories will always be remembered. “U” guys were the best. KIT please. #BYB #Meals 
#Soccer #Blackout #Mafia #Nocounselors #Leather #6-0 (that’s our record against other bunks btw) 
Yisrael – 347-585-9410                                                                              Saul Chaim- please don’t bother he is                               
                                                                                                                                           probably learning

cc Shaul Chaim Kaufman | CC Yisrael Rosenfeld

Bunk yud gimmel



Due to the fact that Bunk Yud Daled is 
so much more awesome and  savage than 
any other bunk in camp, their bunk article 

will be dumped on the last page in the 
yearbook, as it would be too degrading for 
them to be with any of the “regular” bunks.

Baby Sitter #1
Akiva “Monica” Sharf

Baby Sitter #2
Rafi “Drizzle” Glazer





Why I Did Not Write an Article
I can’t believe it’s the end of the summer.  I know.  I know that that sounds like an unoriginal way to begin an 
article, but, I’m afraid that this year I’m not writing an article for the yearbook.  So it’s not a issue starting that 
way.  Allow me to explain.  
You see, I have this problem.  Every summer Yonatan Monheit comes over and asks for an article for the year-
book.  Now, there’s nothing wrong with that.  After all, that’s his job.  And we want him to do his job.  Because 
we all want a yearbook at the end of the summer so that we can take the memories home with us. 
 The problem is that he comes over to me the day we arrive in camp and asks for the article.  Okay.  Maybe not 
mamesh the day we come to camp.  Maybe it’s more like a week or so before the end of camp.  But it’s really 
the same thing.
You see, how can I write an article before we finish all of the excitement that’s going on in camp?!  So I say to 
myself, “He can’t be serious.”  I mean, does he want me to skip mentioning Color War? Should I leave out the 
Grand Sing?!  Or the 7Th Grade Olympics?!  Or the Intercamp games?  Or Niagara?  Or the concert?  Or the last 
Shabbos in camp? Or all of the other nonstop action and things that happen in camp till the last minute?  I 
don’t think that he would want that, would he?
So when Yonatan comes over and asks for the article I think, like, “You’re kidding.” You don’t really want me 
to write an article BEFORE we have all the fun.  I’m sure that you really mean that I should wait till the end 
of camp and then- and only then- when the action slows down- should I sit down and try to put down my 
thoughts on paper.  Right?
Well, it seems like I was NOT right.  You see, it seems like Yonatan really DID expect me to write an article be-
fore the action was really finished.  I’m not sure that was supposed to happen.  But it seems like he wanted me 
to write about all the fun we had BEFORE we finished having the fun.  Now, I don’t claim to understand how 
that’s supposed to work.  But whatever the case-  I missed the deadline!
So, unfortunately, due to deadlines and stuff I won’t be able to write an article about all of the fun we had this 
summer.  I won’t be able to write about all of the amazing activities, trips, learning, Olympic breakout (got you 
there!), special Olympic-sized shirts for the generals and lieutenants, zemiros, plays, skits, Color War, melave 
malka, concert, cleanups, wakeups, “get out of the bunk”s, “get into the bunk”s, “get out of bed”s, “get in to 
bed”s, “lights out 10:15”, clear the railings or I’ll do it for you, Niagara, Liberty Heights, leagues, playoffs, put 
on your hat, leave on your tefilin, and all of the other things that made this summer and this 7th grade the best 
one EVER!
No, since I missed the deadline I really will have to skip all of the things that I would have written in my article.  
I won’t even be able to mention the amazing cantata and the inspirational Shiva Assur b’tamuz and Tisha B’av 
that we had in camp.  I won’t be able to talk about the Shmueli Unger arriving in a helicopter to give us a few 
apples and to announce the concert.  I simply missed the deadline.  
So now what do I do?
It’s too late.  I should have just sat down and taken Yonatan seriously.  Then I could have told you what amazing 
counselors you had this summer.  I could have told you how amazed I was at their dedication and concern for 
every one of you.  I could have told you that you guys were the best campers ever.  I could have told you how 
much I’ll miss you guys over the year.  I could have told you that I was inspired by how much you’ve grown over 
this too-short summer.  I could have told you how amazed I was to see you set goals and reach them.  (“Good 
morning Rabbi Septimus shlit’a”…) I could have told you how proud I was every time another one of you put on 
tefilin and/or became bar mitzvah.  
Yes, I could have really written a nice article.  But I missed the deadline.  So I can’t.
So I’ll just tell you this small thing:
YOU GUYS WERE THE FUNNEST MOST AMAZING GROUP OF 7th GRADERS!  I’LL REALLY MISS YOU!
Have a great year and-
Looking forward to seeing again in Ruach Country Yerushalayim! 

Rabbi Septimus



CC Chaim Zanvil Feigenbaum | cc Yosef Yehuda Friedman

Bunk Tes Vov

 XYLITOL, AGAR-AGAR, CARNAUBA WAX, CARRAGEENAN:
Itamar “Itty” Drach- Itty my son pounds his Westbrook jersey, is the king knee buckler, and wakes up for cocoa club 
every day #drachfuhndipickle #dracula
Tzvi “Boogie” Eisenberg- no one knows where the nickname came from, but it’s not Boojie and he’s not Boogie Cousins, 
and after all this practice will be professional at holding shtenders #boogiemonster #moustache
Aron Fried- davens by Rabbi Sekulas shul, and not once, not three times, not four times, but TWO TIMES!! Bought the 
bunk danishes, and was an amazing lion at the play #eatingrabbineiman #gonefishin’
Zevi “Kevin” Friedman- wishes he had salamander hunting as an activity, got to enjoy an exclusive VIP show after his 
short excursion to Bnos, and for the last time I OWN YOU!!! #HDMH #STUHPIT #seriouslypsycho
Yehoshua “Gersh” Gershbaum- rocks his gopro, and wishes he could’ve been in tes vov the whole summer, #drpepper-
cottoncandy #artist
Mordechai “MOGO”Goldberg- Modche Goldberg loves chulent and keeegel, wishes he was in Avromi Rosenberg’s 
bunk, and rocks the hat-no-jacket chill, #ayscousin #volleyballref
Avrumi “AB” Goldstein- owned Dani Aryeh in a game of city, shtels his Romanian salami, pickles and hot peppers to the 
whole camp, and never got his video #twinscap #minnesota #unclemordechai
Eli Horowitz- biggest Mika Zibanejad fan in camp, and also wishes he could’ve been in bunk tes vov the whole sum-
mer #2005 #NYR #LGR
Shalom Miller- is still waiting for his three boxes of Reisman’s, loves baseball, and is a double machine #iamCL #reis-
mansfan
Moishe Neuhaus- rocks the British accent, and beat up his counselor,  #frieds #urmyhero
Dovid “Daweed” Orlik- rocks his Jets cap by baseball games, is the best leadoff batter in camp, and doesn’t wanna build 
a snowman #spikyhair #orwick #olof
Eli Rosner- not Ross-ner, davens in Rabbi Sekula’s shul, and does an amazing Hermione Granger impersonation #or-
worse...expelled
Yoni “Matis” Schwartz- is Dovi’s brother, and couldn’t beat Chaim in a 1-on-1 even though he’s the best three point 
shooter in the grade #yevani #cliffwood 
Moshe Yehuda “Silby” Silberberg- Dovs bro, great cartoonist, and will have the most gorgeous bar mitzvah, shkoiyach I 
love massages!! #madlipz #tony #TZVIGOLD
Aaron “NOT Eric” Silberstein-  Gave the best shabbos speech, and will see Chaim by his brothers bar mitzvah #chaim-
berliner 
Yossi Weinberg- world renowned arranger and composer of the famous song “CRACKERS you don’t belong here ‘long 
here”!!! #glassescoloredmoustache #ELIGOLDSTEIN
Menachem “SHAZAM!” Goodman- the bunks favorite storyteller, straight up funniest guy in camp!!!!!!!!!!  #curfewking 
#pizzaplus 



Bunk Tes Zayin likes to ask millions of questions without 
any basis and they also.........

Tzvi Gold  You hate me!! Really loved this half probably my best half ever thanks!!! Hope you enjoyed the cubicle, it was worth it for your victory 
dance. Enjoy boca Shteig away and I RUV YOU GORD!!!! Never in my life did I meet a man like you. Thanks for not getting burnt out. #only2ndhalf 
Yossi Akerman- hooks up the boys with ices, lost the legendary coin flip for the cubicle , wanted to not come back to camp this year , the definition 
of “how you doin”,  what would I do without you,my main man, eats a week old Dougies , BOOZIE, that call him Mr. Smooth , was a blasted pleasure 
working alongside u , I still think u r the best counselor in camp agudah machane ephraim voicemail system!! 

Michoel Yitzchok Davis    Literally best kid around, Neggile vaser by his bed, Wakes up supper early, had a Late injury report, triple PTA , learnt 2k 
Mishnayis #BEAST , Big bar mitzvah coming up, huge MAZEL TOV! I wish I could be there! Love Tzvi #onedollarpancake
Tzvi Deitel.      Knows how to get on councilor good side #glaze twist, Thinks camps is  a library, granddad is Reb wallierstien, which allowed him to 
come late to curfew one night , Light is way too bright, Mother comes to watch his football game. 
Moishy Egert.      Old mad pajama pants. We got him to come to niagara. Has the most amazing 3 in basketball.  Privately told the councilors that 
he loves  the guy in charge of the lake, has a large numerical amount of relatives in this machane kodoish, and is well aware that Tzvi is really his 
biggest fan 
#showerhead! 
Yossi Jeppi Eisen.     Still have No clue where jeppi comes from. Sickest hand moving think. Drinks everything with caffeine before curfew and asked 
why he’s hyper,never shrieks which is good because if he would it would be very annoying ;) and is fully capable of giving the definition of the word 
Dilemma #showerhead! 
Yitzy Goodman.      YOOOOOOOOSSI  , What’s up my GOODMAN, Takes attendance. Has choshev relationship with the Chafetz Chaim family as he 
let Tzvi know on 7 separate occasions , Really trying to get to know Trever( He might going after Trevers job) thinks he is cool since he has a fake 
cubicle and is most underrated at volleyball 
Bentzy Ingber-  epic last name ,sick hands by football loved your catch during the color war game, wishes he had a top bed , is underrated the best 
photographer in camp. 
Motti iszak - has an excellent bakery but doesn’t help much if his kokosh gets thrown out by every meal, wishes Avromy Schron was his counselor, is 
hooked up with Eli Solomon, is way too young for lenses, really love your gartel, and is still waiting for fishel to pay up his five bucks since Tzvi is NOT 
engaged 
Eli Katz- straight up funniest kid in camp , sorry that the helicopter didn’t work out , has the greatest dance moves , knows how to hide his white 
shirt by davening, 
Zelig klien - pounds diary of a wimpy kid, hooks Tzvi up with them so he can read intellectual material at night , pounds his iPod , best server at 
volleyball agudah has ever seen, is now the biggest cocoa club fan , and knows the breakfast schedule better than Michael Davis #pancakes 
 #showerhead, 
Yechiel meichieali- still upset at Tzvi about his alleged engagement , can’t actually eat a full junior combo , twin brother who is two years older than 
him , still can’t find his shabbos shirt , has a great view of the real cubicle , you’ll get ur cubicle one day 
Dovid Newman- hooks all the boys up with the jerseys , his counselors are actually still waiting for their jerseys, part of the fake cubicle boys , more 
often than not gets into a pillow fight at night with Alex the lion, went through 3 pairs of glasses this half, why did the Lakewood kid cross the road 
?.......
Michael Tzvi pieprz- came a little late but fit in right away , finally got a laundry bag at the buzzer , beast at sports , has a strong passion for Megilas 
Lester, and told Yossi in private that he wished it was played on coach bus to Niagra #funniestfilmever
Naftali sax - Literally was the greatest think that happened to our bunk, next year sleep-away camp no more traveling back to your bungalow. 
Meir Schloss - has a older bro in 9th grade who has determined for us that yes he is related to the rabbi schloss who is a rosh Yeshiva in Boca Raton , 
has his big trophy by his window for all to see , was zoche to split his Dougies with his counselors, has magical fixing fan powers 
Fisher Serur - ROOOOOOAAAAAARRRRR , has a handshake of the ages with Yossi , still deep down thinks that Tzvi is engaged , camp was allowed to 
eat fleishigs during the nine days cuz of his big siyum on maccos (MAZEL TOV) 
Aryeh singer - late night haircuts, gave Tzvi a piece of the most delicious sushi ever which may have earned him best in bunk , always expects to be 
entertained by curfew while complaining he is bored, 
Alex Wienreb - ALEX THE LION , will take over the U one day , is super funny , loves his counselors late night stories , fights back with Newman, also 
could u come here? LOL
Yochanon Ziskind- Shpitz Chaim Berliner , for some bizzare reasons constantly requests to chill in the porch when the chill is in the bunkhouse, Meir 
Laniado is ur biggest fan , rocks the shtender by davening, brings pumping music  to the bunk with his JBL, #showerhead!

cc Yossi Akerman | cc Tzvi Gold 

bunk tes zayin



Bunk Yud Zayin went 7-0 night activity to win the world famous ice cold room temperature 
legendary (that for some reason everyone signed) watermelon because…

CC Sruli Zafir- led the game as a general this time. Not Lt. General. General. From owning the watermelon, to being the copycat at zemiros, you were exactly the 
kind of cocounselor anyone can ask for! #itsnotcheatingitsjustrereradingtherules Have a ton of hatzlacha next year! Keep in touch!

CC Ari Kaufman- refereed the game and didn’t cheat. Even though it was his bunk. What? You never cheat! You can’t be too nice to not make a call against the 
opposing team! Keep up that attitude! Have a ton of Hatzlacha next year! Keep in touch!

Rotator(CC) Shmuli Lerner- was practicing for his stage appearance. Shmuli Lerner! (to the tune of Shmuli Lerner). You were an absolute pleasure and are one of 
the biggest chillers known to mankind! You have no clue how many zechusim you have for taking care of 1st activity. And I think we will all agree that if you were 
camper you would easily get best in bunk! (Don’t worry, you still look like a 12th grader) Have a ton of Hatzlacha next year! Keep in touch!

Yaakov Eisikovic- pretended it was baseball. That means complete and total domination. Yaakov!! You got a half or total smile on your face constantly. Keep up 
that great attitude and your thank you’s that light  up the world! Have a ton of hatzlachah next year. Q-Are you sruly’s cousin or not?

Yitzchok flam- got half the rebounds. What a beast! Yitzchok! you have totally positive attitude. total swag with slap fives. Have a ton hatzlacha next year. Q- Do 
you play better with or without your cap?

Yitzi Frankel-made sure to be chewing gum while playing. Yitzi! What a chiller! You have an absolutely laid back attitude. Keep it like that! Have a ton of hatzlacha 
next year! Q- Whats a better chill schmoozing from bed or from a chair?

Yechezkel fried- brought Houston power to the team. Yechezkel! Zeek! Whatever! You absolutely define awesome. From your ceremonial dance in bed to star 
quarterback of the Lakewood team, your attitude defines you! Have a ton of hatzlacha next year. Q- teebla or hardball?

Aryeh Friedman- simply dominated the court. Ari! Call foul! Aryeh! Who taught you how to play like that? Your personality is one of the best out there! Endless 
energy! Have a ton of Hatzlacha next year! (from Ari- Don’t forget to send regards to Rabbi Schmeltzer.) Q- what’s better, football in bed or on the ground?

Yitzi Kahan- made sure to wear his sports glasses. Yitzi! What an epic guy! How do you keep staying happy all the time? It was really a pleasure having you in the 
bunk! Have a ton of hatzlacha next year. (from Ari- Don’t forget to send regards to Rabbi Schmeltzer.) Q- is it easier to go to sleep with lanyard or a flashlight?

Yisroel Lowy- brought the spirit of SIMON SHAPIRO to the court. Yisroel! Such talent! Singing “your blocking” and draining threes! But the real talent is your posi-
tive attitude! It just doesn’t make sense that it’s natural! Have a ton of Hatzlacha next year! Q-is yisroel simon and sruli shapiro, or sruli simon and yisroel shapiro?

Avigdor Miller- made sure to eat olives before playing. Avigdor! Viggy! However you want it! Did you brush your teeth before that also? You’ve got a sick 
laid-back-positive attitude! Have a ton of hatzlacha next year! Q- do you actually say Krias shma when your holding that siddur or not?

Effie Moller- promised to destroy Ari. Effie! You absolutely rock! Don’t let those gloomy days get you down! You’ve got too much awesome attitude for that! It 
must have been from showering years ago! Have a ton of Hatzlacha next year! (from Ari- Don’t forget to send regards to Rabbi Schmeltzer.) Q- If you eat yourself, 
do you become double or do you disappear?

Mordy Perkowski- pretended it was football. And that’s how we won. Mordy! What on earth are you doing the with your flashlight by curfew in bed? You’re con-
sistency with that is absolutely legendary!  And your positive attitude is literally the icing on the cake that makes you who you are! Have a ton of hatzlacha next 
year! Q- is the name Mordy or Mordechai?

Avromi Rosenblatt- was hyped to help lead the Shabbos Zemiros. Avromi! You’ve got one of the most positive attitudes out there! Don’t let go of it! Have a ton of 
Hatzlacha next year! Q- Rosenblatt or Tress?

Avrumi Stern- made sure to wear his Adidas sweater. Avrumi! You’re for sure heading to become the biggest Camp Agudah legend! You’re just too sweet! Where 
does it come from? Don’t lose it! Have a ton of Hatzlacha next year in Tashbar! Q- Is it naturally endless energy or caffeine that keeps you up?

Guys! That was an absolutely amazingly awesome summer! On a scale of 1-10, marvelous! Thank you for obeying all shower traffic rules! Shout out to Rabbi Sep-
timus! (See, Rebbi! You made it in!) Geizahls.#yourwelcome #thefewtheproud #shmuli lerner #jcsruli #aricubicle #lakewoodbunk #wegotsocks #summeryeshiva 
#summerwassoshort #Bestbunkinsports #showersorporch #chickenshomer #brokenwindowandac #prisonnobackdoor #whenskelleman #sanpelogrino #Myer 
ssssschecter #LT. General #Hashtag 

cc Ari Kaufman | cc Sruli Zafir

bunk yud zayin



______ got kicked out of camp because he...
Yitzchok Frishman- put on the most exciting music in the morning, kicked too many people out of camp, and claims that 
color war games have long term effects #shwekeywithlenny #yonistein
Shimon Schuster- went to yeshiva in middle of the summer, got kicked out of the cubicle, and didn’t bring his laptop to 
camp #Hashkafas #MoriVrabiShlita7.5
Yosef Bressler- sang in the choir too nicely and is boys with pruz #hasidicpeyos
Yosef Greenberg- read too much and his counselor gave him too much attitude #board games
Moshe Itzkowitz- had the best lanyard and had tons of space by his davening seat #babysister
Yitzy Kalisch- played mojo in the morning with his inspirational Israeli music #SoapInSuitcase #RiceCakes 
Chesky Krause- actually didn’t because his grandfather owns the camp and has enough rice cakes for the entire camp 
#LookingFresh
Betzalel Lamm- Yitzchok beat him up and has the longest hair in klal yiaroel #CoolGlasses #HalfOfTheJuniorComboYou-
KnowWhyYouGotIt
Binyomin Levitansky- sang too much, left camp for Shabbos and didn’t want best in bunk #cheapsweater #chabura-
chizuktefilla
Yitzy Lang- wore his BC cap and underrated lives in the 5 towns #reading
Yoel Meisels- got his stomach taken out and loved going fishing #worms #earlyAMfishing
Yosef Rubinson- is the Jc and loves a certain camp which rhymes with “bayim” #NBAshirts
Shragi Scheinbaum- see bunk 17 article… likes mafia and owns volleyball games #earlyriser
Avrohom Shua Schon- didn’t have rachmonos on Zaphirs league team (in hockey) and talks about Phlly #anylakewood-
ninthgraders #waterbottles #youtakegerms?
Aryeh Leib Silberberg- annoyed Heshy and goes to Torah Vdaas #cornerbed
Shmuel Tikotzky- went for the Canadians and hit too many homeruns in the HR derby #whosyourfavoritegreatuncle
Eliyahu Tusk- went to sleep too early and didn’t know the hock #sugarchallah #chefflaumscholent
Tzvi Valt- never did cleanup and was too vild #verymaturehat
Heshy Yarmush- didn’t because he behaved! (ok maybe he didn’t) and he had that random thing that made noise #Silber-
berg 
Moishe Krasnow- too many machoas- kofrim! #torahinamerica #golfcart #sharhafannumber1 #MishanaHabriyosMr.YM

cc Yitzchok Frischman | cc Shimon Schuster

bunk yud ches



Bunk Yud Tes Loves The Game Room Because...
Akiva Besser: is sick at football, has the best fridge in camp, was in the adult choir, should become a singer, has the fundies. #harry-
potter #jets #rangers #oooaaa
Dovi Feigenbaum: will always be a ruach country boy, is the king of fundies(but why though),world’s best ref,rocks the zemiros thing, 
part time member of the gartel club. #ERRR!!! #harrypotter #wutwut #ERRR!!!
Lt.general Shua Akerman: is 1 in a zillion,won olmpics,can’t do this no more,major composer with aron,might be related to aki-
va.#AY#takemehome#celebrity
R’Yosef Bass:is NOT better than akiva at football,is a full time member of the gartel club,is the bunk rov,shpitz chaim berliner,epic danc-
er.
Ari Belsky:is an intense bookworm,covers his assets very well,card dealer of the bunk.#feartherod
Arye Egert:put on teffilin,is the world’s best vekker,bunk posek,isn’t the only Egert in the bunk.#mphone
Baruch”BJ”Jacobs:is a better qb then Lamar Jackson,loves to chill or shmooze,is a full time member of the gartel club,is related to 
akiva,his brother’s in the mir.#pizzaplus#motivation#db
Eli Katz:master bed maker,best puppy face(and cry),beat akiva in ping pong,has the mojo,is the bunk DJ,went fishing in the lake.#ca-
mo71
Eliyahu Levy:is a hard core Daniel Jones fan(like 1 of his counselors),is secretly part of the “U”.#lakewood
Aron Obermeister:has a HUGE frisbee,major composer with shua,underrated goalie,pounds hot sauce.#takemehome#A.Y
Binyamin”Bob”Olshteyn:top 5 at bunkhouse basketball,has a gorgeous stuffed animal collection,quite the off the steps player.#A.Y
Ari Pilchick:can’t get enough of that mountain dew,rocks kabbalas shabbos like a boss(and zemiros),morning showers, emoji yarmulke, 
jets fan.
Gershon”pawgs”Pogrow: is part of 9th grade, MVP of bunkhouse basketball, is always going crazy by zemiros,major hocker, his bro 
used to give the best haircuts.#affl 
Yehuda”Ryan”Rebenwurzel: has the best hockey name in camp, never knows what his counselors are saying to each other, role player 
on the bunkhouse basketball team, inventor of the handshake. #injuryprone #butwhythough #mishnayos #gooey
Yosef Saragossi: has many versions of off the steps, commish of bunkhouse basketball, loves hockey in bunkhouse #sefardi
Myer Schecter:mishnayos,avi schilit, mishnayos, monkey, mishnayos, master griller, mishnayos, logo, mishnayos, sound system, mish-
nayos. #shteiger
Binyamin Sussman: huge young Israel fan, starting 5 of the bunkhouse basketball team, parents know akiva’s parents #yaamodjerry 
#safertorah #FridayBaseballLeague
Asher Anshel Wercberger: full time member of the gartel club, has a phone call, awesome server, epic tzitzis, makes his own Kiddu-
sh(not insulted).#shanshel
Reuven”Joey”Wolman: is not a “Trevor”, 6th man on the bunkhouse basketball team, lost to akiva in ping pong, is related to dovi, loves 
Gatorade #closer
Yehuda Lowenthal: turned the abbl into a historic fan team history franchise, but still while good not weep worthy, that’s right man, is 
waiting for Avi to give out Camp Agudah bobble heads or beach blankets
Izzy Krasnow: will write a cheer song ttto Windhorse at sea, tweet THAT! Ed Kranpool is your forever player, I hope he doesn’t play
Menachem Hartman: is no longer suicidal, learns a very shtark first seder before going to his predetermined specialty job #kiddushin 
#FEIGENBAUMS!
YaLo: You have to realize that in ho-ockey nobody is as good as hockey’s biggest star Wayne Gretzby, shteig in Gellermans!
Aron Lowenthal: it’s the game of baseball, who’s your starting catcher? Well hey... well hey, how many chances you get? There’s no 
stub!

cc Akiva Besser | cc Dov Feigenbaum

bunk yud tes



Bunk כ doesn’t like schnitzel because…
Yitzy Berger- was soooooooo nervous about the rip in his suit pants and was busy loving agudah songs
Efraim Braun- wanted to play hockey with skateboard, rollerblades and ipod ……and the bunk said no
Binyomin Brull- was busy asking for the story and loves Canada #TheComputerRoom 
Shmuel Tzvi Englard- was too busy telling everyone “ why are you talking … We are waiting for you “ by daven-
ing
Yisroel Frischman- sleeps on top of shmueli and somehow still has a broken hand
Dov Gervis- is too busy borrowing Avrumi’s phone and loving his lamp
Elchanan Hirsch- was learning with Rabbi Schwebel and calling his father
Chesky Junger- was too busy throwing candies “undercover” (we saw)… and a major ice cream hookup
Mordechai Yitzchok Kagan- was too busy asking for wedding music and was pumping up the winning team of 
red (Olympics)
Efraim Kalmanowitz- loves his roller blades and only brought tiros to camp (not even a suit!?)
Moishe Kleiner- stole shua’s kosher lamp and wants mojos really badly
Yaakov Lichtenstein- was meeting his brother in law and always has a great line to say
Levi Margulies- was having a lot of bar mitzvah days and is pronounced Marguuuuuulies
Shmuel Yom Tov Scheiner- buys us sushi and dougies instead and is always looking for a charger
Dovid Seidenfeld- will always be Yisroel’s cousin and will daven in masmidim #denver
Yehoshua Sternstein- was busy being a sick backup center and wearing his night jacket!

You guys are awesome keep up the great work make sure to call at least once a day. Shteig away!
Zevi & Avromi

Zevi- 646-866-1676 (please leave message) 
Avromi- America: 917-790-3565 / Israel: 718-564-6659

cc Zevi Goldschmidt | cc Avromy Schron 

bunk chof



HEADQUARTERS OF THE “U” IS IN BUNK CHoF ALEF BECAUSE…
NEIMAN, DOVID- Wakes Avrami up for shacharis, and play shaarei tzedek
ROSENBERG, AVRAMI- No one can hear me because I’m hoarse, and sleeps in the better bed because 
I won the “toin coss”
BANASH, ARON TZVI- Got his football taken away and went to benos because he broke his hand on 
his shoe rack
BANDMAN, SHMARYAHU- Is always on time to curfew, and he doesn’t play ball in the bunkhouse, and 
went to mir with Mitnick
BLATT, AVI- Can’t beat avrami in sports, and uses dovids glove for catches in the bunkhouse
BRONSTEIN, AVICHAI- General of the winning team of blue, and is still scared of the doll story 
DANZGER, TZVI- Is always showered before lights out, and is mourning the loss of Lewis
FEITMAN, YEHUDA- Will be the best pitcher in Torah Temima, and is way too sneaky in his little corner
FRIEDMAN, BINYOMIN- Will perform at “MUSIC FOR THE SOUL 17”, and “got docked from melava 
malka”
GLUSTEIN, YEHUDA- Rabbi Landaus nephew, and gets up right away in the morning because there is 
no later minyan 
GREEN, YOSSI- Can’t do the grand bechina because he has to go drum at a wedding, and has connec-
tions with Rabbi Septimus
KUPERMAN, YEHUDAH- His soft voice is deafening, and has alot neighbors from camp including rabbi 
Neiman by davening
LOWY, SHULI- Is not getting dousies from Manela, and Salgo was just waking you up to play mafia
SALGO, CHAIM NESANEL- In charge of maintenance in headquarters, but makes dovid clean up during 
the night 
TEICHER, ELAZAR- Chills in back of the shul, and is the star singer in the cantata
ZIRKIN, EFRAIM- Switched to top bed so his leg could hang down, and is boys with Rabbi Heller

cc Dovid Neiman | cc Avrami Rosenberg

bunk chof aleph



Dear _______________________________________________ Love, Your counselors
Zacky Aryeh- where are you, its curfew? Don’t worry, I am not trying to put you to bed rather I just want to go on a walk. Oh, and I am bringing Winkies (the candy) 
unless you’re “allergic” to them… Afterward, try to get a good night’s sleep because after all it was your amazing idea to awaken early for a fourth day to show grati-
tude to Rabbi Karfoil. By the way, I learned how to clean my cubicle #CLEANED MY CUBICLE WITH GEIZHALS.
Shloime Bergman- how is my father’s best friend’s sibling’s kid doing? Are you enjoying the cottages? I hope Shea isn’t shnuring Dougie’s from you because he gives 
you Masmidim privileges. But you can still get free water #WATER WAKE-UP. Send regards Gellis. 
Avraham Chaim Fine- why are you riding shotgun in the laundry van? Are you trying to impress them? #KU I need to give you that slush I owe you. By the way, Eliezer 
and I both agreed it’s a travel. And no, I can’t talk sports. Also, you will always be a ruach country boy!!!!!!!!, no matter how shtark you become.
Shmuel Chaim Friedman- can you please stop eating all nine of Dovid’s pretzels and quiet down? I am trying to finish the mishnayos already. Also, thanks for staying 
by the Shabbos meals; it was nice to have someone to dance with. Also, I am looking forward for the challah roll music video to be produced with all the choreography 
(dances). 
Eli Heineman- yes, I know I am your favorite counselor, not just because I am sick at sports but also because I am so nice and an amazing storyteller.   
SINCERELY, MEIR LANIADO (LENNY)  P.S. Your counselors say hi and they love having you in their bunk. Also, Daniel said to remind you that about the volleyball 
games. When you become a famous singer, don’t forget them!
Avi Kranz- shachris; I would say you get an 89%. Not a perfect game, but pretty good. I don’t know why you tried killing me in the Homerun Derby, just kidding it was 
way over my head (I was standing on the other side of the left field fence). Gorgeous hit! It turns out that you’re just as good at baseball as you are at basketball.
Dovi Kriger- wait, did I say Dovi? I meant to say Dovid. Where are you, I said five minutes. Don’t tell me you went to get another pretzel, there’s no point; Shmuchi will 
pop it. Anyway, you need to save room for the challah rolls.
Elya Lebovits- come, let’s go to breakfast. Oh shoots, I guess you’re not having cinnamon toast crunch today, but it’s ok since you “ate” Dovid for breakfast; yum, yum! 
Also, I am taking you tissues #CLEAN NOSE.
Daniel Mendelsohn- hey Daniel, 

         are you for real
                       seriously, you must go to the Shabbos meal
        you know what, I’ll make you a deal
        I will get your stuff from Rabbi Septimus, if you eat a banana peel.

Chaim Tzvi Neiman- wow, third summer. You were by cocoa club many times. Has my refereeing improved? #COLORWAR BASKETBALL MVP #DEODARANT SMELLING. 
Although we are not related *wink*, we don’t need to be.
Noach Aryeh Schechter- I can’t wait to discuss that matching thing with you, because after all Avrom Moishe has singles by the soda machine; I am going to him some-
time this Succos. I will send regards to Eli Schulman.
Moshe Simha- I know you’re basically the only one by supper, but can you stop making those noises and imitate Reb Michel? And by the way, do you want to hear a 
funny joke?
Asher Weitzner- what a leader! You almost led your team to victory…I loved you lieutenant’s shirt. You had an amazing shachris attendance (keep it up). It’s really 
interesting that you drink highly caffeinated drinks right before curfew…
Gedaliah Wygoda- whygoda Brooklyn early? You had the best bunk. Thanks for always hitting threes for me . I can’t wait to see you in Israel, in a hat and jacket.
Yehuda Zanziper- You were such a responsible camper. You never missed any activities, meals, shachris, mincha, maariv, or night seder. I am so lucky to be your cous-
ins, cousin.
Gavriel Zwick- I don’t even know where to begin. Since you were always at meal, can you serve me some water? Because you clearly can serve in volleyball. I love 
the way you always made your bed. Just to make things clear, I don’t hate you *wink wink*. After all, you know my personal nickname (view *). We also fressed over 
Dougie’s, TWO nights in a row (shared a JR COMBO). I can’t wait to see you in Israel.
Moshe Chaim Krieser- low-key, the most shtark bachur in Shaar HaTorah d’Queens. I heard that Mrs. Geizhals cooks good food. Stop wine-ing *wink wink* by the 
Geizhals home. You’re also an amazing league captain, how else would you have such an amazing record? But, seriously you’re an even better counselor……..JK…….
JK……..JK…….Jk (now your confused) . Thanks for the cubicle. 
Daniel Schulman- hates all his campers equally. He is always claiming that he is good at baseball, but never shows off his “rocket arm” at shortstop. #DANISH #DIETS 
#GEIZHALS #CUBICLE #SPEEDSTER #PANTS TOO BIG #CAN’T PLAY O-LINE IN FOOTBALL #NEVER MADE IT TO RFFL
Shout out to Michoel Adler- ROTATOR? Wow, good things happen when you’re around. That was the best water hiking trip ever #MAURICE WINK-WINK *wink wink*. 
It was so nice to see other camps while we were hiking #ACHDUS IN THE AIR. So happy you ended up coming, and you never appreciate flowers and I wouldn’t have 
any proof.
Dovi Geizhals- is a legend for staying up till seven a’clock with me after the Grand Sing to type this. Dovi, you are such an amazing friend. I know that I can rely on you 
for anything. I can’t wait to text you *wink wink*
Chaim Zidele- Your so alive! We need guys like that. Stay on the path or you will get your soles dirty. 

cc Moshe Chaim Krieser | cc Daniel Schulman

bunk chof beis





If you’re Happy and you know it, it’s because…
•	 You’re in the 8th/9th grade division!
•	 You’re in a division that is “buzzing” for eight weeks straight!
•	 You’re part of a sports league that’s well run, organized, and competitive!
•	 You’re going on trips for your own age group, and designed by world renowned Avi Schilit!
•	 You shouted “yeerav” until you couldn’t sing it again!
•	 You’re neshama was well nourished with amazing learning even during a summer break!
•	 You had a thrilling ABBL All-Star weekend!
•	 You’re night “events” were always enjoyable and entertaining!
•	 You connected with your counselors and JC’s while having an amazing time!
•	 You’re were off to Niagara/Boston with your very last bag of clothes!
•	 You went to M.M’s [Mishmar Matziv], where you grew/ate/enjoyed/chilled!
•	 You went through an exhilarating season in the renowned AFFL!
•	 You saw Shimon on the hill….Shimon now off the hill!
•	 8th grade Boston was extra special!
•	 9th grade Niagara was a trip that we literally couldn’t catch our breath!
•	 The 9th grade “LaShon Hara- Dougie’s” was a smashing success!
•	 You were part of an historical concert!
•	 You davened in a befitting way!
•	 You caught one of Shmueli’s apples!
•	 You were zoche to spend time with the Menahel of Torah Temimah and Rebbe at Netzach HaTo-

rah!
•	 9th grade Dirshu was a great program!
•	 You were part of an inter-grade league!
•	 You had a meaningful kumzitz where you grew higher!
•	 You experienced an uplifting Shabbos in a very mature way!
•	 You kept the dining room active and rocking!
•	 You witnessed two senior leaguer’s join the staff basketball team (JR COMBO)!
•	 You were the greatest 8th/9th graders in years!

Keep smiling and keep in touch,

Reb Elya and Reb Yitzy



If ________ would be the host of a radio show he would discuss…..
C Yehuda Zev Hamada                explaining where his white shirt is, cleaning the bunk, the Hamada                                                             

                         chant ,his cool brother Moishe and classic nigunim     
JC Moshe Gordon                       air Gordon, the camper to JC, on the team!! Shtark , camp
                                                       Laundry, bobby pins 

Netanel Berger                            about his counselor Yossi – calm down
Yechiel Besser                              how to eat healthy food late at night  
Mendy Brick                                 that a Long beach bucher drinks a lot of seltzer 
Naftali Brull                                  his coco club and ABBL stats 
Akiva Fight                                   where his Milwaukee accent & lamid bais-ball comes from
Avrumi Fox                                   the usual…….ten dollars in singles    
Reuven Friede                             why he doesn’t play volleyball 
Moshe Glick                                 YAYTE! – how many line points did I get for that?
Shimon Yehuda Greenspan       this year: the Yankees. Next year : only gemarah 
Akiva Light                                    why he MAY or MAY not work in the canteen 
Mendy Neiman                            what he learnt in his many years in camp Agudah & 6 pics 
Yisroel Nusbaum                          why guyish music is so bad to listen to & all about Darchei
Yitzchok Pasach                            that American’s don’t know how to _________
Mendy Schachter                         the very very re”TIIIRED” quarterback   
Yosef Schonfeld                            shushi!! – for coming to all minyanim
Yisroel Seidenfeld                        that reading books in bed is better then his ice coffee 
Paysach Spetner                           late at night – all about his chavrusa and sharai chaim
Chaim Zidele                                 his amazing invitation of the LED lights
Eli Zitron                                        he wants to have a LIC or an IT and a LCN and a DMC  

C Yehuda Zev Hamada | JC Moshe Gordon

Bunk Chof Gimmel



 “I spoke to a few of the players and they all agreed you DO NOT 
want to walk on the rink and see that Avi Farbstein is playing defense 
for the other team”. A rock star, Avi is still waiting for Dani to play Kawhii 
in the morning. #WokeUpWithOnly1Airpod #THENumber1Fan/AirCondi-
tionerInCamp #HugeFanOfSlenderMan
 True story: Mayer Friedman having a 1 vs 1, Mayer wins. 
What’s that you say? I didn’t win yet? I need to hit another 3 to win?? 
NO PROBLEM!! Puts up the shot, nothing but net! BTW Mayer apologizes 
to suit pants everywhere, it was not his fault. #Seltzer #LongWalkToPar-
entsBedroom #FavShabbosDancingPartner #Motty(with appropriate ac-
cent)
 “Intense playoff atmosphere, game is still neck and neck, 
Culang to Yoey Friedman, Yoey takes one dribble and pulls up for 3!!! 
YES!!! He is lethal from downtown! That’s his 4th three of the game!” 
P.S. It’s a real shame air pods cant connect to kosher phones. #Yoeeeeey 
#YoelEmbiid #Slomo #ShloimeLiff #WillBeOnTheBestAFFLTeamNextYear
 “East Yellow has the ball on the side, three seconds left, down 
1. Avromy Fox looking to find an open man he sees Yehuda Galen wide 
open! Galen catches and fires a 3 at the horn, Good if it goes…  HE GOT 
IT!!!! With no time left, Yehuda hits a 3 to win the game!!” P.S. What an 
awesome move to send Yehuda to bunk Chof Daled for second half, a 
tremendous addition! #AwesomeLamp #HighlyUnderrated #Phili
 “Mayor Ozer Greenberg guarding this guy one on one, he tries 
to lose Mayor Ozer, but he can’t, finally he gets around him, puts it up 
and that ball got SWATTED 
FROM BEHIND!!! WITH A 
BROOM!! Where did May-
er Ozer get that from and 
is that legal??” P.S. Mayer 
Ozer we need to get you 
an in house shoil umaishiv. 
# T h e N u m b e r 1 Re a s o n -
OurBunkHouseLooked -
Functional #EarlyWakeUp 
#HowManyMishnayos??
 “Eli Grossnass, 
relaxes his  s h o u l -
ders, takes a deep breath, 
he hears the wind rustling 
the leaves, the birds chirp-
ing in the background, he 
pulls back and fires… BULL-
SEYE!!! He knocks the hat 
right off a passerby!!! And 
what for???? Who knows but what precision, very impressive” P.S. Eli, 
if the rumors are true you’re a phenomenal chef and I would love to 
use your Dr Pepper ribs recipe. #FellowSailer #BrazilionTykeWanDough 
#FIghtNight #Pennsylavaia 
 “Oh this player has got handles, and in an array of beautiful 
moves he loses his defender, drives in, and puts up a finger roll… DE-
NIED!!!! MOSHE GRUNWALD WITH A MASSIVE REJECTION!!!! And he’s 
got a huge smile on his face as he politely yells NOT TODAY!” P.S. Moshe 
is NOT an easy guy to beat in a 1 vs 1, trust me. #MostImprovedPlayer-
OfTheYear #OfCourseYouCanBorrowASefer  
 “Time winding down, Dave Haas with the ball. 3…2…1… Dave 
puts up a three for the win… HE BANKS IT IN!!!! Hes done it again for the 
4th game in a row!!! Can anyone guard this man in crunch time??” P.S. 
Dave from Monsey you are on the air with uh… Mike Francesa. #SoMuch-
DougiesIn1Day #OrangeBathRobe #WokeUpOnTheWrongSideOfTheBed 
#TzitzusTwirl #RabbiKarfiolHeardThat
 “Dovi Kay flicks on the serious switch and he’s not playing 
around. His team needs him to step up and he’s looking to do just that. 
They give him the ball on the wing, he looks up and sees three defend-
ers between him and the hoop. But he couldn’t care less because these 
guys were below average defenders. So he barrels his way into the 
paint, gets hammered, whistle blows, puts it up… AND GETS IT TO FALL!! 
AND1!!! Amazing concentration to take the bump and still get the shot 
to go down.” P.S. Maybe start saying Take care of yourself instead of kys. 
#BurbonBeefJerkey #5Pounds!!! #GreatestBigBrother #WhatDoesYour-
DadDoForALiving
 “Bottom of the 9th, the classic case, bases loaded, 2 outs, and 
Elimelech Lebowitz is up. It’s now a full count and the pitcher is looking 
deadly. Pitcher steps in and fires a 4 seam fastball, Elimelech swings and 
that ball is CRUSHED!!! DEEP CENTER FIELD!! NIT IS HIGH, NIT IS FAR, NIT 
IS GONE!! P.S. Elimelech may be a better story teller then me. #KravMaga 
#DeepWaterTest #ImJoking

 “Rafi Lehrer dribbling on top of the key, screen set on his right, 
Rafi dribbles right, crosses back to left, behind the back, nice hesitation 
and OH HE DROPPED THE DEFENDER!!!! Puts up a floater right over the 
center… IT’S GOOD!!!! Rafi with his 7th double digit game in a row!” P.S. 
Rafi you are the best ABBL hocker in the grade. #HollywoodActor #My-
FellowMirBachur #LovesMyPantry #SnazzyShabbosShoes #DONTGET-
CAUGHTONKINGSHWY
 “The passing of this team is unbelievable! Top of the key to the 
high post to the right wing back to the… PICKED OFF!!! Naftoli Newmark 
just took that right out of the air for yet ANOTHER steal!! These kind of 
passes are not gonna work when hes playing up top!” P.S. Aftolinay peak-
say etterbay igpay atinlay enthay emay!!! #Describe #StaticAndBenkel 
#ApologyLetter #SatOnCheskysBed #4HALVES!!!!
 “Simcha Plotsker, a series of moves, drives hard to the right, 
jumps, hanging in the air, 1 defender tries to block him, another defender 
jumps after to block him, yet ANOTHER defender tries after, HES STILL IN 
THE AIR!!!! HOW IS THIS EVEN POSIIBLE!!! The athleticism on display is 
breathtaking! Whats this?? Now he double clutches and puts it in!! How 
long was he in the air??” P.S. Simcha is the number 1 guy if you need 
electrolytes. #7th GradeChavrusah #LearningWithLenny #Suprise!!Happy 
Birthday #YouOwnedMe #ALWAYSHYDRATED
 “Mendy Schuss, bullying the defender in the paint, backing him 
down bruising some ribs, spin, pump, gets the defender in the air, nice 
jump hook… AND IT FALLS!!! Mendy Schuss with a grown mans move!!! 

Hakeem would be proud!” 
P.S. Of the biggest chillers 
in 8th grade, happy I got to 
have you again now when 
im alittle… calmer. #RabbiS-
peigel #BHSoManyChasu-
nahs #BestGuyToHaveOn-
YourLeagueTeam #Rayim??
 “Through the legs, be-
hind the back, spin move, 
crossov… TAKEN AWAY! 
Shimmy Stahl with a beau-
tifully timed steal to make it 
three in the first half!!! You 
could tell he wasn’t falling 
for any of that flashy drib-
bling! P.S. Any success the 
Mets have this year is in 
your zchus. #2ThingsVolde-
mortIsScaredOf #Legend-
aryDad #KnowsMore-

AboutTheMlbThen90PrecentOfCamp.
 “In middle of a football game and whats this? We have a streak-
er on the field! He’s running at the 50, he’s at the 40, the 30, th… BAM!!!!! 
HE GETS LAYED OUT BY MEIR WEINBERG!! Meir with a gorgeous tackle 
just took the air right out of that poor guy! Looks like all that practice 
wrestling with Eli has payed off.” P.S. So happy I got to know you sec-
ond half. #MASSIVEwaterbottle #DeepVoice #TopBedToBottomBedRight-
BackToTopBed 
 “Avrumi Yarmish coaching the 8th grade team vs the 9th grade. 
Calls a timeout draws up a beautiful play a now let’s see if his team can 
execute it. Everybody in their positions, play works out to perfection, 
Mendy gets the ball tries to lay it up, he gets smashed but no call! Mendy 
goes down holding his face, and Avrumi is IRATE!!!! I’ve never seen him 
like this. He’s demanding an explanation from the ref, but if he isn’t care-
ful he might get t’d up, and there it is his first career technical. He can’t 
believe it!!! Someone better hold him back before he gets ejected, TOO 
LATE!! The ref just threw him out! This is the craziest turn of events I have 
ever seen.” P.S. Shame we never got to have a legit kumzits, you would 
have rocked it. #EarlyToBedEarlyWakeUp #InHouseKeyBoard #NOTDo-
ingGrandBechina   
 Chesky Green im going to have rachmanus and not write a 
whole sporty shtickle for you, but you should know I still Love you.
 To all the legends that had to go at the end of the first half, I 
never really got to thank each and every one of you for bringing your own 
brand into the bunk to make the bunk the great bunk it was.
 Guys the summer may be over! But know its memories will 
never leave (I think that might have been in an alma mater). Keep in 
touch and cant wait to hit up some nets games!!!! IAY OVELAY OUYAY 
UNKBAY OFCHAY ALEDDAY!!!!! 

C Dani Saidov | JC Chesky Green

Bunk Chof Daled

If Every Person In Bunk Chof Daled Had an Announcer At Their Game:



Bunk Chof Hey eats matza balls and noodles because...
C Ashi Sharf- is actually a camper but still managed to get the cubicle even though he’s only 14, will get his name pronounced the right was (kumatz 
aleph Ashi) will win neighborhood day and had the best lyrics in any song ever #AshiAshiAshiAshi #BestRefInCamp
JC Elozor Eisenstein- was up at 7 in the morning to feer ois coffee Tish for the bochurim, has the best chant in camp so in the event that he tries to 
start another chant he fails miserably which results in more chanting for him, is a die hard Torah Vodaas guy, puts rivie schwebel to shame and loves 
reffing #OohohooayayayayaEluzerEluzer!! #GreatestJCEver #HappyBDay  
Shuli grossmen- was forever chilling in his bathrobe, loves curfew and sweeping, is a big advocate for  campers being forced to do the grand bechina 
and is a big fan of the Yankees, buccaneers, red wings and Padres #KevinKnoxIsTheGOAT #ShuliYourAwesome!!
Eli jacubovic- was ALWAYS up till 3 in the morning first half (yeah right, 1:15 at best) right before he fell asleep in his cap and glasses, is constantly 
posing for pics with his brother while rocking BYB (V’SHALOM!!) after hitting balls down the right field line and will one day be doing announce-
ments for Rabbi Neiman #Roots #EwhatE.J. #FouledOnTheThree? #LamedVovNik 
Avrumi Klein- was gutting fish on the porch because why not, is stronger then his counselor. is the finder and terminator of many broomsticks, and 
will never swing on the first pitch of an at bat, and did you know... #Statistics #5 #GiantsCapForever
Chaim Dov Lefkowitz- is gonna be a shtultzy 10th grader in Long Beach this year (Mendy Brick), is sick at giving haircuts, and decided that he won’t 
throw ice at yitzy singer and spit water between his teeth at people, and my fAAAAther… #schlonggers #YourSoMeeeaan
Zevi Lipshutz- is fully loaded on wipes and detergent due to an incredible uncle #UncleMendy, would not be that into the cheder if not for the great 
azriel silber (“I see no hope, only pain”), and is actually a good friend of Yosef Zevi Finstone #TorahTorahTorahElaElaTOURO!!! #TorahVodaasFan 
#ImYeshivish
Yitzie Mozes- is always ready to rock zemiros because he has a massive yarmulke and all the sickest dance moves courtesy of Ashi, drains 3’s, and if 
he could only have one food it would definitely be ices #Salt #SharHatorah #ShabbosChavrusa #OhrShrageEH!!#SHA!
Yaakov Rockove- is the new star actor in camp, was a beast in the home run derby as he belted one over the left field fence and was part of the 
elozor eisenstein coffee club and for some reason thought Kahwi was actually good in the NBA finals (wink) and beat Ashi in a 1 on 1  #NotSyrrian 
#GucciTie #Canada
Yitzy Singer- Tyler Herro is the best, Jimmy Butler is the best, Andrew Wiggens is trash, will be running races at color war till the end of time with a 
broom because he LOVES to sweep and always respected his counselor (20 year old shnook) and was only woken up motzei shacharis #TylerHerro 
#YatzeeFatzee #TylerHerro #BetsieTheCow
Menachem Sternbuch- has the best sunflower seeds in camp, is forever trying to get the counselor’s phone so he can “fix” the banner, is a deadly 
pull hitter down the third base line and is never around by revelle #Manny #MassiveStereo #TzviGold #TheCounselorsAreSoWeird(wink)
Nossi Taub- was sleeping with an eye patch, has the most steals in camp agudah ABBL history, which is probably why he was able to beat elozor in a 
1 on 1 and is the ultimate bunkhouse chiller and is the best person to watch basketball games with #ripped #Treff’s #PutTheBroomheadBackOn!!
Eli Tress- was waking up Eli Goldstein and the rest of junior hill before heading to coffee club with elozor, and from there he would go take a massive 
tan by the pool without swimming at all, and then strutting around camp giving Savage stare downs thinking he owns camp (wink) #LovesBunkPic-
tures #Chaveirim
Tzvi Tress- was banging a broomstick in the bunkhouse while growling at everyone, playing shortstop (and third base) while enjoying his ABBL 
and league teams #NoTrades, and was failing to spit water through his teeth and attempting to get a +5 #AvromySchron #Spongebob #Shwekey 
#IshakisOyYoYoYo
You guys are literally the best, I had a great time. Have a great year in whatever mesivta your going to. I wish you much hatzlacha and I can’t wait to 
see you next year. 
Ashi cell- 917-861-9516 
Elozor cell- 718-640-3854

C Ashi Sharf | JC Elazar Eisenstein

Bunk Chof Hey



C Kuti Shipper | JC Levy Yitzchok Zafir

Bunk Chof Vov

Bunk chov vov is the best better than the rest why....

     Dovi Adler:"kdjp" Kumar dovid, David's sunflower seeds.
Gershi biederman:"shut your mouth" "gershi the shadchan" "stop harassing me" "kicked out of camp"
Shloimy cytryn:#pres own cubicle (i still hate it) could we make a deal.
Menachem Moshe Rosenberg:can go to sleep anytime and wake up for schachris phenomenal. Rabbi 
Cooper.
Chaim klepner: crafty loves dancing with a broom
Tzvi dov konstam:I have a confession to make I made a bad call in the championship game it was a charge 
sorry
Mordichai leimam: brushes his teeth 2 min after lights out every single night , and future counselor
Moshe markowitz:#kaminetz bocher good stuff, #fridge,  Baal menagen, markes me late for schachris.
Simcha mayerfeld: my only Monsey guy, loves to sing pumping songs late at night#bunk chuf gimmel
Motti perstien: we use your light to do everything at night very clutch #gumpockerchips #tablenoshbox
Avromi potchin: the coolest guy in kaminetz that hair tho "kicked out of camp" "you hate me"
Meir singer: the rebbe of bunk chof vov somehow found my Purim video "what a guy rebbe meir"
Naftuli Tzvi wasserlauf: wassy the official bunk sweeper does a phenomenal job underrated Hocker.
Levi yitzchak zafir: wow was I zocheh to a phenomenal jc you are fun geshmak everything I can ask for a jc 
you are thanks for waking up the guys for schachris much needed.

Guys thank you for the best summer of my life you guys are awesome have so much energy and simchas 
hachaim enjoy mesivta take advantage and you better keep in touch I mean better keep in touch my 
number well I have a Israeli number bc I'm in yeshiva there so call me 19172017904 and my American 
number is either 8456089483 if it doesn't work then try 8455021308 and Levi yitzchak number is (929) 441-
8234



Besides the Darchei Shabbosim of Chizuk, the Boston Paawwk, Rabbi 
Sterns Chill’s at night,Yeshivas R’ Neiman- led by Roy, Bunk Chof Zayin 

had an awesome summer because…
Counselor Yitzie Merzel- got the best J.C; Shiurei R’ Heller, Shabbos Gadols Gabbai, found a spot in dave and 
busters, was busy trying to arrange a flight to Eretz Yisroel with a stopover in Far Rockaway
J.C. Eli Goldstein- is a Talmud Muvhak of R’ Feder (and Aron Greenberg), is coming to Darchei for Beis Me-
drash, broke out clapping during the cantata, bungalow best in learning, doesn’t eat on Fridays  
Yaakov Shmuel Augenbaum- is Augie’s nephew, owns R’ Karfiol’s phone, one day will figure out who’s the best 
J.C., learns Shearim B’tfilla, is a Mashgiach- “The Yetzer Hora got you Yitzie!”
Reuven Finkelstein- runs camps plays, and is the best actor, brother is in Masmidim, won’t shave because of 
his grandfather, grandfather is on the video
Moishe Gerstner- HASC concert production, made sure the nosh made it back to the bunk (and made sure the 
chips remained clean from double dipping), chills by Masmidim
Nesanel Gottleib- took one for the team on Boston, is my tortilla chips buddy, cantata soloist, green teams 
mascot
Shimon Haas- is an all-star card shuffler, enjoyed the nosh the most! Didn’t miss a beat by Davening
Michoel Jaffa- is it chairs or Mesilas Yesharim? No, his cousin was in Darchei, goes fishing with Dovi, reads 
reads reads
Binyomin Klein- will always be a Veretzky boy, is related to B&H, runs the entire hock in Boro Park, learns with 
Frischman
Dovi Nelkenbaum- is the official head staff assistant, is the official bug zapper, is the greatest fisherman, does 
Chesed for third activity
Ephraim Rothman- is a camp Morris hocker, is the biggest hot chocolate fan, runs catskill hatzoloh, danced 
away by the Melava Malka
Yisroel Meir Schaffer- will always be a Benders boy, didn’t have strep, is the Shalosh Seudos Chazzon, and 
loves his counselor
Yisroel Schwartz- goes to sleep listening to Shiurim, cousin got engaged during camp, aunt does his laundry
Moshe Eliyahu Simha- was overly pumped for Boston, has the best league captain- Elazar :) loves to read, 
almost didn’t get franks n’blanks
Night Seder Chabura- you guys are truly amazing, Avos, the federal, MTI, Shar Ha, apple or dell, kiss from R’ 
Bender, avada, diyuk, dawg, pictures, we know what’s cool, that story, that phone, conversations with Darchei 
Rebbeim, junior combo, guest visits from Shlomo Salman, trash talking, will heed the call to Darchei :)

C Yitzchok Merzel | JC Eliyahu GoldstEin 

Bunk Chof Zayin



Shimon Issak got moved to the BETTER hill second half because…
Shimon Issak- the best counselor in Agudah #better than: Tzvi, Yossi, Dani, Ashi, Kuti, Zevi, Shimon, Yitz, Dovid, 
Avrumi’s (Schron/Rosenberg), and Moshe.

Pinny Fried- the best JC in Agudah, likes to shnur Shimon’s soda #better than: Ruby, Aryeh, MoGo, and Yitz 
#BIGGEST LEGEND AROUND; WE’LL MISS YOU!!!

Aryeh Brachfeld- likes to sleep bent over #evergreen #both halves

Dovi Danzger- likes to draw for camp #three times #kicked #jumping

Aryeh Drillick- the Yankees are the worst team in baseball #Mets #Alonso #three times

Aaron Epstein- always learning day and night #three times #always here

Chaim Gaffney- the voice will always be legendary #three times

Yaakov Gray- will always bring ice cream for the bunk #three times #legend

Ari Issac- is the official bunk Shabbos table cleaner #three times #go to sleep

Chaim Dovi Lebowitz- will always wear a shirt #Rabbi Stern #workout

Akiva May- will always be by meals and davening #hockey

Ari Pitterman- will always be where he needs to be #three times #athletic

Moshe Yehuda Sass- the best defender and hockey player in the grade #loves meals #canceled

Chesky Tratner- the best camper ever #three times #league team

Avi Weber- the official bunk sweeper #better than a cleaning lady #three times #completes jobs

Thank you guys, the first-timers and three-timers, for the greatest summer ever. We’ll miss you tons. Keep in 
touch!

Shimon (845) 422-0789

Pinny (845) KOSHER #NO PHONE

C Shimon Isaak | JC Pinchas Fried

bunk Chof Ches



If we fast forward 20 years from now then...
C Dovi Finkelstein- Would quit giving haircuts and coach the basketball team

JC Mordechai Rubinstein- will never get another technical ever again

Lavi Allswang- pronounce his name Levi and be on the basketball team

Yehuda Egert- would make the trips for camp and the menu #Feregomo 

Eliyahu Eisenstein- would create his own gym company and make a DS league

Baruch Dov Fulda- would still di his eggs and pancakes and muffins in OJ

Eli Herczl- wouldn’t hurt my feelings :) and find the right size slide on his first try

Moshe Yoel Hersko- would be in maintenance driving his own car around

Chaim Lamm- would still find a way to sneak in food packages

Shalom Pearl- would still be R’ Benders closest chassid #darchei

Yechezkel Sasson- CHEZ!! Still have the best chair in camp #CHEZ

Tzvi Schon- would still be the first one up & only need 2 hours of sleep

Shmuel Dovid Skriloff- would supply camp with all the sports equipment they need

Avromi Soffer- would be sweeping while taking over his father’s` business

Yaakov Tajerstein- would still be MVP both halves but, buzz still thinks hes still rabbi neiman’s favorite 
talmid #mashiach

Yakov Turkel- would be the best singer in town hands down. #MimKomcha

Levi Yitzchok Weingot- will own a sour kraut company #cabbage

Dovi Weiss- would still have the biggest nosh in camp

C Dovi Finkelstein | JC Mordechai Rubenstein

Bunk Chof Tes



C- Yehuda Lowenthal- LOVES ABBL, Oar general (let’s go red!), hey you’re wet, 
watch yourself, did EVERYTHING on the Boston trip, can’t think of anything else to 
write because he’s been writing articles for a week straight
JC- Yitzy Waldman- Thanks for being an awesome JC! You’re blocking you’re block-
ing they can’t see behind you. Dresses like a baal haboss ;). Any Nets news??? 
5 minutes later: Any Nets news??? Got your own whistle and coached the all star 
game! Yitzy, I still can’t believe you’re my JC 6th grade doesn’t feel like that long ago. 
Thanks for everything!! 

Shragi Blumenkrantz- Really wants to be traded in ABBL. Shragi, you know I’m 
not trading you so sorry but stop asking. Certainly knows how to be very quiet at 
night. Will never lose your Shabbos shoes or suit pants. I really enjoyed having you 
around thanks for being a part in making this an awesome summer! Have a lot of 
hatzlacha in Edison!
Yehuda Breskin- First of all sorry about the ABBL trade, I hope you forgive me. 
Secondly, I think you’re quite capable of being hyper at night without a whole thing 
of sugar and redbull, so try to lay off those. Also it’s not cool to show up at the meal 
with wine (“no it’s really grape juice”). Not going to mention your favorite pen. Ye-
huda, I really enjoyed having you around thanks for being a part in making this am 
awesome summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha in Darchei! 
Moishy Epstein- Thanks for coming 
to join us in our bunk for second half. 
As well as Shragi (and many others) 
I know you wanted to be traded but 
you know that’s not happening so… 
you get the idea. I hope you don’t 
have too many more pillow fights, 
they could be dangerous. Moishy, 
I really enjoyed having you around 
thanks for being a part in making this 
an awesome summer! Have a lot of 
hatzlacha in the Mir! 
Lippy Freund- What’s up Lipeh? So 
lechoira al col panim it’s shpitz, let’s 
go vaiter. Lippy…. Where do I start? 
How about never drink redbull?! 
That’s a good start. Al col panim it’s 
shpitz that you have a dude perfect 
cap, also the same Mets cap as me. 
Ahhh I’m not really leaving the table, 
I’m coming right back. So lechoira 
who hit the home runs? Alonso?!?!?! 
Lippy I really enjoyed having you 
around thanks for being a part in 
making this an awesome summer! 
Have a lot of hatzlacha in Darchei!   
Binyomin Hellman- So without checking I’m going to guess all your yearbook lines 
have something to do with singing, so being that I’m very original and creative 
I’m going to write about… singing. Why did you run away by supper that night? 
You would’ve had a nice solo. Ok good, got that out of the way. “No you really 
have to come to our chill ok, I have a chair for you. No really sit down we have to 
schmooze”. Thanks for the 3:15 visit by the way. Binyomin, I really enjoyed having 
you around thanks for being a part in making this an awesome summer! Have a lot 
of hatzlacha in Darchei! 
Yisroel Hirschfeld- Yes the Yankees are winning (whenever you read this they prob-
ably will be) even though as you know, no one cares about the Yankees. I really 
appreciate you going to sleep on time as opposed to some other kids. Sorry your 
ABBL teams weren’t that great hopefully your team can still turn it around second 
half. Yisroel, I really enjoyed having you around thanks for being a part in making 
this an awesome summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha in Shaarei Chaim.  
Menachem Jakabovits- Thanks for joining us for second half! Even though you’re 
from Montreal and are a habs fan. You should know by the way that I considered 
not taking back the cap from the bus (I’m kidding). Just curious doullars did it cost? 
Anyways thanks for joinging some of our late night chills. Menachen I really enjoyed 
having you around thanks for being a part in making this an awesome summer! 
Have a lot of hatzlacha in Mesivta Reishis Chochma!
Shaya Leibowitz- Shaya go to sleep, “I am sleeping I’m just sleep talking”. I know 
you’re a really big fan of ALL my caps and my towel. I heard you’re looking for some 
new caps because you don’t like the habs one. Also by the way I heard you had an 
amazing league captain first half, next time pick basketball though. “Oh hi Yehuda”. 
Shaya, I really enjoyed having you around thanks for being a part in making this an 
awesome summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha in  Yeshiva Gedolah of Montreal! 
Shmuel Ostreicher- Switches away from “the chill” but it’s ok we managed without 
you. Come Shmuel let’s go on a walk, “no but I can’t miss the schmooze I’ll just pull 
up a chair”. By the way Shmuel you’re wet. Also my cubicle isn’t public property just 
in case someone thought it was, not you of course but someone. Shmuel, I really 
enjoyed having you around thanks for being a part in making this an awesome 
summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha in Shaarei Chaim! 
Simcha Resnick- “I was really up last night”. Wakes up at 6 AM to do laundry. Am I 

getting best in bunk? No really am I still in the running? I need to know. You really 
like to have a lot of cups. You take that jersey you have and keep it far away from 
me. Simcha, I really enjoyed having you around thanks for being a part in making 
this an awesome summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha in Darchei! 
Shimi Schon- Shimshon! Dominated ABBL second half despite not knowing how 
many tenths of a second were left. Sick picture on the Boston trip, we’ll talk later. 
J-E-T-S JETS JETS JETS!! By the way Shimi, you’re dry. Shimi, I really enjoyed 
having you around thanks for being a part in making this an awesome summer! 
Have a lot of hatzlacha in Novominsk!
Michoel Schwarcz- Thanks for making the switch over to our bunk second half. 
Makes the middle of the bunkhouse into a hockey rink. Goes for the Bruins for 
some reason, you’re welcome to come over to the Rangers whenever you want. 
Made the first two weeks of the davening program without even knowing it existed. 
Mickey, I really enjoyed having you around thanks for being a part in making this an 
awesome summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha in Kaminetz!
Motty Steinberg- Thanks for coming over to our bunk for second half. Also made 
the program without knowing it. Makes a siyum for the whole camp to eat fleishigs. 
Tell Eli he should’ve came over to the bunk with you. Motty, I really enjoyed having 
you around thanks for being a part in making this an awesome summer! Have a lot 
of hatzlacha in Veretzky! 

Tzvi Weil- Stoup, it’s nout funny! 
Watch out for those daddy long legs 
on your towel. Thinks it’s cool to stay 
up late and come to the shul at 3 
o’clock. Can you take a picture? It’ll 
take a second please? Watch out for 
the buzzing and don’t say ouch too 
loud. Tzvi, I really enjoyed having 
you around thanks for being a part 
in making this an awesome summer! 
Have a lot of hatzlacha in Mesivta 
Reishis Chochma! 
Yitzy Weinberger- YO WHERE HAVE 
BEEN?! How’s the oilam/boys doing? 
Oh shopping cart! Switches over to 
“the chill” for second half. You had 
to put up that Yankees sign though. 
Loves to go to the shower on time. 
Yitzy, I really enjoyed having you 
around thanks for being a part in 
making this an summer! Have a lot of 
hatzlacha in Darchei! 
Avi Weinstein- Come Avi let’s go on 
a walk. “Guess what I’m still wearing 
my bathing suit”. Why can’t you just 
ref all the ABBL games? Lights up the 

whole bunk on Shabbos. “Eliezer zachur latov”. Oh Mr. Noodle, Mr. Noodle. Avi, I 
really enjoyed having you around thanks for being a part in making this an awe-
some summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha by Rabbi Gray! 
Mordechai Wolf- Thanks for coming over to our bunk for second half. “It was a 
foul and we should’ve went to the championship game”. Big Bad Wolf. Doesn’t 
get enough recognition for MVP. Over/under 10.5 on the never ending song of the 
week. Mordy, I really enjoyed having you around thanks for being a part in making 
this an summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha by Rabbi Brus! 
Dovid Zisowitz- Thanks for coming over to our bunk for second half. Thanks for the 
poppers/chicken/beef jerky it was really good. Father owns a restaurant gets dips 
every week. By the way Rabbi Karfoil wants some food. Has an amazing league 
captain second half. Dudi, I really enjoyed having you around thanks for being a 
part in making this an awesome summer! Have a lot of hatzlacha by Rabbi Gray. 
Zev Grunfeld, Chaim Steg, Yaakov Winzelberg, Asher Fogel, Yehuda Glatstein, 
Lavi Allswang, and Ephraim Steinberg we missed you all second half I hope you 
enjoyed whatever you did (Lavi I know you were here second half). For Zev #Tap 
Aryeh Drillick, Shimon Greenspan, and Mendy Schachter say it with me 1… 2… 
3… No One Cares About The Yankees! I know you guys really wanted to be in my 
bunk, maybe next year. Shimon and Mendy we better finish it off in leagues! Aryeh, 
sorry next time pick basketball. 
Quick message from Yitzy: Hey guys! JC here you know Yitzy Waldman just in 
case you guys didn’t get my name yet. Guys I got to say it , WHAT A SUMMER! 
As you guys know this is my first year being staff and I BH got the best bunk! You 
guys were such a fun group and I enjoyed every second of it! Thank you guys for 
the awesome ride it was a blast to be your JC as well to have my own JC as the 
best counselor ever, Yehuda! You rocked every second! You guys truly made this 
the best summer I ever had! I want to wish you guys hatzlacha in mesivta just 
keep rocking it up! Thank you guys so much!! We better keep in touch! Signing off, 
you JC DJ Yitz. #YoureBlockingYoureBlockingTheycantSeeBehindYou #Coooofee 
#Wooooter #BestSummerEver #BestGuysEver 
Well guys I can’t believe we’re at this point feels like it just started, going to miss all 
of you. KEEP IN TOUCH!!! Yitzy- 917-936-7423 Yehuda- 347-387-3554  

C Yehuda lowenthal | JC Yitzy Waldman

Bunk Lamed

Bread, Bread, Peanut Butter, Peanut Butter, Jelly, Jelly, Jel-
ly, Jelly, Marshmallow Fluff



If Bunk לא wouldn’t live in Monsey, would eat camps chulent, 
and would stop being so AWESOME; THEN…

Levi Berger- would arrange soccer as an activity in camp and would slam in volleyball.
Motty Braun- would stop learning for 5 minutes and would stop keeping bread and cheese under his pillow #sandwich-
maker
Yehuda Tzvi Culang- wouldn’t shower at 4:30 AM, and wouldn’t be the best basketball in the grade #NOTFROMMONSEY
Mordechai Duvid Frank- would finally win Aaron in a pillow fight and would maybe possibly but probably not find his 
sneakers #barber #drayingaround
Shraga Frankel- would put his peyos in front of his ears and would finally publish his sefer. 
Moishy Gluck- would be the 2nd guy in the bunk to Shachris and would stop being the snazziest dresser in camp 
Raphael Yosef Gonter- would enjoy the Boston Harbor boat ride and stop looking for Aaron #Lakewood #onlyswimsath-
ome
Avi Grossman- would stop playing basketball in the bunkhouse and would stop asking for seltzer #legend
Yitzchok Himy- would finally beat Aaron and would Mordechai get him stuff from the canteen #gotoshiur #pinktiros 
#MK’sphone
Eli Kolodny- would get a cell phone in camp and finally finish Shas with Motty Steinberg #chaghasiyum
Aryeh Leib Lazarus- would slow down in Pesukei D’zimra and would stop getting harassed by Tzvi Gold #Laining
Alter Sholom Leshkowitz- would finally stop wearing red and wouldn’t be R’ Elya’s favorite camper
Moshe Meisels- would finally become a world famous Chazzan and a world famous sports manager
Tzvi Neiman- would get shorter Tzitzis and would get his stuff out of the cubicle #uncleavromy #uncleyitzy (marcus)
Avrohom Ribowsky- would get white shirts that fit and would take over Mrs. Rand in the office
Yitzy Richman- would stop being so ripped and would take out more than $2 by transactions
Meir Richman- would stop making lunch “somewhere else” and would be in Aarons bunk for the 3rd time
Shmuel Schwartz- would stop making up cheers or would be on the staff team next year
Shimon Stern- would still be saying “let’s make moves” and would maybe finally say ‘Hi’ to Aaron in the cubicle
Shimon Zilber- would stop pounding pastrami sandwiches during the Shabbos meal and would continue being the big-
gest legend in the grade

C Aaron Herzberg | JC Mordechai Kaufman

Bunk Lamed Alef



If bunk ‘לב gets a nickel every time _______ we’d be 
millionaires

C Rabbi Schwebel- Says a Shmooze
CC Boruch Feigenbaum- wears a white shirt to activities
CC Chananya Sandel- doesn’t wear a shirt
CC Menashe Schuster- plays the ukulele
CC Nechemia Worcman- gets called a Schwebel
JC Eliyahu “JA” Kaminetsky‘s birthday gets cancelled
D’niel Ezra Cohen- wears his cap from main st. pizza
Eliyahu Noach Compton- hides from rabbi abie neiman
Yehuda Davidowitz- smiles to other people
Yosef Zev Finstone- meets Avraham Fried and Benny Friedman in 
shopright
Shimon Katz- wears Eli’s bekeshe
Mendy Kuntslinger- says he’ll write a letter in Portujeez
Yisroel Meir Mendlowitz- holds the paper for the song leader at team 
time
Duvidel Phillip- learns geshmak at the S.A.L.T. program
Chaim Rosenbaum- makes a מחאה

BoruCh Feigenbaum | Chananya Simcha Sandel  
Menashe SChuster | Nechemia Worcman

rabbi Yehuda Shwebel

Bunk Lamed Beis



Future book titles by _____
Daniel Aryeh- “Ripley’s Beliee Dat Or Not” “Life In Toms River” “Persian Dance Floor” “HaGaos Al Chacham Ovadiah” 
(Shtultz Free Edition) “Oatmeal At Midnight”
Ari Berger- “L.A. Artist” “The Sapphire Blue Gem” “How To Properly Chill” “How To Perfectly Imitate Foreigners While 
Wearing Dirty Tyros” “B.B.Q. Favorites (Part One)”
Akiva Blumenkrantz- “Shower-Shachris-Shloof” “Y.D.T. Vs. Y.F.R.” “Vekking Methods” “The Key To Constant Smiling ( By 
Besser’s Nephew)” 
Yitzy Deitel- “Glazed Donut Theory  (By Rabbi Wallerstein’s Grandson)” “Oruch HaShulchan In Bed” “The Mishna Pound-
er (Book One)” “Drug Dealing” “The Infamous Baseball Catch”
Shu-u-a Frank- “A Shabbos Kodesh In Harmony” “Life As The Other Frank” “B.B.Q. Favorites (Part Two)” “ Permanent 
Meal Seating”
Avromi Goldblatt-“Court Control” “Speaker Blast” “The Dude Who Never Missed A Meal” “Showers At 3 AM” “A Father, 
A Rebbi, A Hookup”
Dovid Yoiel Isner- “Survival Without Outlets” “WHERE’$ My CA$H?” “Keeping Your Yarmulke In The Clouds” “Finding 
Rabbi Kleinmans Sneakers”
Binyomin Kriger- “Prez [An Award Winner]” “Sharing The Cubicle” “Football Fever” “The Latecomer” “The Park Of The 
Marines” “Trophies And Tissues”
Yanky Lapidus- “Disco N’ Smoke” “My Rebbi, My Role Model, Rabbi Karfiol” “Mister Nice Guy” “The Lifeguard With The 
Cool Hair” 
Mordechai (Lebo) Lebovits- “Hashkafically Speaking” “That’s Traaaash” “Caught In The Cubicle Again” “Aff In Out” “The 
Wonderous Woman”
Gershon Levy- “How To Celebrate Your Birthday 5 Times” “PIED!” “Q.B. Skills (Pocket Editon)” “Shar Ha’s Cutest” “The 
Mystery Of The Sleeve” “No Dougies For You” “The Mafia Killer” 
Elya Pinchas Metz- “Shtultz” “Chinuch Roundtable” “The K’nocker” “Yankees Legends” “The Popping Eyeball” “Best In 
Bunk [by Good E. Good E.]” 
Binyomin Mitteldorf- “CROSSOVER, In 2 Moves Or Less” “How To Be Awesome At Everything” “Kool Potions” “The Hair Is 
Here”
Avigdor (Viggie) Nathan- “Where’s Viggie?” “The Schmoozer” “Speaking Tips” “The Sweetest Server” “The Bed With The 
Mezuza”
Moshe Yehuda Neiman- “Summer Geometry” “MVP”  “Staff Teen” “The Bungalow” “Ultimate Cleats Lender” “AFFL 
Touchdowns [by Aliza Goggles]”
Eliezer Presser- “Domination” “Tamid In 60 Seconds” “A Summer Spent Sleeping Above The Menahel” “The Mishna 
Pounder (Book Two)” “My Most Shocking Moment As A Counselor”
Yehuda Ruzohorsky- “Power Of The Pencil” “Horsky” “The Many Murals” “Recorder [by Rabbi Grossman]” “A Bochur 
From Kaminetz [by Azzie Snumber]”
Yitzi Shapiro- “The Unbreakable Bone” “Shachris Streak” “The Laker Behind The Towel” “The Laughing DJ” “The Cholov 
Yisroel Machmir” 
Eli Weis- “Life As An Imitator” “The Non Identical” “The Prank Call” “A Lantern and A Bathrobe” “Vice With Weis” “Night 
Activity Ownage [by Stan Dup Comedy]”
Mike Rabinowitz- “Well HELLO!” “Lifesavings On Costumes” “The Mystery of The Missing Fanny” “Back 2 Back See ‘Em” 
“How To Write A Skit In One Hour Or Less” “A Shtark Darchei Boy’s Guide To Being The Most Popular Guy In Camp” 
“3476033528” “The Question Answerer”
Chaim Noach Hager- “Why I’m So DARK” “Where’s The Radio” “Beach Yeshiva Stories” “Underground V.R.” “From Camp-
er To JC [by I.D.K.Y.]” “The Jump [by Dr Zeltin]” “The Tenth Pick” “Chilled [by i.i.i.]”

[WELL HELLO!]

C MiChoel Rabinowitz | JC Chaim noach Hager

Bunk Lamed Gimmel



IF YOU’RE HAPPY AND YOU KNOW IT DO ALL THREE!
C Chaim Gelberman-
1) Put your ankle, knee & back braces (the next part of the song includes jumping)
2) Stop singing there is mac & cheese, grilled cheese or pizza wraps
3) Everyone _______in the pool, don’t be the guy to _____ off the diving board. #baltimore #Nachlas #nohotsytotsyfatbush #kevin 
#sushispot #goldbond #SHMUELI #L.D. 34 #Best Bunk
JC Elazar Frischman- Good Jc but never with the bunk, Denver Yeshivish #fake , Illegal phone, best affl ref. oneg shabbos, yeshiva 
hock, music hock
Block Yaakov- Never on the phone, takes the most naps in the bunk with his eyes open, 3’s like kyrie
Danzger Menachem- definitely picked the right bunk, has the most best in bunk awards, QB still doesn’t throw to him
Davis Michoel Yitzchok- “Vos Titzich”, dougies motzei Tisha b’av, wanna go to the canteen for me, always in bed, always use the 
meniscus excuse #g’vir #chasidish, stole the AC remote, crazy haircut
Deckelbaum Eli- 98th best player under 18, longest tzitzis in camp, ner yisroel Wanna Be, Longest tzitzis in camp father has rich 
friends, Dovi Sass #Boucher
Freier Dovi- Big time QB, the Shaar Hatorah guy, “whats the halacha” #Greenspans6inscreentesla
Gluck Mendy- Mr. yeshiva camp, not lazy, lockdown dfender, Tropicana O.J., real estate Mougel, Yeshivish Dancer, Sached the kofer 
out of him #
Herman Akiva- Mr. I know Eretz Yisroel, Grill bar, Miro’s, Geula, all make appliances, mitz pri, spider sweater, and you think you are a 
“gavrah”
Kohanteb Meir Yechezkel- M.C., ב shiur, no hat Persian, gold band, never screams, inflatable matress, M.C. Jr, wheeres Kolko!?, loves 
Rabbi Feuer & Rabbi Nussbaum
Kohen Menachem- Brother is a major chef, sleeps in middle of grand central hock station, never gets in fights with schloss
Kruger Binyamin- Marshmallow’s, Modeh Ani, Orange Fox 40, no talking by mincha, chrumpy, beat boxer, best bed in camp 
Michaeli Betzalel- Papi on the mike, Trrraaaasshhhh, Yeshivish fest guy, nice color brown, thinnest mattress in camp, polo shirts 
tiros, greenspan jr, prank calls, loves fake yeshivish guys #ShaarHar #BYA
Simcha Moskowitz- Coach of ash, best server in camp, Mr. baseball, color war general hocker
Pearl Yitzy- Awards: 1st to shachris, 1st to bed, 1st to showers, shalom pearl’s cousin, Dr. Pepper, fruit by the foot, Scheff’s first seder 
napper chavrusa
Pomerantz Moshe- never cleans up after himself, doesn’t want to be in camp next year, clean shaven, shortest amount of time to 
brush his teeth
Schloss Nosson- burnt by my gloves, aleph shiur snob, always has packages by the gate, “shabbos in yeshiva camp”, pro bowl two 
snaps #nachlas #headcounselor #scheff
Shapiro Shloime- Mr. speakers that last for only 10 minutes, O.U.D- 72 minutes- sefard- minhagim? Coffee all minyanim
Snyder Moshe-Mr. T4, pass my customized slides, Gucci sachet, assisted living, machal, pizza for the bunk & dougies #chicken
Szanzer Shaya- Cha Ching, best laugh incamp, left hand hurts during baseball, not into his “Gucci” pants.
Weiss Kalmy- cousins with Mr. T4, masmid first half, leaving early for Orlando seltzer fridge, richest bunk bed in camp
Zucker Chaim Moshe- it’s not yur fault it’s the QB’s fault, Mr. Goldbond over Mr. baby Powder, bottom of the 9th low pitch grand 
slam RAYIM

C Chaim Gelberman | JC Elozor Frischman

Bunk Lamed Daled



C Aryeh Sheff | JC Moshe Pearl

Bunk Lamed Hey

THIS TITLE HAS NO SHAYCHIS TO THE ARTICLE
IF THE 05 White Sox’s Never Existed Then Meir Bergman- Never would have been on coral pink, and would stop saying legend speaks,would rock 
his sports goggles all day #PaulKonerko

If Lakewood Didn’t Exist Then Meir Farber- Would be a Flatbush kid, would look before he crosses, stop over rating Lakewood. #Wipes

If The Mets Were From Denver Then Avi Finkelstein-Would be a Yankee fan, would wash his Alonso shirt and  never been traded off Azele Pink 
#Mets

If Swimming was a real sport then Ari Friedman- Would pound chumus, would show up late to meals, would go to sleep before Alois #Monsey

If Lunch Didn’t exist Then Yaakov Gramma- Would be a Persian, would get along with Ishakis OY OY OY, would be a great actor #HouseNextToJeter

If there would be no Monsey Mevasser Then Daniel Hoffman- would open a yeshiva, have Lakewood chinuch, and write a newspaper on chinuch 
#TorahTavlin

If chants would not be chanted Then Mordechai Ishakis- OY OY OY OY OY Ishakis OY OY Oy OY ishakis, would stop asking for attendance papers, 
would wear an ashkaenz hat, ishakis ishakis oy oy oy oy. #I’mGreek

If Thursday were Tuesday Then Shalom Kolko- would get a line in the yearbook, would do laundry before curfew, would stop taking AKBL seriously, 
#HotCoca

If the mets would be a major league team then Mordechai Neuwirth- Would stop taking the Mets seriously, would stop arguing with Farber, would 
stop trying to pump up Lakewood #Mike’sChiken

If Avi Oldak was in a different camp he- would not get ejected in AFFL, Would not cut his shirts, would stop talking about his uncle #Haircut

If queens was in Africa then Yosef Pogrow- would realize that the foundation of the bunk is that the if the camper want a relationship he has to 
come to the counselor, would sweep up after =haircuts #AuntJulie

If hava java was cheap then Tzvi Schlisselfeld- would get 20 bucks from his zeidy, would stop having the same conversation with Schuster and stern, 
and realize we cant all afford Hava Java #4Floors

If the yankees were still called the highlander then Simcha Schron- Would not be the only kid who Knows what happen in 1994,would sponsor 
crispixs for the oilam, would stop T4ing everyone #12Hakalir

If Monday was Sunday then Yeshoshua Schuster -would go into the cufflink business, would rock a gartel, and get epic pajamas #Striped

If red would be the nicest color Aryeh Schuster - Would stop talking about his Opa, would let the whole bunk get AC, would not share food with me 
#ShevaBrochos

If pizza was called sushi then Uri Seitler- would Know where the kosher phone is, would stay up to Alois, and would find the Ac plug #14323456782

If hashem never created light then Shalom Stern would -5 out of 4 people would get this line, only person with a safety green shirt, would go to 
sleep before Alois, would have a choushav Zeida #Vampire

If basketball would be a real sport then Shlomo Zalman Weiner- would stop being called mencham- loves to have a jr combo (yep that’s cheesy), 
would stop stealing my seforim from my cubicle #Tzitzis

If Nachlas wasn’t around then Ari Scheff- would have nothing to talk about, would have shut hardy down, would have slept on the way to niagra, 
would talk about the 02 giants angels instead, #Harris

If Purim was all year round then Moishe Pearl - would have mort stop telling him what to do, would never have let someone decorate the bunk, 
would not disappear to the other side of camp would go to the pool for swimming, #Lifeguard



Would _________ rather?
C Mo Berger: ... Drive to Florida with his Grandmother, or get tapped by every kid in the dining room asking 
him to do a different voice?
JC Aharon Fox: ...Wear a article of baggy clothing, or have Avi Finklestein steal all of his Entemann’s?
Avi Deutsch: ... not give out Combo’s on shabbos, or not have a hairbrush in camp?
Aron Engleson: ... hear Learning Rebbi Jokes all day, or actually stay for a shabbos?
Shloime Fischman: ...  come back to 9th grade next year and again play for Lime Green, or not find out the 
Box Score to the Yankee game?
Yossi Green: ... Have his Blue Bathrobe confiscated, or get called up to the mic without Chesky?
Yossi Hartman: ... Sleep without a bed board for a month straight, or go 10 minutes without Gelbsteins dan-
ishes?
Eliyahu Herskovits: ...Be called an OOT Harry, or not make the Pro Bowl?
Ari Janklowicz: ... Have Manny in the Bunk, or actually stay for an entire meal?
Dovi Katz: .... Be forced to NOT help with anything, or eat an entire shipment of post-fast glazed twists?
Shmuli Lefton: ... Wear a White Shirt to Davening, or be the only 9th Grader on The Team?
Yitzy Lichtenstein: ... Actually have a normal bed, or explain to one more person why he wears a Tallis? (Yecky 
or Sefardi?)
Dovid T. Lowy: ... Cleanup Janx’s mess, or have “Tudris” on the back of his shirt?
Naftoli Mandel:... Be forced to eat A REAL OREO (gasp!!), or wear Only Abercrombie? 
A.Y. Mermelstein: ... Forget the code to the shul in Rochester, or daven with a Litvish Havarah?
A. T. Minzer:  ... Have different initials, or wear his Gartel 7 days a week?
Dovi Schoenbrun: ... Honestly acquire a broom for the bunk, or get rejected by Yitzy Bald’s choir (for the 3rd 
time)?
Yossi Simonovits: .... Get woken up by reveille, or forget how many mishnayos he’s learnt?
Eli Tress: ...Not have his father visit every Friday, or brake his finger on his RIGHT HAND?
Nachi Tress: ... not been called for Offensive PI in the Pro Bowl, or actually have to clean his bed?
Rocky Tress: ... Been woken up with Hot sauce, or actually know how to give a functional High 5?
Zevi Weis: ... Get Tommy John Surgery, or run out of Eye Black before the World Series?
Y. Y. Wolman: ... Get a new Rangers hat, or stand by Zemiros?
Dovi Zaigelbaum: ... Stop drinking Soda, or not have a commercial sized fridge 3 centimeters away from his 
bed.

C Mo Berger | JC Aharon Fox

Bunk Lamed Vov



The discovery of Mendy Kunstlinger, Yerav , R’ Schwebel’s Smartphone, T4, Cor-
al Pink, Shimon off the hill, Yeshiva camp, The Menahel Shlita, OUR SONG, and 9th 

grade were all hock this summer because…
C Izzy Krasnow: “Hey, what’s your name?”, “You’ll find out”, “Why would anyone want to go to Yeshiva camp”, “Please don’t complain to me that you want 
a bye”, “No trades”, “So I have this mike because…”, “So this is my 13th summer/Bar Mitzvah in camp” #ColorWar19 #@cakosherhock #Newsletter #AFFL 
#MendyKunstlinger
JC Mordechai Frischman: “COMPTON!”, “Block in the back on the defense (Note to reader- no such call exists)”, “Why would anybody spend a summer in 
Detroit…”, THANK YOU FOR BEING SUCH AN AMAZING JC! #Darchei
Chaim Binet: “This is my last summer here, I’m telling you”, “How many games are the Mets out of the wild card now”?, Binet, Binet, Binet Binet (T.T.T.O 
V’Hareinu) #YeshivaCamp
Ari Blum: “The ’74 Pirates had that big sweep of the Reds in Septmeber”, “I’ve gotta think up some more plays for my AFFL team”, “HURRAH!” #BaseballAl-
manac
Shloima Breskin: “So will my yearbook line be about R’ Halbertal?” “Doesn’t everyone go hiking on Tisha Ba’av?”, “Yo, I’ll see you on the court tomorrow 
before Shacharis” #Primavera
Yitzy Bresler: “Yah I’l be back in 4 hours, I’m cleaning the Shul”, “I sit in the back of the Shul…”, “Izzy, $75 for the cubicle? :) “ #BellHarbor
Elkana Brodt: “In Morris we don’t have to be here, cmon”, “How about that pick-six I had in the pro bowl off Mordechai”, “I love hocking with Moishe Kras-
now” #Yeshiva Camp
Yechiel Frank: “I love using Pinky Taub’s ladder every day”, “Check out this Quality Carpet in middle of the bunkhouse”, “AGUDAH OWNS YESHIVA CAMP!” 
#YeshivaCamp
Shimi Kahn: “So I’m the backup backup backup QB for Brown”, “Yah, the Cheder is the name of the Yeshiva, not just how every school is technically a Ched-
er”, “Litvaks can live in Boro Park”  #YeshivaCamp 
Doobi Kaluszyner: “Yah I’ll be back at the table in a couple minutes…”, “If I get Lamed Bais counselor I can sit next to Eli Compton by Davening”, “ I love 
seeing my father by Shabbos Mincha” #DraftPick
Yitzchok Kamelhar: “My counselor went through WATER AND FIRE to save that bed for me”, “So I’m Yossi Akerman’s brother in law’s brother” “My brother is 
MR. Kamelhar” #YCB
Yitzchok Katz: “What would I do without my brother in day camp sending home my laundry”, “So I love hocking up the ‘Smids”, “That clock on top of my bed 
is clutch” #Tribeca
Shimmy Kraus: “I think I should take a week off for Tisha Ba’av”, “Mazel Tov I became an uncle again”, “Litvaks can live in Boro Park” #YeshivaCamp
Shmuly Krausz: “I think I should also take a week off for Tisha Ba’av”, “Maybe I can get an AFFL Award for being on the injured list”, “Litvaks can live in Boro 
Park” #YeshivaCamp
KENDER SUPERMAN: “Mordechai Shapiro is one in a million”, “In Yeshiva camp, I wouldn’t have to be here”, “In Yeshiva camp, I would go to sleep now” 
#YESHIVACAMP
Tzviki Lieberman: “So if I comb my hair an extra 5 minutes, it would look perfect”, “I love Mordechai as my JC, I had to have him 2x”, “It’s not so bad sleeping 
in the back of the bunkhouse on the top bed” #YeshivaCamp
Moshe Menachem “Mookie” Loketch: “Yah, I come from the city of Champions”, “I gotta tone it down by Zemiros”, “Our Boston Yeshiva crashes Ohr Shraga” 
#MookieBetts
Nissim Mizrahi: “I know Izzy will write about my grandmother”, “Izzy, what was my grandmother’s best food”, “Izzy, did they run out of food when my grand-
mother was the cook?” #Mrs.Lankry’sKokosh
Shloime Schachter: “About that ‘C’ in the beginning of my last name…” “I love being in Izzy’s bunk 3x”, “I made the Pro Bowl 1st half” #America’sYeshiva
Meir Scharf: “I’m the best Ba’al Koreh in the Shteibel”, “Av Harachamim, Hu Yirachem”, “I’m in the Aleph Shiur in Darchei” #5Towns
PInchas Menachem “Pinky” Taub: “My Bekesha kicks Eli Engel’s”, “Mordechai should have woken me up for the Dougies”, “In Yeshiva camp, I would be able 
to scream at the refs” #YeshivaCamp
Chaim Yehuda Walkin: “C-what, C-J”, “I’m also in Darchei Aleph Shiur”, “So my mother is a Shaitel Macher and Izzy’s mother uses her (that’s a weird year-
book line) “ #CoralPink
Avi Weiser: “What would I do without my brother in day camp doing my laundry”, “Mordechai gave me a sick haircut”, “I learn with Shimon Schuster every 
morning ‘cuz we’re Shar Ha boys” #YeshivaCamp
Dearest Bunk Lamed Zain, thank you for what was an amazing 4/8 weeks in camp. Be it the Tehillim program, the non Yeshiva camp Zemiros, the late night 
Shmuzin (mostly about Yeshiva camp), sitting with Lamed Bais by Davening and meals, and most importantly getting to know each other throughout the 
summer, it’s bee a special group that we will always remember. Thank you for making the summer such a success, and PLEASE keep in touch! 
“You and I, this is OUR SONG”!
Izzy: 516-666-2986    Mordechai: 917-480-1896

C IZZY KRAsnow | JC Mordechai Frischman

Bunk Lamed Zayin



The U
W

hat’s up guyz and listen up rabbosai! Camp Agudah is known throughout 
the mountains as a well-oiled machine but many people don’t know the 
secret to its success, the U. That’s right! The 10th and 11th graders of Camp 
Agudah is what keeps the camp running. Now join me on a journey as I take 

you on a tour of a random day in Camp Agudah. The U has its own shachris minyan led by 
the mora da’asra of the U, Rabbi Heller. It is known as the quickest shachris in camp yet 
also the sincerest; there’s a reason why R Karfoil davens there. The efficiency is due to our 
impeccable baalei tefillah M.D Ehrenberg and Ezra Klepfish, and our always reliable 
gabbaim Michoel Adler and the one and only Yosef Neiman. After shachris, our day camp 
counselors go to the day camp room and straight to work. What could I say, it is definitely 
the best day camp counselor lineup in the tristate area! If I were to list how many other 
day camps called me asking me for our staff, the list would be endless. Led by the (day) 
mashgiach Moish Krasnow with the help of Benny Wolf and Yitzchak Elnadav-superhero 
voice, (yes, apparently day camp needs like 7 different assistants besides having some 
bunks with 3 counselors) they are: Y.M Biberfeld, Sruli Blatt, Asher Buguyer, Avrahm 
Cywiak, Chaim Danzger, Chaim Edelstein, A.Y Eisen, ASF(#MishnayosClub) Moishy Fogel, 
Avi Galinsky, Elyakim “Getzel” Gelbard, Hillel Gold, Tuli “red sox” Goldshmidt (my day 
camper what nachas), Eli Goldshmidt, D.T Goodman, Y.M Greisman, A.D Gunsberg, Moishe 
Hamada (my guy), Naftali HoffMAN (underrated, also in my day camp bunk), Yehuda 
Itzkowitz, Ezra Klepfish, Meyer Lehrer, Mendy Leshkowitz (also a proud day camper of 
mine), Areh Lesser, Moshe Libersohn, Avi Lichtshein (not Lichtenstein!) Yehuda Mandel, 
Yakov Manela, M.D Manela, Avrahm Meirov, Mordechai “gveir” Minkoff, Binyomin Neiman, 
Yosef Neiman, Yaakov Newmark, Moishe Ostrovitsky, Tzvi Rosenshein, Yehuda Schlissel, 
Rueven Shindler, Yitzchok Shipper, Avrahm and Ezrial Silber, Yaakov Yarmark and A.Y 
Zoberman, who is probably waiting for the 10:30 shacris minyan in Satmar to start. After 
learning groups, I make my way to the main office where I am greeted by our face of the 
franchise our office boy in the morning Hanoch Wagschel, and Zevi Nordlicht in the 
afternoons. Hanoch has such patience as he explains to every person calling, I’m sorry this 
is not Camp Bnos please don’t call again. I make my way up to the equipment shack to 
check in with our athletic directors Donny Freund, and Yehuda Miller. Guaranteed if anyone 
come up on a random day in the winter, you will see the dedication that Hudi and Donny 
have which is eating their sushi in the shack itself.  Special shout out to the 1st half guy Bozi 
Friedman, I mean Shmuel Weiss, thanks a ton Shmuel! I make my way over to the computer 
room led by our very own Dani Mintz, who runs a tight ship and makes sure no one’s 
fooling around with madden 2002 on ps1, (obviously that was a joke, we have almost 
brand new ps4’s and almost the latest year games.) Walking out of the canteen I see Eli 
Ehrman running the arts and crafts. Moving on I pass by the woodworking station and 
glimpse in and see the man the myth the legend Lebron doing fine work but I don’t go in 
because I have a fear of manual labor and am afraid they will put a hammer in my hand, 
btw, not only does he provide camp with his fine coffee, he does so many different things 
for camp like office, setting up and making sure the U bbq is at its best, office, amongst 



many more things, he is Mr. reliable. Then I go around the bend and go into the game 
room run by Meir Terebello a proud torah vodaath bucher and fellow member of Rabbi 
Reismans shiur. Moving along I pass by Rabbi Feur’s office and see Mordechai Hana 
popping popcorn, making slush, while giving out hot dogs on his fancy new hot dog roller. 
Thanks for all the popcorn and slushes. Hanna also known as Mr. Kiddush is not a person 
to cross and that is why he so respected we owe all him a lot of gratitude. At this point, I 
am ready for my suntan, so I head down to the pool. The lifeguards are the most chilled 
out people in camp and I always look forward to going down and chopping a schmooze 
with: our heads the Dasheff twins, Mordechai Herskovits, Aryeh Leib Septimus, Mordechai 
Baruch, Yaakov Berman, Eli Walfish, Moshe Schwartz, Shmuli Berger, Dovi Geizhals, Ahron 
Golding, Tzvi Kalisch, Melly Katz, Avi Mayferld, M.T Rothberg, and Shmaya Weiss. At this 
point, we are ready for lunch and I go into the GDR to see if they have anything different 
then the main dining room for lunch and to watch Yehuda Leib Oppenheimer always treat 
everyone with a smile. After lunch I go to check on our boys by the ropes. People might 
think this is an easy job but they don’t know what it means to spend your day 50 feet in 
the air and the men who do just that are A.J Cohen (2 time camper of mine), Simcha 
David, and A.Y Davidson. Now I have saying what happens in archery stays and I don’t 
usually go down there but sometimes I just have such a taavah to chill with Menachem 
Hartman. His easygoing manner is contagious. I check in with A.Y Husarsky to make sure 
he got wet by water hiking. It is now snack time and I go to eat snacks, that’s all. I then go 
to the lobby where I see the men with the hardest job in camp period. Staff day camp I 
can’t even imagine how you guys do it: Gershon Kiss, Moshe Leiberson and Refael Kashani. 
Big shout out to our rotators whose job is not for the faint of heart: Michoel Adler, 
Menachem Bressler, Pinny Eisenberg, Pinny Gottesman, Shua Lax, Shmuly Lerner, and 
Yehuda Weiss. After that I get a call from Whiskey, first to chepper me that he doesn’t 
have enough helpers, then finally to compliment me on his bike staff for another day of 
good work making sure Nossi Finkelstein, “Dani Hershkowitz” and Yechiel Weichbrod. 
After that I “WHATS UP GUYS” the hotline to announce what time mincha is even though 
it’s the same time every day, then everyone still calls me to find out what time mincha is. 
Thanks to Azi for calling me Boss, also, for helping me out 2nd half with everything I needed, 
especially with your great nigh mashgichus, shkoyach for giving vaadim for the buchrim. 
Thanks to Chaim Zwick for keeping Azi and I occupied at night on our radios. Now, what is 
the reason you may ask that everyone is so committed to their job if you think about it, it 
doesn’t make sense so many moving parts and not one hitch. Of course, it all starts from 
the top with Rabbi Weinreb who sets the tone and keeps everyone (and me especially) in 
check, with his easy nature never letting anyone or anything rattle him. I never saw 
someone so calm under pressure. But the answer is that we found a perfect balance, for 
many years there was no U just a random JS’s with no brotherhood at all. Then there are 
other camps that treat the 10th and 11th graders as campers at that doesn’t work either 
because you are just too old so it’s awkward. The U is so successful because there are jobs 
at day major programs/chills/sick times at nights. The heartbeat of our success is our 
nightlife, here we go: ShopRite, Walmart, Liberty Heights, Rabbi Heller’s Thursday night 
BBQ/ baseball game (Rabbi Kleinman pitching), Melava Malka with the best soup in the 
country, sweeping Intercamp vs Darchei, playing vs Rayim, Novominsk and Ruach Chaim, 



watching staff team in Romimu and Tashbar, Punchball Tournament, Dougie’s, private 
night swim with sushi poolside, Kalahari hot tub, six flags carrousel, PS4 tournaments, 
breakfast in the park, rollerblading, 2 on 2 VB tournaments (after long review, Danzger 
and Lehrer cheated so Azi and I actually won),  grilling corn and s’mores, Shmueli and 
Daskel making the U, Hannah’s popcorn, r Weinreb’s Bar Mitzvah (with Dougie’s) Shabbos 
davening (#Calerbach), Dougie’s again, owning color war, ruckus concert night, fresh U 
shirts ok fine I’ll call myself out on it #T4. The fresh  sweatshirts thanks A.L Septimus for 
the sweatshirts. There’s so much going on in the U and around camp every single night 
and day that it’s impossible to get everything in, yet we still got in The New Amazing 
League UBA with Playoff bracket/tournament, which was supposed to be a 5 game league 
with a playoff bracket, (that’s why there was no more games each half.) Special shout out 
to all the amazing 1st half guys, sorry but I’m not going to mention each one individually 
because I’m too busy doing things and stuff the whole day. But we missed all you guys very 
much 2nd half.

 We did so much and one thing we learned if we are together and everyone is all in, nothing 
bad could ever happen. I love each and every one-off you and remember everyone who 
was a part of the U 2019 will always be connected forever. Thank you!!













OUT of TOWN
IN GENERAL

A
s I sit here in the early hours of august 6th and look back at the last  24 hours, I’m overwhelmed 
by-Ok the truth is that it is august 22 at 9:54am camp time witch is 10:54 city time and the year-
book was supposed to be printed any minute now hopefully we will get this in. Wow what a day 
this was u guys were truly amazing from beginning until end. First I would like to thank Reb Elya for 

giving me this opportunity and making this day one to remember. On a side note THANK YOU REB ELYA FOR 
EVERYTHING U DO IN CAMP FRON THE JOBS WE SEE AND THE THINGS WE DON’T THANK U GOOD LUCK NEXT 
YEAR. To AVI SCHILLIT thank u for taking the time and making all the cheshbonos to make this day happen (can 
I have a t-shirt). To all my opponents thank u for an amazing day DANI,ASHI,CUTY, guys like I told u from the 
first second we found out  don’t even waste your time u know I’m going to win and look what happened WE 
DID!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Sorry guys try again next time. I would just like to thank a few guys for helping me out 
first the skit guys led by our MAIN MAN MO BERGER with out u this camp would be serious by skits all those 
voices truly unbelievable. Thank you for those who acted avromy schron, Yossi akerman, raphel glazer, Morde-
chai rubenstien, dovid haas those tzitis are really good looking and Yaakov grama u guys are sick actors from 
the best I’ve seen. Thank u to Yisroel rosenfeld and leshky  for the beautiful song, us with 80 kids sounded 
better then Flatbush with 250 kids thank u. To my volleyball team u guys rock what a come back that was from 
down 3 to win it wow !!!!! to Zevi for making the team happen iy”h u will help us out next time feel better. 
Thank u for playing your heart out goldschimdt, rosenfeld, glazer, krizer, ruby again, lerne,r akerman, schron, 
and of course the best server to ever play the game of volleyball in camp agudah yours truly ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Also quickly I would like to thank my J.c for all his support none actually but u were the best J.c I’ve ever had. I 
think I tell that to all my J.c  but u were for sure top 5 I’m going to miss u keep on learning I get a lot of musser 
from u. To Yossi Akerman this in general would have never happened with out u can’t wait for israel ITS ABOUT 
TO GO DOWN!!!!! THE 4TH year off day thought they had a good time they had a terrible time compared to 
what’s about to go down can’t wait!!! To izzy try to get married on a Sunday so when I fly in I can make it for 
afruf also. I love u!! All the hock is now over, what are we going to talk about on Monday afternoon when we 
get home I’m going to miss u. To C.j can’t wait for yeshiva, next time come full summer and u might get what 
u want or stay in israel and become rich #RBC. To Ari scheff  I hope u live healthy and well until and after 120 
#harris. Congrats on wining color war u were a SICK general! TO ALL MY TALMIDUIM RUBY, GORDON, FRIED, 
WALDMAN AND SLOMO U GUYS ARE THE BEST ALL THE LATE-NIGHT CHILLS ARE SICK TRY NOT TO FALL ASLEEP 
IN YOUR CLOTHES FIRST.  ACHARON ACHARON CHAVIV to the whole head staff thank u for everything u do in 
camp for me and everyone else from top to bottom there is no one like u guys thank you the team. Can’t wait 
to win oar next year iy”h have a great year everyone. I will miss u all… I forgot all my friends on maintenance 
led by Moshe schmaltz Eli salmon Moshe friedman Feivel Belsky Hershk Joselit Hana (can I have a slush) Stern 
don’t stop driving and last but not least SHIMON BAMBERGER I LOVE U AND YOUR TIROS…

Signing off your gabbai 

SHIMON ISAAK





ALL CITY
IN GENERAL

W
ow! What a neighborhood day!! Even though we came in 4th place we still clearly 
showed that All City IS the place to be, and everyone else should be watching their 
backs in neighborhood days to come.

And now I would like to thank those who made it possible for me to have such a great time. I would 
like to express great appreciation to Hakodosh Baruch Hu for everything he does for me every single 
day.

I would now like to thank the head staff, Rabbi Karfiol, Rabbi Neiman and Reb Elya for giving me this 
opportunity (thank you Rabbi Neiman for also inhaling that helium) . Thanks to my great friends and 
generals the great DOniel Petachia Dani Saidov, he who owns camp Shimon Isaac and our lovable 
Kutsilini Kuti Shipper for being awesome and for actually coming both halves. Greatly appreciated.

Thanks to my rocking lieutenant general eliyahu metts for all the work you put in to everything for 
the ninth grade. There’s no doubt in my mind that it would have been the same if it were someone 
else.Thank you to Chesky Green! Chesky Green! Chesky Green! for writing and leading the cheer 
song. I think I can speak for everyone when I say it was a blast watching you up there. Thank you to 
Mordechai Frischman for helping out with the song and literally anything else I needed from staff 
volleyball to reffing a game. You were a great help. Thanks to all the staff members who took games 
during activities. I know how hard it can be to ref and you guys really came through for me. And 
of course thanks to the talented Aaron Hertzberg, Efraim Levin and Akiva Sharf(love you bro, and 
thanks for that time in shop rite for the balloons, was better with you there) for writing the skit. You 
guys are hysterical. Thanks to all the other guys that acted alongside them. And thanks to anyone 
else that I may have missed. You guys are awesome.

Your general, 

Ashi Sharf.

P.s. shout out to Tzvi Gord Gold and the 4th Place Club.





FLATBUSH
IN GENERAL

F                
irst and foremost I would like to thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu, for All He does for me and for giving me all I have, Modim 
Anachnu Loch… 
Thank you to the incredible Headstaff of Camp Agudah for ALL that you do, not just for me, but for the thousands and 
thousands of kids that come through these grounds. Words cant even come close to describe how much koiach each 
and everyone of You put in to this great camp, and for the some of us that see just a fraction of how hard You all work, its 

awesome in all aspects of the word.
Now for our featured presentation: Congrats to the team of Flatbush for coming in second place?!?! What?? How?? That’s literally 
impossible. But I know how it was achieved. It was achieved with grit, determination, perseverance and pizazz. Yeah that’s right, 
this team was dripping with swagger. We had all the tools to do well, and second aint bad at all. Quick shout out to all those who 
look forward to neighborhood day the whole year #Mo #Rafi. Also, it’s really cool that whatever I’m writing is going to end up in 
the yearbook, Rabbi Karfiol willing, so I’m just going to take a second to soak in this moment… Okay, I’m ready to get down to 
the real reason most people read this article; the compliments I have for Chaim Moshe Zucker. I could not have asked for a better, 
more devoted marshall then Zucker. I appreciate all the pump you brought to the team and thanks so much for putting together 
the 8th and 9th grade volley ball, which we won btw (shout out to all those involved). Also would like to give massive amounts of 
praise to the one and only BUZZ BUZZ, looking at the list of staff members on your team and seeing the name Dovi Finkelstein is 
such a good feeling. You’re such a good friend, words can’t describe how lucky I am to know you and get to work with you. You are 
extremely supportive and you playe     d a huge role in our teams success. While were praising great friends and talented actors 
id be remissed not to mention Moshe Akiva Berger (also a Cohen). What did I do to be zoche to work with you for 3 skits, 1 pan-
tomime and 2 fantastic plays, I have no idea, but I enjoyed every.single.second. It’s so cool to hear the sentence “No way you guys 
have Dani and Mo???” The 2 of you are so talented BH, it literally amazes me. My next slew of compliments are going to be directed 
to the hard working Akiva Besser, Ari Kaufman and Yehuda Lowenthal. Guys the song was phenomenal, especially considering 
that you started writing it at 3:30 AM. Akiva you were a tremendous leader and every song you write is better than the next. Don’t 
stop till you hit the top! Ari, a lifetime of friendship has taught me how extremely talented you are and how incredible you are as 
a person. Your continues efforts to improve your already flawless character is amazing and should be an example for all of us. I 
hope you get your opportunity soon, because I know you’ll be amazing. My next, and nowhere near final, shower of compliments 
are for Aron, Yehuda and Yaakov Lowenthal. Aron for the constant support and for the cake, and Yehuda and Yaakov for taking the 
handoff and driving it all the way down field. VAGUE FOOTBALL REFERENCE ALERT. But seriously, it was huge for me to be able 
to just give you guys the daunting task of getting counselors to ref games, but you guys did an amazing job. Shragee Gutman! 
Great job on stage, you make a fantastic morah! Also thanks so much for putting together the 6th grade team. Shout out to Shuie 
Bergman and Moshe Kanner for putting together the 4th and 5th grade team, I know you guys would rather chill on the Jr Lodge 
porch, so I appreciate it. A HUGE thank you to Yehuda Goldschmidt for assembling a MEAN volley ball team. We for sure had the 
longest volleys, shame that doesn’t win the game, but it was still cool. Thanks to our beastly front line of Yehuda, Dovi Finkelstien 
and Aaron Fox followed by Alti Hoffman, Shragee Gutman, Moshe Pearl (who laid out to save a ball more than once), Akive Besser 
and our fantastic backup center Moshe Jordan. Moish you played great and it was awesome having you in my co bunk. BIG yasher 
koach to Aryeh Scheff for not just putting together the 9th grade tournament, but also for winning it for Flatbush (I’m honestly 
not sure if the two are tuli zeh bzeh but no matter). Meir Laniado I just wanted to publicly thank you for a very inspiring speech. 
Yitzchok Frischmen and Chaim Zanvil thanks so much for putting together the 7th grade team, who I’m not entirely sure what they 
played, but I do know they won. Zanvil I would also like to thank you for your all around support throughout the whole day and 
for getting chased by Daniel during team time. To the AWESOME  9th grade namely: Lebo, Ruzzo, Moshe Yehuda, Binyomin, Avi 
(BROOOKLYN), Pink Bergmen, thank you guys so much for rocking up team time and the actual song, would not have been the 
same without you guys. Would like to take a moment to thank Miguel Rabinowitz. Mike, you are such a tremendous chavrusah 
and an even better friend, I try never to take that for granted. My own personal Magid Ruchnee. Once were on the topic of chavru-
sahs, I need to give a HUGE thank you to one my closest friends, Ashi Sharf. Ash I could not thank you enough for taking care of me 
this year, I could not have asked for a better time. Same to you Rafi, you took me in and made me feel comfortable from the first 
day, we created memories I will never forget #SharpLines #MoveOverImComingIn. And now for my fellow Generals who also hap-
pen to be bestest of friends: Ashi, Ashi!! Sharf, Kuty “phenomenal” Shipper and Shimon “The Winner” Issac. I had a blast guys. Im so 
happy we all got to do this together. Given that we are the only 4 that were here first half we are clearly the only ones who realize 
how just big of achrayus we have to ca.. Had to put those two periods there because I really want that sentence in the article. Tzvi 
Gold and Yossi Ackerman there’s a motion picture that’s a good tzu shtel to our relationship this summer. Avromy Rosenberg, one 
year were gonna get you in our division in camp. Avromy Schron, behave. To All My Great Friends in Camp, you know who you 
are, for every good time we spend together, in camp or out, you are all a MASSIVE part of my life and I thank Hashem every single 
day for our friendship. The support I get from every one of you in incredible and deeply appreciated. Shout out to Meir, Eyal and 
Menachem because, why not, I love you guys. To the best bunk ever created, Bunk Chof Daled, You guy literally made my summer 
what it was, one of the best summers of my life, so I wanted to thank you publicly for that, and For all those still reading this, you 
make me blush,

 signing off 

Dani Saidov 





NEW JERSEY
IN GENERAL

T
he all new team of NEW JERSEY 

First off I would like to thanks Hashem for everything. Thank you head staff for 
this opportunity. And now I would like to congratulate Shimon Issac and the 
team of out of town on winning neighborhood day (go Monsey). General Dani 

wow unbelievable your skits your song “we Flatbush” beautiful and you beat me well 
done. Next up general Ashi Ashi Ashi what a guy we had such a great time you were 
unbelievable thanks guys. If I forget anyone I’m sorry. Thank you to all the campers you 
guys are awesome keep up the great work. Avromi Rosenberg Shimon Shuster unbe-
lievable job at arranging sports thanks you so much. Dovi Brick, Simcha David, Eli Engel, 
Elozor Frischman, Pinchas Gottesmen, Mordichai Kaufman, Levi Kleinberg, Yitzy Merzel, 
Yehuda Miller, Dovid Neiman, Kalman Webber, Benny Wolf, thank you guys for chipping 
in whatever it was it was really appreciated. And now a massive thank you to the song 
guys for the most legendary song ever. Shloimy Friedmam what a phenomenal job you 
did at leading, Dovi Feigenbaum unbelievable writing skills thanks guys. And now the skit 
Mike Rabinowitz, Chaim Noach Hager, Shuey Finkle, Shmuel Y Stern, unbelievable job. 
Tzvi Gold we had lot of fun during practice and on the stage and that’s the ikar. Achron 
achron choviv my dear caption Dani Aryeh, thank you for everything especially pumping 
the 9th grade phenomenal job.

Your general 

Kuty Shipper.
#somanytresses #thelegendarydorm #avromischron
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ORANGE
IN GENERAL

W
ow!!!  It’s with tears in my eyes that I find myself writing this article. 

That was by far the most awesome and exciting OAR I have ever been a part of. It 
couldn’t have been done without each and every staff member and camper who 
helped out, be it sports, skits, plays, songs, etc. I want to start by thanking the amazing 

headstaff for giving me the opportunity to be OAR general in the best camp ever. Special thank you 
to Rabbi Karfiol and Rabbi Neiman for being absolutely the best head counslers out there. Thanks for 
all of the guidance you give to campers and staff members alike throughout the summer. Neither of 
you get even to close to the amount of credit that is due to you for all that you do for Camp. 

Thank you Reb Elya for being an awesome division head and for helping me out this summer. Thank 
you Rabbi Stern for everything you do for me. Whether it’s for the basketball team (I could dribble 
with my left hand), the car or just being there for me whenever I just need someone to talk to you are 
always there. And now for my opponent-YEHUDA LOWENTHAL-I had a great time fighting against you 
and as Rabbi Neiman said when he announced the scores; we are all winners! So I guess it’s really tied 
1-1. 

To my great Lieutenant General SRULY ZAFIR-thanks so much for all your help and all the pump and 
geshmakness (yes that’s a word) that you provided. 

YITZ KRASNOW-Izzy that was unbelievable! The songs were spectacular (as usual) as you lived up to 
the great expectations once again! It was great to be in Israel with you this year and I will definitely 
miss you next zman as I did this past one. 

At this point I would like to express my huge thanks to MENACHEM BRESSLER. My dear brother NOSSI-I 
told you I’ll get you a bed! Hope you enjoyed biking even though you never have a chance to eat. 
Shkoyach for being there on stage with me and doing a fabulous job. I had loads of fun acting next to 
you. SHIMON ISAAK-what fun it was to have you on the team. What’s even better is to have you on the 
hill #ShimonOnTheHill. Oh! Wait....! Well at least it’s good to still have u around. The hock you always 
shtell is great and much needed in camp. Can’t wait to have you in Eretz Yisroel next year. AHRON 
FOX-Dude! Great job with sports. They were super close and you definitely made my job so much 
easier and simpler. Really couldn’t have done it without you! CHANANIA YOM TOV LIPA SCHORR-It 
was great to spend time at that hafgana in Israel on shivtei yisroel but it was even better to spend time 
with you in camp. Thanks so much for taking a big load off my shoulders with the skits and plays and 
it was great to know I have someone I can trust to write while I was busy with my general duties. And 
of course you were great on stage as well. 

YITZCHOK SOIBELMAN-I can’t describe my happiness when you told me that you were coming to 
Camp Agudah this summer. It was awesome being cobunks first half and I had a blast. I’m missing you 
greatly second half and really wish you stayed ;(. Thanks for taking the Torah Bowl for the senior hill 



and just being the great friend that you are. Hope you find your bashert soon ;). KUTIE SHIPPER-Great 
to have you in Israel and I love you Ohr Reuven guys. Good job taking care of Nossi first half and for all 
that you do. Was great to have you by the skits. Hope your body digested all that paint and milk and 
water and flour and some more paint by now. I wish you would have thrown up on stage. I’m sorry!  

CHAIM DANZIGER- Thanks so much for all your help with the Torah Bowl. I understand how much of a 
difficult job it is to try to convince kids to memorize tons of Torah. Much appreciated. 

ELI ENGEL- It was your first time writing all those speeches for a color war but who would have known. 
You acted like a total professional. Great job on running around getting stories and all the correct 
content and getting kids to speak. You were a great help!

YOSEF SOLTAN AND KANNER- Great job on the banner. Your skills were really stupendous it was a 
great help to have you on the team. AKIVA SCHARF- Thanks for all your help with the skits and plays. 
The gym floor still isn’t clean from all the paint but I had a blast with you. And you acted out the 
perfect six year old in the play. Great job! SHRAGIE GUTMAN- Good stuff to have you on the team. 
You are always the actor I can really count on to be there when needed. Thank you TZVI GOLD for not 
taking the door and for sitting in the chair. DANI AND MO- great job on your skits and play. As always, 
it was really enjoyable to watch them all and Camp loved them. Shkoyach for being such great friends 
#KavodChasers. But who needs Kavod right? Thanks to LESSER AND SILBER for doing all the lights 
and props and all the miscellaneous that people tend to forget about. Thank you TREVOR for keeping 
Camp safe at nights and the whole year throughout. And for making sure no dougies gets snuck in in 
the wee hours of the morning. And last but not least-MOISH “BLUMIE” BLUMSTEIN!!!!!!! What a great 
JC you were first half!! I thank hashem everyday that I had the opportunity to work with you and get 
to develop a great friendship with you. I missed you greatly second half but I still thanked hashem. 
#Twillory #TYH #Blumie. You are the best. Thanks for taking care of the bunk the whole summer 
especially during oar. And thank you everyone else on my team if I didn’t mention you by name it’s 
not because I forgot you but because Yonaton Monheit is breathing down my back waiting for me to 
be done. All your hard work was not forgotten I just don’t have enough time to write it all out. 

I couldn’t have lost without all of you. 

Signing off,
GENERAL DOVI “BUZZ”FINKELSTEIN









REDIN GENERAL
A

nd the winner is the team of…….. RED!!!!! Wow! What an amazing OAR that was! I had so 
much fun throughout the 2 days and I’m sure everyone else did as well. There’s a lot of 
thank you’s to get to for all of the hard work that was put into this so let’s get to it.  Firstly, 
I would like to thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu for all he does for me and all of us. A special 

thank you to the head staff (especially R’Neiman, R’Karfoil and Reb Elya) for the opportunity, I really 
enjoyed it and appreciated it. Ari Scheff- first off, thanks for being such a great friend, it stinks how 
it ended up beingthis way, but Baruch Hashem everything was OK in the end. I really appreciate 
how truly happy you were for me. I’m so happy everything ended up working out 2nd half! You’re the 
best! Shaul Chaim Kaufman- really enjoyed getting to work with you during OAR, you were a great 
Lt. General! Thanks for helping out with everything overall. Dovi (buzz) - had a great time doing this 
with you, it was a lot of fun, you were a great opponent. Yaakov Lowenthal- I’m not sure where to 
start, thanks for everything, you did an amazing job with the sports and making sure every game 
was taken care of. Thank you for helping with the races as well as the cheer song for a little. I’m so 
proud watching you continue to grow in Torah and Avodas Hashem, it’s amazing! I can’t thank you 
enough for what you did Sunday night, it was so special, I don’t think I’ll ever forget that. Love you 
so much!! Mo Berger and Dani Saidov- thanks for everything you guys did and all the time you put 
in for the skits and plays. They came out amazing and you guys are absolutely hilarious!! It was a 
big relief knowing I got you guys in charge and didn’t have to worry about it at all. Thanks again! 
Thanks to everyone who acted in the skits and plays. R.Glazer, A. Sharf, E.Weiss, R.Lerher, M.Gluck, 
D. Danzger, A. Goldstein, E. Jacobowits, E. Hershkowits, Y. Rockover and E. Leibowitz. You guys did 
an amazing job, especially the guys with big roles in the play, great job!! Thanks to the guys who 
put in the hard work behind the scenes at the play, led by Aryeh Lesser: D. Katz, A. Soffer, A. Silber, 
D.Nelkenbaum, Y. Bressler, A. Belskey, Y. Monheit, Y. Gerstner, A.Y. Gisen, and D. Schoenbrun. Thanks 
for the work you put in to make the play what it was! Srully pearl- what a job! Being a rookie at this it 
was even more impressive. You did a great job by team time and obviously leading the songs in the 
dining room. It was fun working with you on the songs. Thanks! Naftuly Leshkowits- thanks for all 
the help with the songwriting, they came out great! It was nice to work with you again, you’ll always 
be my JC. 4:04, 4:17. Yisroel Rosenfeld- you’re just awesome! No matter what would be needed you 
would do it. Thanks for all your help with the songs, they both came out so good especially the 
theme song which was beautiful. Of course though, can’t forget the Torah Bowl! Thanks for all efforts 
you put into this, I know how hard the job is so I really appreciate your work with it. Thanks again 
for everything! Thanks to S. Berger, p. Gottesman, Y. Hamada, C.D. Kellman, and M. Stern for help-
ing out with the Torah Bowl, it was a big win for us. Thanks to our amazing psych team for helping 
pump up the sports: S. Giteles, M. Ehrenberg, M. Kaufman, and Y. Mandel (thanks for helping with 
the cheer song). Chaim Dov Kellman- thanks for taking charge of the 10th and 11th grade volleyball 



game and making sure it ran the way it should. Yehudah Weis- thanks for your help with the cheer 
song and your drawings that helped keep us going late into the night. Major thanks for the banner! 
It was absolutely beautiful! Rafael Schloss- you did a really great job writing the theme and banner 
speeches. Thanks for being available when needed and for your hard work! Moshe Pomerantz- great 
job on the theme speech! Thanks for taking it! Shimmy Berger- thanks for taking the banner speech, 
you were amazing! Also thanks for taking charge of the races as well as leading us to victory! Thanks 
to Y. Monheit for pumping up the races as well. Thanks to all the counselors who took their bunk 
games in sports. Sports is a huge part of OAR and we were able to win most, so thanks for your 
efforts! Thanks to the members of the “U” who took games for guys who couldn’t take their bunk: T. 
Goldshmidt, E. Leibowitz, B. Chetrit, P. Eissenberg, D.Geizhals (can’t believe you’re staff now), again, 
the sports games are so important so thanks for covering the games and helping out! Thanks to, L. 
Klainberg for taking care of cleanup on the Jr hill. Yehudah Hamada- thanks for being a great friend, 
really miss you on the senior hill 2nd half! Thanks for everything the few days before OAR and as well 
during it. Also thanks or taking care of cleanup on senior hill. Of course we have to give a major 
thanks to all the campers on the team of Red you guys were awesome! In sports, songs, Torah Bowl, 
races, and just overall you guys did amazing and are the reason we took home the victory! We did it!! 
I would like to give a shout out to the best bunk in camp, bunk lamed! Aharon Shaul Feiganbaum- 
thank you for being such an awesome JC first half. Thanks for taking charge of the bunk during OAR 
and if I was busy with something for ABBL. You’re awesome! Missed having you around as much 2nd 
half. Will be on the corner of Coney soon (yes you deserved it). Yitzy Waldman- thanks for being such 
an awesome JC 2nd half! Even though you weren’t here during OAR well put you in anyways. Not 
too long ago you were my camper in 6th grade, now my JC its crazy how time flies. Thanks for every-
thing, you’re awesome! Eliezer Frank- Thanks for being such a great friend! Thanks for everything 
you helped me with, whether during the year or during the summer! I missed you so much this 
summer, but thanks for coming in at the end of OAR, it meant a lot. You’re awesome! Akiva Besser 
and Dovi Feigenbaum- thanks for being the best friends ever! Wish you guys could have been there 
for OAR but I know you were doing more important things in Yeshivah. Thanks for being behind 
me whenever I need it. Happy for you guys that at least you got to work together second half in the 
end. Akiva, hatzlacha in Eretz Yisroel! Aron Lownethal- Thanks for being you! I’ve learned and con-
tinue to learn so much from you; you couldn’t be a better role model as an older brother than you 
are! Thanks for getting me anything and everything I needed this summer, it was such a huge help 
for me! I love you so much! I want to give a major thank you to my parents for everything they do for 
me. Thanks for always being behind me and helping me with everything I need! Love you so much! 
All in all it was an amazing OAR! I had so much fun doing this, I hope everyone else did as well! We 
did it in the end thanks to everyone from the oldest staff member to the youngest camper and 
came out on top!

Let’s go red to to to to to! Let’s go red to to to to to!...................

Signing off,
General Yehuda
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Blue Comedy Song
TTTO:  Tatty My King (Waterbury Mesivta)

 
I was told to speak to you, Rabbi Karfiol,
Please don’t ki~ck me out of camp 
I only came three minutes late to, sha~chris. 
So please, can I have my tefillin back.

I was told to speak to you Rabbi Neiman. 
 I didn’t realize you wanted mincha TO begin. 
But once I’m here maybe, you can te~ll me. 
Why do I, have to wait so long, for byb. 

HIGH
OH AGUDAH HEADSTAFF
IM SO SOR~RY 
DONT KICK ME OUT-CALL MY HOUSE-OR PUNISH ME 
DO YOU REALLY CARE THAT I STAYED UP TILL THREE?

I NEED YOU TO REALIZE 
THAT, WHEN YOU SHUT THE LIGHTS 
(AND) I STILL NEED-TO SHOWER 
CAN I JUST GET ONE MORE-HOUR

SO AGUDAH HEADSTAFF 
PLEASE FORGIVE ME~,
 I WANT BEST IN BUNK-A GOLF CART RIDE-AND MY-BYB
PLEASE LET ME OFF THE HOOK SCOTT FREE....
 
I was told to speak to you, Rabbi Feuer. 
My rebbe threw me out of class. 
I only threw my desk at, ano~ther kid. 
And now I’m stuck, outside without a pass. 

I was sent to speak to you, Rabbi Nussbaum. 
Because Rabbi Feuer could not be found, 
He was probably to busy in, Ha~nna’s room, 
and now, my punishment, is left to you

TO HIGH

I was told to speak to Rabbi Schillit. 
Can you please tell me where’s the trip
I don’t like the video, on~ my bus
And I told you, my T-shirt size was a plus. 

Rabbi Schillit it’s me again. 
I’m sorry I knocked on your door at 4 am
I didn’t realize you’d get, so ve~ry mad.
But putting me, under a golf cart, makes me feel sad. 

 



TO HIGH
OH AGUDAH HEADSTAFF
IM SO SOR~RY 
DONT KICK ME OUT-CALL MY HOUSE-OR PUNISH ME 
DO YOU REALLY CARE THAT I STAYED UP TILL THREE?

I NEED YOU TO REALIZE 
THAT, WHEN YOU SHUT THE LIGHTS 
(AND) I STILL NEED-TO SHOWER 
CAN I JUST GET ONE MORE-HOUR

SO AGUDAH HEADSTAFF 
PLEASE FORGIVE ME~,
 I WANT BEST IN BUNK-A GOLF CART RIDE-AND MY-BYB
PLEASE LET ME OFF THE HOOK SCOTT FREE....

I was told to speak to you, reb elya. 
The whole crowd was chanting my name, ya. 
All I did was, blo~ck the skits. 
And then I heard: YOUR BLOCKING YOUR BLOCKING. 

I need to speak to you Rabbi Stern. 
You rejected me it really does burn 
There’s already 14 campers, on~ the team. 
Why can’t I, just be, number 15

TO HIGH

I’m really mad, Rabbi Friedman. 
You gave my bunk-hockey, once again.
 I feel like I come to you about this, ev~ery day.
So please, find us something else that we can play 

I’m scared to speak to you Crafty
But I want to know the scientific name of that tree.
Why only on erev shabbos is there, flo~wer club 
I wish it were, everyday, of the month 

TO HIGH

Hey Nurse it’s me~, I’m back. 
I got a skunk bite on my back. 
No I don’t think a bandaid, will do~ the trick.
Oh by the way, I also found like 7 ticks

Hey Avraham Moshe, can we speak. 
My soda can seems to have, sprung a le~ak. 
make it up by letting me work, in the~ cante~en 
How much shud I charge, for the donuts, that are green

TO HIGH



BLUEIN GENERAL
A

nd the streak continues with the blue team coming in first for the 38th time in the last 47 years. Good 
Morning, yes, I went to sleep last night. I never understood the point of staying up to write your in 
general right after the grand sing. So now that I got that out of the way. There are a lot of people to 
thank, but first must go to the campers of the blue team, you guys worked hard, showed up to activities, 

to races, and grand bechina and just pumped the whole time. I would love to write all of you a personal thank you, 
but that would take to long so please feel free to insert your name here______________. First I would like to thank 
Rabbi Neiman and Rabbi Karfiol, for giving me the opportunity it was a lot of fun and a dream come true. To Reb 
Elya thank you rebbi for listening when I begged you to get me color war and for that schmooze on the porch after 
color war, if rebbi forgot I won by 124. Reb Freidman, Rabbi Septimus, Rabbi Landau, Rabbi Dabbah, and Rabbi 
Weinreb, thank you all for being there every step of the way and keeping me pumped up so I can pump my team 
up.  Rabbi Avi Schillit, Thank you for running around and doing everything to make camp great, the shirts came out 
amazing and the tux to. Rabbi Margulos I know I spelled your name wrong but I have no interest in getting up to 
find out the right way, thank you for letting me vent all 3 days. Reb Moshe Krasnow thank you for helping get day 
camp involved without them I couldn’t have won. Rabbi Slomo thank you for trying to get the unhelpful to help I 
guess we now see that all members of the U are lazy, also who is the generals of 2025? Now that we are done with. 
And now that we are done with real head staff we turn to Azi, I would write something for you but you really did 
nothing except go to ShopRite. Ok now to the members of the team first I just want to say to anyone I may forget in 
thank you for all that you did, The only way a puzzle forms a picture is if you have all the pieces and baruch hashem 
we formed a beautiful picture. Akiva and Yehuda, We worked before on songs but never had as much fun as we did 
this time, Akiva you did amazing by the grand sing and helped write an pump up 3 amazing song, Yehuda If I 
thought working with you in ABBL was fun and it couldn’t get better I was wrong, I am so happy that what happen 
first half led to you being able to show your talents and win OAR. Shimi Berger sometimes talent gets wasted cause 
people are to scared to show they have it, thank you for coming over to me and asking to get involved in songs we 
couldn’t have done it with out.  Yisreol Rosenfeld Wow that theme song was one of the greatest I ever heard, thank 
you also for all the time and energy you put into the grand bechina I know its not easy to get kids to do it but some 
how we still pulled out that massive W. Dovi Finkelstein Thank you for all the team times and teaching the songs to 
the kids you did an amazing job, thank you for the skit,play, and comedy song idont think I ever seen the whole 
camp laugh like that  at the same time. Shtultzy Yehsiva guys, Pinny Fried, Yaakov Rockove,Shuey Finkel, Yisroel 
Rosenfeld, Shumly Lerner, and Eli Engel, your tzittiz looked amazing and your greenspan was Eh, just kidding you all 
did an amazing job please don’t actually act like that in yeshivah. Chaim Noach Hager you make a great rebbi for 
chofetz chaim. To the chofetz chaim boys Raphel Glazer,Shumel Yechazkel Stern, Avi Mayerfeld, Yaakov Grama, its 
great that 3 out of 4 of you were my campers you mamish acted like Waterbury boys. Nossi Finkelstein thank you 
for that amazing thug like acting in the skit, and thank you for making sure all beds were made and floor swept 
besides your own.  Kuty Schipper,I don’t see why not, thank you for the coming and making it back for the grand 
sing. Menchum Hartman, You did an amazing job on props, thank you for making sure to do nothing else. Chaim 
Zwick thank you for always helping me out not just during color war. Shumly Berger, Avrham Eisen,Shmya 
Weiss,Thank you for helping out with props the play would not have ran as smooth with out you guys. Dovi Katz 
You did an amazing job on the lights and reffing affl this whole summer. Efraim Levin Thank you for the comedy 
song if you wouldn’t have gotten involved I would have had nothing to thank you for. Sruly Zafir, Thank you for the 
play and skit you did a great job at  being an average house wife, thank you for the costume they were amazing. 



Yitzchok Biberfeld You did a great job managing the costume thank you for stepping up and taking it upon yourself. 
I don’t have everyone who helped by costumes I would like you to know I appreciate it and you did an amazing job. 
Lebron thank you for all the help  its great when a guy just wants to do whats best for the team and just pumps the 
whole time. Yehuda Zev Hamada  Thank you for the last minute taking of the decorations they were beautiful and 
you did a great job. Avi Lichtshein you did an amazing job on the balloons thank you for making it run so smooth, 
Aryeh Lesser Wow that grand march was amazing you can see that all the work you did was amazing and really paid 
off. Avrham Eisen,Eli Goldschmidt and anyone else who helped out by the grand march thank you. Chaim Danzeger 
and Ezra Klepfish Thank you for the help with grand bechina prep we needed it and you guys made sure the kids 
knew the materials. Yitz Frish thank you for writing a Dvar Halacha and not a Dvar musser. Yitzi Merzal, Thank you 
for helping with sports with no psyched team the more people we had going around the better. Shuey Finkel yes 
I’m writing you again thank you for the HR derby and apache race. LT Zevi Goldshmidt There are no words to 
describe what you did from running around to sports or the grand march to making sure that the balloons were 
being blown up thank you for everything and having my back the whole time. Yehuda Weis that banner was some-
thing else it was a masterpiece,(get it cause our theme song) thank you for all the time you spent putting into it. 
Alex Weinreb, Tzvi Danzger, and Ari Berger, Thank you for the murals you did a great job. Avigdor Nathan And 
Eliyahu Metz I feel like these two names go together like Reb Yaakov and Reb Moshe or Rava and Abaya, thank you 
both for two beautifully written speeches and for giving them over so well. To everyone who took their bunks game 
or took a different bunk game thank you I would write out all your names but I don’t have patience to type it. Eli 
Salamon Thank you for my guber ride,you’re a great brudder. Tzvi Gold Ashi Scharf Yossi Akerman,Shimon 
Isaak,Shimon Schuster,Avrumi Schron,Avrumie Rosenberg,and all the second year guys, it is now your time enjoy 
it I love all you guys. Chaim Klounimus Gelberman for a bachur going into shidduchim it didn’t pas to put you with 
a chevra that’s a s shtultzy as the other yeshiva guys, thank you for constantly reminding me that I only had 3 days 
to enjoy and to stay pumped the whole time, and thank you for giving my brother in law a great summer #Nachlas 
cj you are a great friend and a brother thank you for everything hopefully we will be dancing soon by your chasuna. 
Ari Slomovics thank you for always being there for me not just during the summer our trips to dips is the highlight 
of my week thank you for always being a listening ear I hope you find your kallah soon, but remember Thursday 
nights still ours. Moe Berger thank you for being around and always knowing the right things to say you are a great 
friend and looking to that bbq with Reb Alexs , I just wanted to let you know I don’t mind, I hope to dance with you 
soon by wedding. Mike Rabinowitz I am most probably one of the only people who can say they seen your growth 
in Yiddishkeit from elementary school you are one swell of a guy, enjoy Miros this year and remember WELL HELLO. 
Aaron Mattisyahu Herzberg Mazel tov you know on what, thank you for keeping the skit under 6 hours and making 
a great play, thank for all the help over the past three days, and I promise not to hock you this year about camp. I 
wish you wouldn’t be in eretz Yisroel so we can chill hard, looking forword to peasch when you will be back for 
good, please say hi to everyone who Know me in the mir. Moshe Pearl you are one of my favorite jc ever thank you 
for giving me the best second half and helping run the bunks the last 3 days. Bunk Lamed Hey you guys are great 
you did an amazing job on all the decorations. And finally to my Yedid Neman General Izzy Krasnow I made you a 
promise in 10th grade and I had no interest in breaking that promise, who would have ever thought that after all this 
time it would have been me vs you, what our we gonna talk about by mikes now, very seriously though thank you 
for the time of my life you are most probably one of the only guys that was here with me the whole ride, I loved the 
tux on you, by the way I plan on keeping mine how about you? The last 6 hours dancing with you was the time of 
my life looking forward hopefully real soon dancing with you by your chausana and hearing your father beautiful 
mehaira again. Well like they say all good things must come to an end, before I go I have one thing to say to every-
one in camp enjoy the moments in camp because before you know it its time to move on and you won’t have this 
opportunity again, I’ll miss all of you and I’ll miss camp.

Signing off your wining General of 2019

Ari Scheff























GREENIN GENERAL
W

ith so many thoughts running through my mind at this incredibly late hour, I don’t even know where to start. But of 
course, nothing is possible without Hakadosh Baruch Hu who has given me everything I need and beyond, so first and 
foremost is “Thank You Hashem”!
WOW! What a special and uplifting night it was. There are so many people to thank for making tonight, and this entire 

Color War, the most special 3 days of this most special summer. But I guess I got to start somewhere; I do have a newsletter to type up 
tomorrow…
The Head Staff: When you become older in camp you realize what Choshuve Mechanchim you’re dealing with on a daily aspect. From 
all the Shmoozen late at night, to watching how you all conduct yourselves, I feel truly blessed to say I got to work for such amazing 
people the last 7 years. Thank you for the opportunity to shine the last 3 days, and all the years. Looking forward to dancing at Simchos 
for many years to come!
My parents, Shuey: Thank you for your unwavering support, and or staying here till the crazy late hour to watch your son/ brother. 
Hope I didn’t disappoint!
Aryeh Zev: As you say (and I would never doubt your abnormal memory) you promised in 10th grade that you’d face and beat me in 
Color War one day; wow were you right! But this Color War was just a sidebar to what was an incredible winter Zman we spent together 
for the first time, the 12 summers we have known each other, and the beautiful friendship we have developed that will continue to 
grow for many years to come. I am privileged to call you a close friend. Thank you for making the last 3 days the most amazing days of 
our lives. We look great in tuxes!
Ari: Though you may have been in a different division this summer, and often times away, the friendship developed the last few years 
has only gotten more special each passing year and summer. Thank you for all your Chizuk and availability throughout the summer. You 
were very clutch in the tuxedo store!
Ahron: If you’d have told me years ago that when I’d be general you wouldn’t be on my team, I’d be devastated. While I was devastated 
Sunday night when I saw the sheet and you weren’t on my team, I didn’t feel I was lacking anything, for you were constantly in my ear 
giving support and compliments over the last 3 days. And throughout the half, I could only imagine it wasn’t easy not being with “the 
boys” in 9th, but you handled it like the true Mentch and Tzadik that you are. You are truly one of a kind!
CJ: What a pleasure it was this winter getting to expand on our already amazing relationship. Thank you for being such a true friend and 
such a real camp guy. May we be Zoche to dance this year (HI MRS. GELBERMAN)! And have you seen the blue knife?...
Akiva Besser and Dovi Finkelstein: Thank you for helping lead what was such a truly special and emotional evening. Hope you guys 
had fun up there! Too bad you didn’t have a baton. A thank you as well to the lyricists on Blue, including Yehuda Lowenthal ,Yisroel 
Rosenfeld, and Shimi Berger or a job well done!
And now, for the Green Team….
Mo: Going “above and beyond” would be an understatement to describe the Kochos you put into green. Only a true friend and pro-
fessional like you could handle the heavy work presented to you with class and a constant smile. Be it the hilarious skit with Kawhii 
Leonard (thanks for letting me act!), the jaw-dropping play, or the comedy song we enjoyed, you are truly a special person and a plea-
sure to work with!
Mike: MIKE, MIKE MIKE MIKE, MIKE MIKE MIKE, MIKE MIKE MIKE! Your constant Chizuk and kind words in my ear the last 3 days did 
not go unnoticed. Thank you for your major role in skits and play. It was a pleasure having you join us in 9th grade, and a pleasure to 
spend a Zman with you in Yeshiva this year. SHOUTOUT BUNK BEIS!
Shimon Isaak: The are no words to describe just how special and loyal you are. You are a workhouse and a general’s dream to have on 
a team, taking care of literally A-Z, especially the beautiful costumes. And more importantly, you are an incredibly close friend and I 
look forward to another year of non-stop phone calls. 
Dani Saidov: You are such a supreme talent. What a cardinal you proved to be! Thank you for being such a great guy, and for being such 
an asset to our team. I hope the Nets make another trade with the Celtics and throw everything away :) 
Avrumi Rosenberg: Amongst my favorite people in camp, I can always rely on you to find out who the Mets pulled out of Triple A for 
that night’s game. Thank you for having such a great attitude towards everything, which was definitely needed to keep sanity as the 
sports scores were coming in… thank you for taking such an important role! No, I’m not arranging a staff baseball game tomorrow, 
sorry. 
Shimon Schuster: Shimooooooooooon! My “Mitzvah Man” came in extremely clutch throughout the 3 days. With speeches left and 
right, nothing seemed to faze you, as you delivered one by one with exceptional quality. On the speech’s note, thank you as well to 
Moshe Gordon and Ari Kaufman for your contributions! And of course, thank you Shimon as well for taking Jr. sports!



Shragi Gutman: What a huge breakout performance! The dining room looked stunning tonight, and the credit is to you for taking a 
new job so graciously. And tonight’s incredible theme song wouldn’t be much of a song without a story, so thank you for introducing 
me to the beautiful idea!
Naftali Leshkowitz: I’m sorry the grand Bechina didn’t work out in our favor, but you certainly did more than your part! I am truly 
amazed as to how simply and orderly you are in making sure everything is set up so smoothly. Thank you as well for your help through-
out the summer in pictures for the newsletter.
Gershon Kiss and Yaakov Mandel: All your hard work payed off with beautiful results (minus the lack of drone footage)! Thank you for 
constantly “nagging” me to get it right, because it truly came out special and memorable. Great job!
Yitzchak Elnadav and Moshe Kanner: The banner was truly special. Thank you for all the hard work you put into it! Shout out to all 
those who drew murals as well (sorry, I don’t have all the names, but yes Ruzo I know who you are so thank you).
Yehuda Goldschmidt: Thank you for taking the home run derby and running it flawlessly!
Nisson Katlowitz: Sorry the races couldn’t be on the football field, maybe we would have better luck on softer grounds :) Thank you 
for taking care of the races!
Yossi Akerman: You did a great job holding up the signs by the skit, and you are truly the greatest. Thanks for always being there for 
me and the boys!
Mordechai Rubinstein: M.V.P! The Mesiras Nefesh going till 5:30 A.M last night to make sure we had those booklets was extraordinary. 
You have quite a future here in camp! Just remember who you started off with in 6th grade. Shoutout to Dovi Geizhals for reminding me 
he helped Ruby throughout the night. Thank you Dovi for your involvement as well in AFFL!
THANK YOU TO ALL COUNSELORS ON GREEN WHO STEPPED UP TO THE PLATE AND TOOK THEIR BUNK ACTIVITIES! Thank you to Shaul 
Chaim Kaufman for always trying his hardest to get out of it.
To all the costume helpers, thank you for the late hours and GREAT work; Alti Hoffman, Chesky Green, Shaul Chaim, Mordechai Her-
skovits, Avrum Silber, Moshe Fogel, Levi Yitzchak Zafir, Aron Shaul Feigenbaum, Yitzchak Zoberman, Yitzy Waldman, Yehuda Itzkow-
itz, Eli Horowitz, Yakkov Tajerstein, Avraham Cywiak, Aron Golding, Tzvi Schon, Yisroel Meir Greisman!
To my skit and play guys, thank you for helping; Akiva Scharf, Rafi Lehrer, Ruby, Shargi Gutman, Ahron Fried, Avi Ishakis, Moshe Gluck, 
Yitz Shipper, Shloimie Freidman, Eli Oppenheim, Avraham Silber, Dovi Katz, Dovy Danzger, Chaim Zwick!
To my balloon helpers, for getting the job done quickly and efficiently; Ari Isaac, Simcha Resnick, Yaakov Grey, Chesky Tratner, A. 
Brochtfeld, Ari Pitterman, Kender Superman, Yosef Bressler, Chesky Junger, Shimi Kahn!
Thank you to my soloists tonight, Eli Heineman and Biyomin Hellman! Keep using your beautiful talents!
As we near the end of my In-General, I want to truly apologize to those who put so much effort into making the green team such a 
well-run machine who I forget. I truly feel indebted to whoever helped make these the greatest 3 days ever, and I owe you all so much. 
THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!
Michoel Adler: Thank you for joining us this summer! It was so special to have you back in camp!
Mordechai Frischman: Whenever you had to step up to the plate this summer, you came through with shining colors. It was so special 
to have you as my J.C. Your carefree and positive attitude was a major asset to making us have such an amazing bunk. These last 3 days, 
and all those times busy with football or the newsletter etc, I always knew the bunk was in good hands. You are AMAZING!
Bunk Lamed Zain: The “highest” bunk in camp, and certainly the best one as well. You guys throughout the half always made it such a 
pleasure to just simply Shmmoze with. Throughout Color War, your incredible support and encouragement really meant more to me 
than you could imagine. The after-party tonight was INSANE! HELLO! The party was truly “one in a million” (HI SENDER)! Thanks for 
making it such an incredible summer. Please keep in touch- I mean it!
9th grade: KEEP PUMPING. Love you all, and thanks for the awesome Ruach the last 3 days. If was a pleasure being your commissioner; 
all the love tonight will quickly turn to hatred when I put on my ref uniform tomorrow/ Friday, and I eagerly await that!
CAMPERS ON THE TEAM OF GREEN: Thank you for singing your hearts out, for hustling in the games, for learning the Grand Bechina, 
etc etc. I hope you enjoyed the last few days as much as I did. While only one team could win, and that had to be Scheff because he 
promised so 7 years ago, you guys still are winners!
And now to my last thank you…
RUACH COUNTRY: As you saw tonight in the Alma Mater, little Yitzchak entered a dream 13 years ago, August 2007, and went through 
the entire dream of 13 years in one night. Could this really be the end? Only Hashem knows the future; but if it is, I’d be remiss if I left 
without saying a proper goodbye and thank you. 
You made me who I am today. My closest friends today are camp friends, for the memories we shared here can not be matched any-
where else. Tonight on stage, singing with my dear friends of my side, looking down at the overwhelming love I could feel radiating 
from the audience, then dancing afterwards with so many friends and my bunk, it all hit me at once; I am truly the luckiest person in 
the world. So much blessing can only be found right here in Camp Agudah, our home away from home. The summer is a time we get to 
truly shine and display our talents, and I owe everything to camp for giving me so many opportunities to do just that. If tonight was my 
final time leading a song, then it would be befitting that this Alma Mater would be the closer; it is everything how I feel about camp. So 
as I prepare to end an emotional roller coaster of a day and catch a bit of sleep, I want to say thank you to everyone involved in Ruach 
Country for giving me over the last 13 years THE TIME OF MY LIFE!

Signing off, with much love and appreciation, 

GENERAL IZZY







So…. The number one question that I have been asked for the 
last eight weeks is……

What exactly do you do in Agudah?

So here is what I do.

1) I fill up camper’s tradition soups with hot water from the GDR.

2) I answer “I don’t know” (at least 20 times a day) to the following question; “Do you know when 
Hannah will be open?”

3) I answer “no” to “Do you have any quarters? (this question is only asked by 8th and 9th graders)

4) I answer “Havdalah” as kids ask me what’s for night activity all Shabbos.

5) I answer “no” all summer long to this question “Can I get a golf-cart ride?”

6) I answer “no” to the following questions: 

Are you related to Rabbi Landau from Chaim Berlin?

Are you related to Rabbi Landau from Torah Temimah?

Are you related to Rabbi Landau from Veretzky?

Are you related to Rabbi Landau from Landaus shul?

Are you related to Landau from Landau’s grocery?

Are you related to Landau from Landau’s rice cakes?

7) I answer “no” to the following questions:

Is it true that you are the rabbi of South Brunswick?

Is it true that you are the rabbi of North Brunswick?

Is it true that you are the rabbi of West Brunswick?

Is it true that you are the rabbi of New Brunswick?

Is it true that you are the rabbi of Old Brunswick?

(I am a rabbi in East Brunswick!)

8) I answer “no” to the following questions:

Was that you in the article in Ami Magazine?

Was that you in the article in Binah Magazine?

Was that you in the article in the Yated?

Was that you in the article Hamodia?

Was that you in the article in the FJT?

(It was Mishpacha magazine)

9) I answer no to the following question (at least ten times each morning).

Can you hang up today’s schedule?



10) I answer “no” to the following question for the first two weeks of camp:

Can I borrow your phone to call home?

11) I answered “this is my second year”, when asked how many years I have been in Agudah? (an-
swered this question hundreds of times!)

12) I answered “hopefully” when asked daily if I am subbing your learning group.

13) I answered “I don’t know” when asked daily what is for supper?

14) I answer Kol Torah, Agudah Midwest, and Agudah Toronto when asked which camps I attended 
as a kid?

15) I  answer “AGUDAH”! When asked “Which camp has the best 
campers, counselors, head-staff, rebbeim, chef, grounds, sports, ru-
ach, and of course the best night activities!

Rabbi Landau
The Chofetz Chaim Shiur

 This summer, every afternoon Sunday thru Thursday, a great kiddush Hashem took place 
in Bais Raphael as some 60 senior campers and staff members attended a shiur in Sefer Chofetz 
Chaim during their free time. They didn’t just attend the shiur; during the shiur and especially 
after the shiur, they asked questions that showed how seriously they viewed shemiras halashon 
and how much they want to live according to the halachos that they learned.

	 Despite	his	very	busy	schedule,	Rabbi	Mordechai	Karfiol	made	sure	to	attend	the	shiur 
every	afternoon.	At	our	first	trip	siyum,	Rabbi	Karfiol	said	that	he	felt	the	fact	that	so	many	ba-
churim attended the shiur, gave the entire camp a special shemirah because guarding our lips against 
forbidden speech gives us special power in Shamayim and special protection.

 Around a week before camp ended a visiting parent told me, “My son attended the shiur 
last summer. At our Shabbos table, he makes sure (in a respectful way) that there should be no 
lashon hara.”

 I want to express my personal thanks to every camper and staff member who attended the 
shiur  this summer. Camp Agudah is fortunate to have such wonderful bachurim.

 I take this opportunity to wish every member of Camp Agudah a kesivah vachasimah 
tovah. Every staff member and camper, each in his own way, helped to make this summer so 
special in so many ways. May you have a year of great hatzlachah and growth in your avodas 
Hashem.

Rabbi Shimon Finkelman 



ABBL ARTICLE
Hey everyone its chaim here from CA Sports reporting live from Camp Agudah. Rumor has it 

that it’s been a great season in the ABBL thus far, let’s see if we can catch up with Commissioner Yehu-
da Lowenthal for a quick interview. I think I see him over there, Yehuda, can we get a word?

 “ Oh, I’m so sorry, I was just busy making the schedule, doing trades, getting refs and clock guys 
for the gym and gymzebo, finding out  if there is ABBL for night activity, making sure the balls and 
scoreboards get back to my bunkhouse…..” half hour later: Yehuda: ok, I’m ready for your interview. 
Reporter: hock going around is that ABBL has been great this season is that true? YL: yes, its been a 
very exciting season of ABBL. We’ve had many great games that came down to the wire as well as 
many overtimes, double overtimes and even triple overtime games! Reporter: wow that sounds amaz-
ing! Are there any players who stood out to you throughout the season? YL: well, every player in the 
ABBL contributes to their teams successes, but yes there were some players who went above and be-
yond. First half MVP, Yaakov Tajerstein dominated the court for his team, unfortunately we missed him 
2nd half due to injury. Second half MVP Shimon Greenspan was also all over the court. There were 
many other great players this season as well. Reporter: so who are the guys privileged to get to ref the 
games? YL: we have a great staff here and we have a schedule of guys rotating days to ref games. First 
half we had D.Saidov, A.Sharf, M.Lehrer, K.Shiper, N.Finkelstein, C.Schorr, Y.Rosenfeld, D.Finklstein, 
M.Blumstein, Y.Soiblman, M.Pearl, S.Issac and Y.Areyeh. a great group of refs. Second halfwe lost some 
guys but were joined by a new group with M.Gordon, E.Eisenstein, Y.Merzel< E.Goldstein, L.Y.Zafir, 
P.Freid, M.Rubiunstein, and Y.Waldman. We also had Y.Hamada, C.Green, Y.Levinson, E.Engle, A.S.Fei-
genbaum, and M.Kaufman. Overall it was a great staff to work with a nd really helpful. Reporter: souns 
like it was really a great season in the ABBL, thanks for your time. YL: it sure was, my pleasure.

 Alright guys, I hoped you enjoyed that back and forth, now there are big thank you’s I must get 
to. First of all, major thank you to shimon issac for being my right hand man and being a huge help 
with everything. Thanks for taking over when I was off. Another major thank you goes to Doni Saidov. 
You really took a huge load off me by taking the injury replacement job. I know it was a hard job I 
wanted to give up at the end but thanks for staying strong. I really appreciate your efforts! Thanks! I 
would also like to give a huge thanks to Ari Scheff for all of his hard work helping making the schedules 
or with the awards or wit the playoff schedule. You really helped us, huge thanks! Ashi Sharf and Kuti 
Shipper thanks for helping make the teams and trades (goes for Shimon and Doni as well). Appreciate 
the help and kuti, thanks for stepping up to ref if someone wasn’t available. Big thank you to shmuli le-
rner for basically running the gymzebo second half. It really was a huge help knowing it was taken care 
of every day. Thank you so much! Thanks for everyone else who refed and did clock as I mentioned 
before, it was great to work with everyone. To all campers/players of the ABBL, weather you liked to 
put in your input or not I truly had a lot of fun getting to know you guys and tried to do what I can to 
please everyone.it really was a great summer in the ABBL with a championship game that came down 
to the wire first half (this article was written before the 2nd half playoffs) it was a lot of fun. So once 
again thanks to everyone who made this ABBL season what it was, I really appreciate it!

      Signing off,

        Commissioner 
Lowenthal





THE FEW THE PROUD – WHERE THE REAL TALENT CAN BE FOUND
Michoel Adler- so glad you were here the full 2nd half, still dominating at baseball, and you were AL-
MOST lucky enough to be a league captain. #R’Grubner
Menachem Bressler- the king song writer of camp, off shabbosim ice skating/ice cream house chills, 
bunk gimmel. #R’Rutkin
Pinny Eisenberg- Hat box in Monsey has the best suits, why did you leave us a week early, truly loves 
all the campers who asks him if he works out. #R’Stein
Pinchus Gottesman- loved the 1st half trades, best Mishnayis program and BBQ with his bunk, the 
shtarkest counselor in camp, bunk zayin. #R’Kanarek
Mordy Hershkowitz- has more drinks then the amount of stolen water bottles, 2nd to best league team 
after mine, loves sitting by the pool all day. #R’Schlanger
Shmuli Lerner- counselor of bunk yud zayin, ya-LO, head staff, walkie talkie, going to Oraysa both 
halves next summer, 9th grade league captain? Bunk yud gimmel. #Darchei
Eli Walfish- dougies shteller, loves lifeguarding, already a Oraysa boy, 1st seder chavrusahs with Pinny 
next zman. #R’Stein
Yehuda Weis- waterpark buddy, Kalahari slide, insane artist, R’Lichtenstein, loved by all his campers for 
the right reasons, yud gimmel. #YTV100years

“From the desk of YA-LO”
A Day in the life of a Rotator

6:30 Wake up from my bunk. (How do they get up this early)
7:50 Wake up again. (Why are none of them by Shachris…they have been up for a hour already)
8:45 Finish Shachris, go back to sleep.
9:45 Wake up, again?!?
11:15 Start rotating. 
12:30 Start turning.
1:15 Start lunch.
1:17 End lunch (now what I guess I could just start spinning again)
2:00 Start whirling.
3:30 Start revolving.
4:45 Start gyrating. (I have to keep things interesting somehow)
5:00 Finish rotating.
Now at this point you might ask what a rotator does exactly (Yes, in other words I do nothing and don’t get 
paid for it). But really what I do is fill in for your Counselor/J.C. and basically do what he is supposed to do. (If 
your Counselor/J.C. does not do what he is suppose do please see Rabbi Karfiol or/and your Division head) 
F.A.Q. #1. What do you usually do on an average day? Uh … I usually rotate. So what does that mean? I usually rotate 
Bunks like yours. (Wait there are other bunks?)

F.A.Q. #2. What is with all the 9th graders rotating? 
F.A.Q. #3.Huh? Yes I’m just as confused as you about this one.

F.A.Q. #4. Will you give us what our Counselor does? N0 I will not give you Dougies and let you stay up till two in the 
morning I’m pretty sure your Counselor does not do that every night

Signed A Rotator
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The lodge
Welcome to the lodge 2019. You will now embark on a journey that will take you through ( no AC, 
enclosed room no spring) jungle, and messy ( no room to move, always messy ) terrain. This journey 
Begins when Rabbi k allows 12 aidele bochurim into camp agudah in which they all end up sleeping 
in the same room. Morning. This article may contain contents beyond your capability of sought. Such 
as dart throwing all over the room, soaring temperatures, unbearable measures of confinement, bed 
brutality. Aaaaaaaaammmyyyyyyyyyyy……………

Oh, and don’t forget about the sticky fly traps used to hold its prey until it dies.
Press l> to continue.

Moshe Ostrovisky- best ‘Amy’ stroyteller’ yet never got to scare Eli Engel. #(don’t hate us)ostro-
visky’sbakery #reismansarebetter #nonunchuks #howdidyougetintokaminetz #hyperatnight #givemey-

oursocks #shabbos(folding)defender
Avraham Cywiak- camp agudah’s food posed a major threat to our health condition. Suddenly “Cywi-
ak” comes in with his portable gym! And puts our worries to rest. #pullupbar #cream #handexerciser 
#powerful #unpronouncablename #cutestbrother(too scared to come in) #middlebeddisappear #ping-

pongchamp
Asher Bugayer- best color war general. We rooted for you. #england #needsglasses #shachrisyekke 

#masmidimchill #landmarkbox #comfortable shoes #kaminetz #regentsoverrated #brushed4X:)
Moishy Vogel- color war general of yom tov day, hooooorah hoooooorah :) #hewroteitwhenhewas16 

#lampofthenight #swivelfan #cactus #bunklamedbeis #sleepallday 
Yaakov Yarmark- unfortunately not part of youth corp……..oh right for some reason he is in youth 
Corp. #frisbeeunused #fox40 #extensioncord #5hourenergydrink #birthdayshirt #cohen #toomany-

gushersforarifeinstein:) #doublespeakers #can’tgetontobed
Yaakov Berman- funniest guy in camp,  always on the move, and constantly in the groove. #fromthew-

est #cowboy #awesomeguy #jerry #lifeguard #it’sshachris #themuteentertainer #yarmulke #shirts-
neverused #ventriloquist #guitar

Refael Kashani- the neat freak ….. How can you survive in this room? #latestmottisteinmetz #no-
campersinthelodge #fridge #hairbrush #bunklamedbeisshowers #persian #counselor/”U” #sodacans 

#icedcoffee #dumpster 
Aharon Shaul Feigenbaum- separated from our home, feeling down, yet reunited again feeling more at 
home than ever #cactus #youneverwokemeup #whoneedsbedswhenwehavechairs #jc #chewedupfox40 

#arisfan #powerstrip #wires #daycampcounselor #ipodofthestoneage #knowseveryone
Yisroel Greenwald- we really appreciate you as being the centerpiece of our room. It was the most 

convienent dump #firstaidkit #loveyourtshirts(32) #blanketpuller #calmestpersononearth #lakewood-
kid #bathingsuit48hours #collectsnewclothing. #dump #flytape #notpartofcolorwar #lifeguardsweater 

#mouthslipby5thgrade #libertyheightscollector #timeout
Ari Feinstein- the “biggest” chiller in camp. We were honored to have you as a member of our room # 
concertwithshwekey #manyshowers #we’resorryfogel #yarmarksfoot #smartphone #everyonescontact 

#”feelthemagic” #masterdialer #ketchup #weloveyouandweunderstand 
Ahron Golding- thanks so much for authorizing the lodge articles, let’s see how it turns out #vibrat-

ingbed #dropyouralarmclock #dontslipatthecorner #canteen #doradingdong #wannabes #mini #keep-
yourbags #midnightslapping #alwaysthereandyetsoquiet 

Eli Engel- The perfect mix of chilled, fun, responsible and cool  #shoeboxes #armaniexchange #early-
tobed #earlymorningworkout #machetekinife #linencutter #rapper #deepwriter #madrich #lifeinback-

pack #randomhat #actor



HEADLINES
1. Monheit shaves beard
2. Scheff BLVD. Complete
3. Tradition soups banned
4. 9th graders get biker gang haircuts
5. After 40 years camp fixes showerhouse
6. New ruach country gardens to be completed spring 2222 CE
7. Camp runs out of soda before hachonoh l’shabbos
8. Shmueli Unger learns to fly helicopter
9. Rabbi pearl comes up for air
10. Rabbi pearl learns to swim
11. Camper named Avi disqualified from race
12. Crafty shack runs out of lanyard
13. Niagra trip runs on time
14. Harlem basketballers can’t play basketball
15. Rabbi Dabbah discovers airpods
16. Canteen prices drop below mortgage rate
17. Rabbi Majeski gadol in Romimu
18. No tiros on shabbos (pronounced tee-rows)
19. Myer Schecter and Sruli Zafir waste hours on this paper
20. Camp Agudah runs a-amazing summer once again

CA Office memorable moments

Camp agudah how can I help you?

● Hi I’m looking for bnos/bnoseinu/chayil miriam/agudah midwest/agudah Toronto/ saveright etc.

 ● nac uoy fI” :esnopseR “.pmac fo yad tsal eht ni gnirucco espilce ralos eht tuoba denrecnoc m‘I” (oga sremmus 2) 
nus eht ta kool ot ton mih tsurt nac uoy שמירת עינים htiw nos ruoy tsurt

● Could I get a bracha from Reb Shmuel Kaminetzsky

● I’d like to speak to my daughter

● Do you have change?

● Oh this isn’t bnos?



HoLy MaC™!!!!! 2.0!!!!!!
Alriiiiiight _Chevreh-

DiN DiN DiN, DiNTEH DiNTEH DiN (#opening on stage)
Yeh yeh… mamzeirim yedidim kroivim…..effin oif de vindow…alleh baideh, alleh baideh…SHMEELEE UN-

GAIR!!! Tzuzamin mit hamenagenim, em moishie row….din din din dinteh dinteh din!!!!!!!
Before everyone gets really confused (if it’s not too late already), we just want to say thanks to Rabbi Schweb-
el, for everything he did for us this summer, Chef Flam, for making us scared of weighing ourselves when we 

get home  (#BIG N’ BUFF), and to Shmuli Liberman for always being the “kind and friendly face” at the kitch-
en window while you lasted here #yosis alayich

1. Lmaisah the waiters got radios to actually use them, not stam for the hock #shpitz earpieces #9:4. 10:4? 
10:5? 10:4 10:4
2. Kani wants 3 peppers, a half sleeve of two lb containers, and the kitchen sink. Literally
3. Can you get me a 9 inch round? Nope sorry WE DON’T GIVE THOSE OUT!! So can you get me a bag then?  
UHHHHHH N-sure 
4. When a GDR family has their suspicions: “are u sure there’s none left?” – Just so u know, we can’t make 
things appear out of thin air, unless it’s air, which would meant that we are not pulling air out of air because 
it’s already there, so the statement of ‘u can’t pull anything out of thin air’ is tyue #taibi
5. When a bochur/jucher (#nuchi) asks for cottage cheese and you’re not down for the creech (#crach), ask him 
if he can close his eyes for just one second #greenspan #taibi
6.A few quotable quotes: “ Guys, no more pancakes, go to learning groups”, “uhhh actually, my brother…”, “I’m 
the best chasidish barber in town” ‘ I haven’t had a top bed since Sultans days #preserving the oils 
7. Rahamim whabi…#AYD #motzei Tisha ba’av guests #R dabbah is driving us - thank you for driving us!!! 
8. No mas appples # zecher l’martin
9. The W
10. rotatzias #ehrmans section # whos ehrman? #Unattached from the w 
11. A few more quotable quotes: “Henach, u bored? Hehehe”, “I’m getting Eli Serebrowsky” , “pasito pasito, 
swavei swavei sito”, “Moderne guys have real airpods, because I’m so yeshivish I got fairpods” , “Heres 23 
fries” LOL , “ No, I don’t do dis” #duchi , “Go play piano for 5 owas”  “etc etc”
12. OHHHHHHHHHHHH CHICKEN. OHHHHHHHHHHHH POTATO. OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIICK-LESSS #SLOVIIIIIIIIIIIIICCCCCCCCCCCKKKKKKKKKKKKK-
KKKKKKKKKK #10:4
13. Remember when spicy kahani broke a window- who woud’ve thunk
14. Remember when rechnitz and mintz went into business together #Dunkin Iced Coffee #It’s LeBron’s job 
#America doesn’t run on Mintz for a dollar a cup
15. faaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaddddddddddddddddduuuuuuuuuuuuuuhhhhhhh #zecher l’nussbaum
16. Papas = French fries, papa = potatoes, poppy = father, grandfather = papa?
17. Flougies, Flambergers, Flushi. Flushi salad, Flainbow cake, Fleese and Flauce with a Flarb # Flunch #camp 
agudah 5 star kitchen
18. Special shoutout to Aryeh leib septimus bc we left him out last year by accident. While  we r at it may  as 
well shoutout the people highly associated with the waiters such as Hana Banana #911 whats ur emergency 
, Lebron, Mishter Zwick, AYD, moshe shwartz, Shmuel tarlow, moonitz, yaacov cohen, dani hershkowitz, shlo-
mo zalman Greenberg #we love our waitas, yitzy stern (camp driver- thank you for driving us to shoprite!), 
yitzy sterns brother Shmuel yechezkel,  chaim zwicks brothers, mendel and yitzy kahan (din din din!), shimmy 
goldshmit, feuchty , and yitzy flam.
19. Mintzs alarm clock # the waiters vecker aka the closest broom stick



20. Bowling with Carlton
21. “this doughnut is too oily, a little more paprika should do the trick to decrease the greeseness ”-gilliw
22. no mas red bull #zecher l’duvi
23. the new rious #it’s all in the apron # yes yes # dependable shirts # ty shmuli
24. Dear maintenance: although they say we are related, we see this as a one way relationship #2nd cousins 
once removed
25. #CHILLLLEEEEEE WILLLLLLLLEEEEEE #marco?polo # Bruno (you took too much food)  #sakim #jerk chicken 
“you litraly just jerk it”
26.  “yes , rabbi” – anonymous
27. Mas thank you: shamar, david, Mario, Daniel, rious, many, margareto, louis, inger(angel), keith, Sadie the 
baker, clyve, chip, lamar, jj, hakim, mikey, Avraham freidman, dave weiss, owen kranston and paul white 

 
 Sincerely, 

The waiters 
(“I’m BOMBED!” Dani Mintz, fake call of the bed, 2019, trey line server for 2nd half)

By Avi Galinsky at the desk of Dougies – next to the hot poppers
Deep in the basement of the Main Building lies a Magician with enough tricks up his sleeves to entertain and 
occupy 204 kids at once, we call this program “Day Camp”. You may not know it but in that room (sometimes 
known as the day camp room, day camp hub, former game room etc.) so much happens that it will be impos-
sible to try to fit it into one article, but I’ll do my best. It all starts with Rabbi Majeski, Rabbi Majeski is known 
for many things – being involved in kiruv and a rav stand out (oh, and Romimu Shabbos gadol), but he also 
has a knack for torturing counselors, just ask Dovi Geizhals and Sruli Blatt and they will tell you how pickle 
juice became a punishment for losing an OAR game. Ask Yaakov Newmark and Moishy Fogel (no Tuli, Italy!) 
and you’ll hear about making matzoh on the counselor because their parents didn’t know them as well as you 
would hope. Going back a year or two ask Yehuda Perlstein, Shua Lax, and Chesky Green. Oh, and how can I 
forget Chaim Halbertal’s everlasting fued with Rabbi Majeski that may or may not have included Ketchup. Then 
there’s the treatment of the kids, do we really need to have a bottle flip tournament on day one?? And if you 
give the entire team of Shavuos Dougies don’t give them duckies (alright let’s be honest, that was a legendary 
breakout). That being said Rabbi Majeski is also the most caring and thankful person I’ve ever had a chance to 
work with, and I am not just talking about Dougies and pizza. I truly can’t explain how working with the day 
camp program has changed my life.

A tremendous yasher koach goes to R’ Meir Margolous and R’ Shlomo  Fixler (will miss you) for keeping day 
camp afloat. Magic couldn’t have been performed without your countless hours of hard work. Next up Mash-
giach, Mashgiach, Mashgiach oy yoy oy... Mashbiem Yitz and Benny I love you guys but can you please let me 
into the office to get a hat? Oh, and Reuvein how can I forget.

Things to remember
Vasserhaisen day – Avi Schilit          Party busses in Munk           Toyameha          “Cat in the hat” hats          Dougies          ASF          
Varlutchke ball          Zoby’s beard          Edelpants – camper and counselor          Meyer Lehrer wants a shoutout, so 
shoutout          Sakim           Nun Vavnicks A.K.A. Bunk Dougies          Only Hillel Gold can slam in volleyball          Doynut is a 
doorknob          Dougies… Again!!          First half Dougies… Wow! What a kumzitz!!



THE LIFEGUARD ARTICLE

 A Lifeguard. When you hear the term lifeguard, you probably think of someone who sits in a chair day in and day out, with 
a Red Cross tube and sunglasses watching over his area of the pool. Well, in Camp Agudah, lifeguards do a lot more than just sitting 
around. Rabbi Pearl- Will probably find him checking the chlorine level of the pool or answering “smart” questions; is the water wet? 
Do I need to retake the deep water test? Do I need a band? Do I need a buddy? Can I dive? Can I dunk my counselor? Can I go down 
the slide headfirst? Can I ride the old slide? Are there frogs I can catch? He will answer all of them the same way, with a warming smile. 
Meir Green- Will never be found diving into the pool, due to his fear of his toes getting caught. He will always answers the “smart” 
questions; are there sharks? Can I fish from my boat? Will I get wet? Of course, he answers with a BIG smile. The Dasheff Twins- You 
will find Eliyahu worrying about the type of music being played and teaching (together with Betzalel) the lifeguarding course to all of 
their little pupils. Betzalel will always be found handing out cups of water on his mini kickboard (barley balancing it). Mordechai Ba-
ruch- Will never be found talking to anyone while on the job. He is always willing to cover your zone for you. By every break, he will be 
doing laps. He also always chooses the shallow-zone. Shmuli Berger- Will always be found wearing a shirt. He will also be constantly 
pestering you about how good Daniel Jones is (based off of his debut in the Preseason).  Yaakov Berman- He will always be found 
playing with his new pet Jerry, a garden snake whom he adopted. He will also always be wearing his famed cowboy hat (and don’t 
forget his beautiful voice!!!). Moshe Dov Ehrenberg- Will never say no to any request. He is always on time and is an amazing sous 
chef. He is especially good at opening and closing a grill. He can also touch the floor of the pool and have a full hand above the top 
of the water. Dovi Geizhals- Will never give up the opportunity at giving a deep water test. He will always bring his music (except for 
that one day where his Mp3 was misplaced). After learning how to dive, will now always compete with Katz in dive-offs. He is also an 
amazing chef. Ahron Golding- Will never be found in the pool, due to his fear of getting wet. He will always pick the slide-zone. He will 
always be enforcing the rules and regulations. Mordechai Herskovitz- Will always be willing to pay someone (with seltzers) to be able 
to do sign-up sheet. He always want to know when the activity ends before it even starts. Tzvi Kalisch- Will always show off his penguin 
dive. He always warns people about snapping turtles in the lake. Elimelech Katz- Will always be found choosing sign-up sheet. He will 
always have dive-offs with Geizhals and then chill at the bottom of the pool. He also holds the record for the fastest swimmer (even 
faster than Eliyahu ). Avi Mayerfeld- Will always switch to a different song when Adama V’Shamayim starts. He will always be found 
hocking up Chasidish music and other random life facts. Moshe Tzvi Rothberg- Will always be found in the kiddie-zone. He will never 
come in a bathing suit, even to a POOLSIDE BBQ!!! He is an amazing marinater. He will always be hocking you up about how MBD is 
the best singer. Aryeh Leib Septimus- Will always be found in the pool giving lessons to imaginary campers (even though he claims to 
have one client). He will also be found creating new ‘U’ sweatshirts. He also sponsored the BBQ. (Oh wait, he just left. He will be back 
in TWO minutes). Moishie Schwartz- Will always be found working out. He can only dive with his feet spread apart. He claims to be a 
faster swimmer than Golding. Eli Walfish- Will always be found with an umbrella attached to his chair by the slide-zone. He will never 
give up the opportunity to sit in the elevated chair. He will never be found not wearing a cap. Shmaya Weiss- Will always find a way to 
be the lifeguard to give the deep water test. He will never be found not wearing his American Flag bathing suit. He will always lend out 
his sunglasses. The lifeguards would like to thank Rabbi Pearl, Meir Green, and the Dasheff Twins for all of their effort and hard work. 
They kept us safe, and our camp safer. Thanks so much for a great summer and can’t wait to see you next year Camp Agudah, Ruach 
Country, Yerushalayim!

Shout outs to:

Yehonaton Monheit- always there when you need a rotator #YEARBOOK #MONSTER #LIFEGUARD ALUMNI

Shlomo Rubinstein- the greatest person to ever walk planet Earth #THE ZONE #ELEVATED-CHAIR LIFEGUARD

Akiva Sharf- for writing the funniest bunk article #ASHI’S BROTHER #THINKS HE CAN DANCE #PEW PEW

Refael Glazer- for being the best beatboxer in camp #QB #STAFF BASKETBALL

Mo Berger- for snapping Avrumi Rosenberg’s bat in two #RIPPED #CRACKED #ARI FEINSTEIN

Zevi Goldschmidt- for always saying thank you to the lifeguarding staff #SPORTS #STAFF BASEBALL #TULI’S BROTHER

S.Z. Greenberg/Masmidim/Mechina- for always applauding the lifeguards before exiting the pool area #TORAH

First half Lifeguards- we miss your presence at the pool #TARLOW #HOROWITZ #KOPLOWITZ #PERLSTEIN #HELLMAN



HaKaras HaTov
I decided to take a poll and see how many people had manners, by saying please or thanks, good morning and 
good night. I had the best point of view because I experienced this in a pinnacle time; when everyone was hun-
gry (you guessed it, I am a tray-line server). This is what I discovered.

The best excuses heard around camp: 
For being late to lights out:
 “Guys told me there’s no curfew tonight” 
”I was scared of the skunks”
 ” I was learning with a lifeguard” 
”There was a lunar eclipse” 
“What’s lights out?” 
‘’I was trying to find out when color war is” 
“I was working in the canteen” 
“There was a long line at the staff showers” 
For missing a meal: 
“I was at the canteen” 
“I wasn’t hungry” 
“I thought they were optional” 
For not doing cleanup: 
“I don’t know how to use a broom” 
“I thought it’s the counselor’s job” 
“The Pollack stole our broom” 
“We’ll bribe the inspector” 

“My parents aren’t coming into the bunk anyway” 
“I don’t like our broom” 
“I never make my bed at home” 
For coming late to davening:
 “My counselor never woke me up” 
“My father told me I can come late” 
“Davening is too early” 
“I went to sleep too late” 
“I couldn’t find my sock” 
“I’m still on city time” 
For waking up at 3:00 in the morning to go to the 
canteen 
“I was hungry”
 “I thought it was trip day”
 “I was sleep walking”



 S.A.L.T  תשעט   
King size treats for King sized התמדה!!! This summer was 
certainly Camp Agudah’s most Salty!!
Every week in the Masmidim BM there was literally no 
chairs to be found! Every seat was taken and some campers 
sat on the steps leading up to the bimah!! What a Kiddush 
Hashem!! Zillions for all learners ‘SALT Free Ice Cream!’ OG 
MELECH HABOSHON sized sodas and popcorn! And the list 
goes on and on!!
The salty Rebbe “REB MELECH” reminds you that evey Shab-
bos needs S.A.L.T.!!  And no matter where you are, you can 
make your shabbos a SALTY one!!!

כתיבה וכתימה טובה
Reb Menachem Feifer  
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CENSUS 2019
1. What happened to all the Surf bikes? 

A)went down the water fall B)budget cuts C)what surf bikes? 

2. Why is this question missing?

A)it was censored B)simon shapiro took it out C)ask Monheit  

3. Why was Shinamon Issak off the hill second half? 

A)junior hill is more chilled B)wanted dripping ac’s C)closer to the main building 

4. What was the most played song in camp this year?

A)Nafshi B)if you’re happy and you know it C)hakol mishamayim 

5. How many pairs of co counselors were there this year?

A)25 B)37 C)too many 

6. Who is the oldest counselor?

A)CJ B)Izzy C)Mo Berger 

7. Who is the office boy this year?

A)Dovi Schonbrun B)Zev Nordlicht C)Asher Anshel Wertzberger 

8. What needs to happen for camp to clean the lake?

A)buy a new one B)fill it up C)not possible 

9. How do you convince the head staff to allow mud sliding?

A)let Shlomo Neiman go B)make a mud sliding program C)not allowed no matter what 

10. What is the next addition to camp?

A)FINALLY the gym B)good showerheads C)canteen 

11. What happened to all the computers in the computer room?

A)it’s a ps4 room B)ask myer shechter C)they broke 

12. What happened to the “EN” on the equipm—t shack?

A)Eli Kahn took it with him B)never returned after a skit C)never was there 

13. Which building has more of camps sports equipment stuck under it?

A)head counselors office B)beis refael C)gutter of the main building 

14. If camp were to rename the pool what would it be called?

A)splashplex B)the behak C)Rabbi Pearl’s resort 

15. Why didn’t camp mow the junior hill this year?

A)to the help the RFFL B)only Salamon knows C)to keep the grass green and the sky blue 

16. What is camps videographers’ real name?

A)tinok Friedman B)Avraham Silber C)Meir Terebelo 

17. What is the next thing Rabbi Avi Shilit is going to give out?

A)punchballs B)negal vasser cups C)watch 

18. What is the next league to be added to camp?



A)ASBL B)ATBL C)off the steps 

19. Who is the head of the “U”?

A)Azi Glieberman B)Yosef Neiman C)Rabbi Heller 

20. Why is the counselor meeting Friday after mincha?

A)because 3rd activity on Friday doesn’t happen B)everyone is hyper then C)suns up the whole week 

21. How do you get lost in camp?

A)use the old map B)walk with you’re eyes closed C)follow a skunk 

22. What is the censored line for this/next/previous year(s)?

A)this was censored B)you will be disqualified C)loves to play leagues 

23. What was whiskeys first job in camp?

A)delievery from dougies B)office boy C)bus driver

24. Who should camp get for next year’s concert?

A)Chaim Blumenfeld B)Mordechai Shapiro C)Dani Saidov  

25. Who designed the new camp map?

A)Yehuda Weis B)AMK C)ink spilled on a paper 

26. What does RFFL stand for?

A)right for fights league B)R’Feuer football league C)reffing football field league 

27. What year was AFFL started?

A)1873 B)1776 C)2014 

28. What is the Ruach Country Funzone?

A)gameroom B)arcades C)a mini bowling alley 

29. What old camp activity should camp bring back?

A)go karts B)batting cages C)steal the salami 

30. What was the old name for the shower house?

A)rusty B)the steam machine C)the shower house 

31. What should camp rename the lake to?

A)lake mosey B)the Menahel river C)Agudah’s finest  

32. What does a rotator do in camp?

A)nothing B)catch up on sleep C)league captain 

33. Why did the 9th grade staff get walkie talkies this year?

A)geshmak B)had them from yeshiva camp C)ask maintenance 

34. Where does the extra food from trips go?

A)Hana B)R’ Bald brings it to the bottom of the lake C)under bunk Ches 

35. What is the highest paying job in camp?

A)equipment shack B)ropes course C)co-co-j’s

36. Why do you have to sign in to the pool?



A)they don’t go to the lake B)lifeguards don’t ask C)everyone is sleeping 

37. Where does “Yo Psst Yo” come from?

A)Whiskey B)Crafty C)AMK 

38. Why does camp still get kosher phones?

A)they wanted 4g kosher phones B)to play with C)for erev shabbos calls 

39. Why were there so many skunks in camp this year?

A)camp hired them to make people shower B)scare counselors at 3AM C)to stop deodorant fights 

40. What was the highlight of summer 19?

A)iced coffee B)music for the soul 8 C)co-co-j’s 

41. Why was neighborhood day second half this year?

A)for the Yeshiva camp guys B)so we could have a team “New Jersey” C)add pump to 2nd half 

42. Why does only the 4th, 5th , and 6th grade get an activity for showering on Fridays?

A)it’s the BEST activity B)ummm C)so they don’t need to wait on huge lines later 

43. What is the best shower in camp?

A)4th on the right B)the one behind the lake C)headstaff shower house 

44. Why is the camp basketball team so young?

A)we train them young B)they graduated ABBL C)so there is more to cheer about 

45. Why doesn’t camp redo the gym floor?

A)waiting for the new gym B)interfere with choir practice C)working on the stage 1st 

46. What does the “U” stand for?

A)underpayed B)unwanted C)unemployed 

47. Why were there so few basketball games this year?

A)didn’t want to show off B)R’ Stern couldn’t play C)other camps were scared 

48. What is shuffleboard?

A)ask R’ Karfiol B)you will find out next year C)a mix between hockey and curling

49. What is camps official theme song?

A)Nafshi B)Eluzar’s song C)Ishakis Ishakis oy oy oy 

50. What are slush laps?

A)ask Hnna B) keeps people busy in the pool C)unknown, I don’t go swimming 

51. How many lifeguards are there?

A)more then there are people swimming B)44 C)23 

52. Why is the census stopping here?

A)it’s not B)it got boring C)who want more??? 

53. How do you pronounce off?

A)awff (R’ Friede) B)off C)oaf 

54. Who uses the most hairspray in camp?



A)the skunks B)Akiva Sharf C)Monheit

55. Why does everything in camp start in 3 minutes?

A)to give people time to finish there catch B)camp doesn’t have a longer sand timer C)good question

56. Will I finish reading my yearbook on the bus home again?

A)not this year B)no, because of the census C)yes, if you skip every other page 

57. What makes the grand sing grand?

A)the songs B)the Achdus C)Akiva Besser 

58. Where are all the shower heads?

A)in the Frishpond B)Breslov C)maintenance took them

59. Why don’t we give out stickers on trips anymore?

A)we have Agudah t-shirts B)less pressure for counselors C)they are not sticky enough

60. Why is the line by the infirmary so long?

A)because the doctors is here B)everyone need a band-aid C)everyone needs an ice pack 

61. What is the one thing holding maintenance car together?

A)Moshe Fridman B)a nail gun C)the Ruach

62. Why are the dunk courts not called the rebound center and the rebound center not called the dunk courts?

A)this question doesn’t have an answer

63. Who is Azi Gleiberman?

A)the O.D guy B)Chunie’s cousin C)a chiller 

64. How long can a kosher phone last without breaking?

A)until erev Shabbos calls B)a few times through the pool C)they never break 

65. What is Moshe Lieberman’s job in camp?

A)assistant landyard giver B)tie payday yarn C)maintenance

66. Which lunch is the best?

A)mac n cheese B)pizza wraps C)calzones

67. Why are there no erasers on camp’s pencils?

A)rubber is not cheap B)so you must fill out canteen transactions C)bad rubber season

68. What does an error 8 on the basketball arcade game?

A)error 404 B)the counselor is not by the game room C)the line is too long 

69. Which war is Crafty’s cannon from?

A)color war B)the Beis Hillel war C)ask Tzvi Lieberman 

70. Who is the most pumping person in camp?

A)the guy who gives out snacks B)the entire “U” C)6th grade counselors 

71. Why is the yearbook office a closet?

A)to see how many people can fit into 1 closet B)for Monheit to hide his iced coffee C)because 

72. How many volleyballs does camp go through a year?



A)1 per activity B)ask Eli Kahn C)173 a month 

73. What color is the lake?

A)green B)blue C)changes every day 

74. What is Hana’s job in camp? 

A)security B)R’ Feuer’s assistant C)runs learning groups

75. How long are all of camp’s cloth lines combined?

A)180 feet B)very short because they snap C)3 amos by 1 tefach each

76. How many years has Crafty worked for NASA before coming to camp?

A)he was the founder B)75 C)22 

77. Why can’t I have a ride in a golf cart?

A)Salamon doesn’t let B)they are broken C)there is only room for staff members 

78. When is canteen transaction day?

A)yesterday B)today C)tommorow D)every day E)all of the above

79. Why can’t our bunk make rockets?

A)only for staff kids B)because you already got landyard C)for the day camp

80. When is the shack open for lanyard?

A)rest peirod B)whenever Tzvi decides C)the same time as the Library 

81. Where is Eli Kahn these summer?

A)Romimu B)doing concerts C)college

82. Who is Moshe Liberman’s twin?

A)Schloss B)Tzvi C)Shloimy Kahan 

83. When is Avi Schilit available for T-shirts?

A)never B)visiting day C)4AM 

84. Who founded payday?

A)Mosey B)when a counselor asked for his paycheck C)R’ Simcha Kaufman

85. What’s Crafty’s real name?

A)R’ Yarmov B)mystery C)unknown 

86. Where is Adam this year?

A)Poland B)Mexico C)a different camp 

87. Who makes leagues in camp?

A)Shuey Finkel  B)Yehuda Lowenthal C)Reb Elya 

88. Why doesn’t camp get more hockey courts?

A)they invested in air hockey B)ask Ya-Lo C)no one likes hockey 

89. What happened to the poppers in the canteen?

A)sold out B)no more bubble wrap C)ask AMK 

90. Why is the head counselor’s office round?



A)to look like the oval office B)to see the entire junior hill C)to catch more baseballs under it 

91. Why was snacks changed to after 4th activity?

A)to give more time to be ready for Mincha B)so you could get doubles C)to change the Mesorah 

92. Who was the first 4g phone given to?

A)Machlokes B)a JS C)Leshky 

93. Why wasn’t there any bunk bed cubicles in camp this year?

A)Efraim Levin wasn’t Buzz JC B)we had co-co-j’s instead C)too expensive 

94. What is the legend of the ladle?

A)that it hangs in the dining room B)ask R’ Bald C)nobody knows, what ladle?

95. Who runs the daycamp?

A)Reb Moish B)R’Margulies C)R’ Fixler D)R’ Majeski

96. What company is Rabbi Neimans pen?

A)shoprite brand B)bic C)parker 

97. When was the last time besamim bag #23 was seen?

A)5 years ago B)still hasn’t been found C)Chaim Zwick has it 

98. If Avi Schilit messes up on havdallah who disqualifies him?

A)Ari Feinstein B)R ‘Neman C)the counselors

99. What happened to archery this year?

A)Mo Rubenstein was a counslelor B)this question is off-target C)everyone wanted woodworking  

100. Why am I writing this 100th question?

A)did u enjoy this??? B)why not C)I wasn’t bored 

Answers are just a few pages away...

Signing off,

Yonatan Monheit & Ya-Lo







Answer to the Census:
1-A
2-C
3-A
4-B
5-C
6-B
7-A
8-C 
9-C
10-A,B and C
11-B
12-A
13-B
14-A
15-C
16-C
17-B
18-C
19-C
20-A
21-A
22-B
23-C
24-B
25-A
26-B
27-C
28-A
29-A
30-C
31-B
32-A,B andC
33-B
34-A
35-C
36-B
37-A
38-C
39-B

40-B
41-B
42-A
43-A
44-C
45-A
46-A,B and C
47-C
48-C
49-A
50-C
51-A
52-A
53-A
54-B
55-A
56-B
57-C
58-C
59-B
60-A,B andC
61-A
62-A
63-A
64-C
65-B
66-B
67-B
68-B
69-A
70-C
71-A
72-B
73-A
74-B and C
75-C
76-A
77-A
78-E
79-B

80-B
81-B
82-A
83-A
84-B
85-A
86-C
87-A and B
88-B and C
89-A 
90-B 
91-B
92-C
93-B
94-B
95-A
96-A
97-A
98-A
99-B
100-B



It’s been a long summer, and 
editor Izzy Krasnow has been 

at the forefront of it all, getting 
the whole of it on paper. 
Since its inception four 

years ago, “In The Spirit” has 
become an integral part of 
summer, solidifying each 
week. Following are the 

newsletters of this summer, 
thus presenting a virtual 

montage; a panoramic portrait 
of summer 2019.
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Welcome back to the Ruach Country weekly 
newsletter publication “In the Spirit”! For 
those readers that are new to the 
newsletter, it’s very simple‐ you are getting 
a front row seat to everything Ruach 
Country related! To veteran readers of “In 
the Spirit”, it’s great to have you back! From 
the latest big events in camp, to the biggest 
staff games, to the sensational musical 
productions, and to everything in between, 
you will be ‘in the know” of all the 
happenings in #RC19. I (your publisher, Izzy 
Krasnow) am looking forward to guiding 
you through it all for the next 8 weeks; So 
let’s begin! 

 

Running Camp Agudah is no simple task. It 
takes much 
coordination to 
keep the 
greatest camp in 
the world up to 
its lofty 

standards, as well as creativity and 
innovation to constantly improve. Before 

we get into this week’s happenings around 
camp, let’s first take a quick look at what’s 
new around camp! 

Who said you have to be uncomfortable 
when going to camp? For the first time, 
there is now A.C IN EVERY BUNKOUSE! 
Remember those days when there was 
trouble seeing the ball at night leagues?  

Well not anymore‐ camp has made the big 
switch and now has only L.E.D LIGHTS!  And 
of course, the highlight of the offseason, as 
designed and coordinated by 9th grade 
counselor Ari Scheff, the long‐awaited for 
PATH TO THE SENIOR HILL SHOWERHOUSE!  

Ok, enough “small talk”!  Let’s get down to 
more conventional “In the Spirit” content 
and take a look day by day of what 
happened this week in Ruach Country. 

Tuesday: We counted down the months, 
weeks and days, and at long last we looked 
up at the calendar and saw July 2nd, which 
meant the wait was finally over‐ #RC19 was 
set to begin! As the Honda Oddyseys and 
Toyota Siennas streamed through the gates, 

#RC19! Welcome Back! 



 

and the busses pulled in late as scheduled, 
there was that trademark Ruach Country 
smile on every camper and staff members 
face as they happily reunited with old 
friends and counselors, and quickly began 
forging relationships with new ones. Rabbi 
Neiman then called us to the Shul to remind 
us to keep a smile on our faces, and then 
we were treated to a delicious lunch in the 
dining room. Following lunch, the 
counselors began scouting the talent for the 
top leagues in the mountains, Camp Agudah 
Leagues, as all bunks took to the courts for 
sports activities. Then everyone headed to 
Mincha and to meet their new learning 
Rebbeim, and another scrumptious 
FLOUGIES supper accompanied by 
incredible pump and Ruach in the dining 
room! For the first night activity, the 
younger divisions had volleyball and 
basketball tournaments. The 8th grade held 
scrimmages on several courts to showcase 
talent for the biggest league yet in Camp 
Agudah history, the 150+ player ABBL 
league, and the 9th grade held the biannual 
AFFL combine for the very first time outside 
under the lights! CAMP WAS OFF TO AN 
AMAZING START! 

Wednesday: Wow was it great to welcome 
in a day with the sounds of R’ Elya’s wake 
up once again! After Shacharis and learning, 
the sun shined bright as the pool was 
opened, and the courts were once again full 
of talented campers honing their skills for 
the upcoming leagues season. Activities 
continued the entire day, followed by the 
fan‐favorite FLAMBURGERS for supper! The 
8th and 9th graders were then treated to a 
Camp Agudah first; a 

poolside barbeque! Music was blasted over 
the speaker and the “Chef Neiman Grill” 
was brought poolside as everyone enjoyed 
the water and danced away! Even R’ 
Neiman got into the water!  The 4th‐7th 
grades enjoyed a Camp Agudah classic, a 
“steal the salami”‐type game on the hockey 
court!   

Thursday: 

The sun shined once again as all grades 
used the courts once again to prepare for 
Friday’s league opener. But this wasn’t just 
the same day as yesterday‐ this was a big 
day of “openings”! Before lunch, the 8th 
graders headed to the Gymzebo where the 
ABBL SEASON GOT UNDERWAY! Campers 
received their beautiful ABBL color coded 
Yarmulkas and found out their new teams. 
How many teams you ask? How about 20 
teams for the biggest division in camp! 
Thank you to all the counselors, led by 
commissioner Yehuda Lowenthal, who 



 

worked well into the night to complete the 
teams and get the games off to a great 
start.  

As everyone walked into the dining room, 
they were greeted by the raucous 9th 
graders who were PUMPED for their 
biannual AFFL DRAFT! On

e by one onto the stage walked the 5 first 
round draft picks, as they posed with their 
beautiful newly designed AFFL T‐shirts 
specially made for this summer! Thank you 
R’ Schilit for creating the latest hit! In the 
afternoon, the ABBL tipped off and the AFFL 
kicked off their respective seasons. 

Thursday night was the first BBQ grill out of 
the season. While in camp the hot dogs 
were placed on the grill and enjoyed by all 
the bunks at their respective BBQ locations, 
the Camp Agudah Staff Basketball Team 
headed out to begin their season on the 
road at Machaneh Oraysah (Darchei)!  The 
team put up a tough battle, but ultimately 
came up on the short end by the final score 
of 37‐31 . Meanwhile, back in camp the 8th 

and ninth grade continued their ABBL and 
AFFL opening days (respectively) under the 
lights, while 4th‐6th grades played glow in 
the dark dodgeball, and the 7th graders did 
“Sports Switch”. Late Thursday night, the 
senior leaguers continued for the 3rd 
consecutive summer the famed Mishmar 
Matziv, a.k.a “M.M”, as they listened to a 
shiur late into the night, enjoyed a bowl of 
Cholent, and then watched their grade’s all‐
star representatives take on the counselors 
in an intense volleyball matchup!  

We are off to an INREDIBLE start! Everyone 
is walking around with a smile on their face, 
super excited to be back in the greatest 
camp in the world. The sports have been 
tremendous, the Ruach in the dining room 
has been remarkable, the Tefillah has been 
beautiful, and overall it has been just an 
amazing first week here at #RC19. But we 
haven’t even scratched the surface! Look 
out for next week’s newsletter when things 
will start getting a lot more hectic… 

The Shabbos Gadol this week is our very 
own R’ Elimelech Belsky, Rosh Masmidim of 
camp. Looking forward to describing the 
Ruach of the first Shabbos in camp in next 
week’s newsletter; a Shabbos in Ruach 
Country is truly like no other! HAVE AN 
AMAZING SHABBOS! 
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Wow, what a week it was in Ruach Country Camp 
Agudah! It’s what is 
called “A Camp 
Agudah Week”, which 
basically means there 
is a lot going on all at 
once. Just a couple of 
pages in a newsletter 

doesn’t do justice to just how packed and Geshmak this 
week was, but here it goes… 

Erev Shabbos Korach: Opening day of leagues 2019! 
The hard‐working counselors stayed up for late 
Thursday night Mishmar where they made teams to 
ensure the leagues got off to a successful start.  As 
Shabbos grew closer, the usual Erev Shabbos Kugel 
Toameha once again took place on the Jr. Hill. But that 
was nothing compared to what followed; a new “Likras 
Shabbos” program that took the camp BY STORM! 25 
minutes before Kabalos Shabbos, an optional Shnayim 
Mikrah Seder was arranged in the Shul, with every 
participant guaranteed their own two liter bottle of 
soda. While camp prepared some 300 or so bottles to 
be given out, they had to scramble to get more in time 
for the Seudah because OVER 500 BOTTLES WERE 
NEEDED! What a Kiddush Hashem it was to see 
everyone take part in such a beautiful new program! 

Shabbos: There’s Shabbos, and then there’s Shabbos in 
Ruach Country. Anyone who’s ever been here will tell 
you just how special it is, and the first Shabbos of the 
season was above and beyond! The Zemiros were 
absolutely incredible, especially by the Friday night 
Seuda. It doesn’t hurt when every kid is guzzling down a 
two liter bottles of soda… 

On Motzei Shabbos, leagues continued for the older 
divisions, while the ice cream truck came to camp to 
serve “SALT‐FREE” ice cream to those who participated 
in the famed “Shabbos Afternoon Learning Torah” 
program! As 
everyone was 
getting into bed, 
a pajama pizza 
party was 
delivered to all 
bunks that the 
entire bunk 
participated in Likras Shabbos! 

Sunday: Another beautiful day of sports in Ruach 
Country. After Mincha, 9th grade and staff remained in 
the Shul to hear Divrei Hesped and Zikaron on R’ Dovid 
Trenk Zt”l given by R’ Dovid Morgenstern, R’ Shmuel 
Engelson, and R’ Gershon Septimus. Everyone walked 
away very inspired from the event.  

A Camp Agudah Week™ 



As everyone entered the dining room for 
supper, there was that feeling in the air; the 
feeling of OPENING NIGHT BASKETBALL IN 
RUACH COUNTRY GARDENS! The lights were 
shut, as the screen showed a “PUMP” video 
created by R’ Friedman for the CA Basketball 
Eagles and all their superstars! After Maariv, the 
gym started shaking as the Eagles prepared to 
take on Camp Mogen Av. The fans packed into 
the bleachers, the mascots took their positions, 
and the game was underway; a tight first half 
saw Mordechai Stern starring in his first Eagles 

home action, 
as Agudah 
held a short 
lead at the 
half. But the 
Eagles went on 
a TEAR in the 

3rd quarter, led by point guard Chaim Halbertal, 
as they extended the lead to double digits, and 
eventually held off a late 4th quarter Mogen Av 
push to get THE FIRST VICTORY OF THE SEASON 
49‐44! 

Monday: Another beautiful day in camp began 
as usual, up until lunch when the schedule 
started shifting; IT WAS “MINI” TRIP DAY! 
Following early Mincha and learning groups, the 
busses were boarded, heading to a park in 
Pennsylania that R’ Schilit discovered somehow, 

where 
supper was 
served. 
Just a short 
drive 
away, for 
the very 
first time 

in Camp Agudah history, all the buses pulled 
into the famed GREAT WOLF LODGE in the 
Poconos! For over 2 hours, camp had exclusive 
access to all the rides, including the “Toilet 
Bowl”, the water slides, and the Lazy River. 
Arriving back in camp after 1 A.M didn’t stop 

the Heilige campers, as everyone headed to the 
Shul for Maariv, followed by some much 
needed sleep after a fun day on the road! 

Tuesday: The late night once again wasn’t a 
factor, as everyone made it on time to 
Shacharis and enjoyed a regular day. For night 
activity, 4th‐7th grades had  “Zoom Zoom”, an 
entertaining picture recognition game, and 8th 
and 9th had night leagues. “The U” began their 
intercamp for the summer by playing 3 games 
in Camp Rayim! 

Wednesday: This would be a good opportunity 
to introduce the latest program launched in 
camp, the “Nevarech” program. With an 
emphasis this summer on the power of Brachos, 
special cards are available for 3 different types 
of Brachos: Birchas Hashachar, Birchas Asher 
Yatzar, and food Brachos. Each time a Bracha is 
made out loud and answered with someone 
else’s Amen, a camper can write his name on a 
card, and use that card in weekly raffle for great 
prizes! By lunch on Wednesday, the raffle boxes 
were filled up with all the participants of the 
beautiful program, and 3 winners were selected 
for the first ever “Nevarech” prizes! 

The 9th grade had a special intercamp after 
lunch vs. Camp Rayim! 

By supper, you could once again feel that buzz 
in the dining room, which could only mean it 
was time once again for the CA Basketball 
Eagles to take the court! A special ceremony 
was made by supper, as camp inaugurated their 
new head coach‐ the one and only Rabbi Yitzy 
Stern! R’ Stern suffered a wrist injury in 
Sunday’s game (but of course played the rest of 

the game 
through it) 
and is now 
the full‐time 
coach of the 
team. He 
proudly 
signed the 



napkin which had the precise details of the deal, 
including “A 1 year, $5,000,000 deal, on 
condition he must return to the court when 
healthy”.  

After Maariv, the fans piled into Ruach Country 
Gardens to see Agudah take on their “arch‐
rivals” Camp Romimu! It was a slow start for 
Agudah, as Romimu lit it up from 3 point range 
to take a huge halftime lead. An intense second 
half effort brought the Eagles back to within 
single digits, although it was just a bit too little, 
a bit too late, as Romimu took the victory 53‐45. 
There’s always next game… 

Thursday: Wow, was this a busy day in camp! It 
started off with the 4th‐6th grade divisions 
having a very special theme day introduced 
right when they woke up‐ “Boot Camp Day”! 
the day was a whirlwind of vigorous 

competitive training, as the campers trained for 
the marines in the pool with various 
competitions, and then in the afternoon did 
some army drills in the Gymzebo on an exciting 
obstacle course. Of course, no Camp Agudah 
theme day is complete without a R’ Schilit give‐
away, as all campers received special Camp 
Agudah logo Army Caps! 

 

A Camp Agudah staple, the Chaburah Chizuk 
Tefilah program, was successfully launched on 
Sunday, and on Thursday afternoon all the 
proud participants received a special treat by 
snack time‐ a Rita’s ices delivery! 

By lunch, the “Dovi Saas Middos Athlete of The 
Week” winners were announced for the first 
week of camp. The award is given to one 
camper in each division who excels on the court 
in both athletic ability and Middos; see below 
for the winners of this week’s prestigious 
award. 

After a BBQ supper, a whirlwind of night 
activities were happening all around camp! The 
younger divisions had night leagues, the 8th 
grade had ABBL, and the 9th grade had a 

counselors and J.C’s home run derby, which was 
dominated by counselor Mo Berger! The 7th 
grade had a CRAZY brand new night activity 
called “Midnight Madness”! There were 4 
football fields in use for almost 3 consecutive 
hours of non‐stop intense tournament football. 
One of the games even went to 5 overtimes! 
After the tournament, the lucky 7th graders 
were treated to an incredible waffles and ice‐
cream party in the dining room, and awards and 
trophies were distributed for the tournament 
stars!  

HOW ABOUT THAT FOR AN ACTION PACKED 
CAMP AGUDAH WEEK!!! 

Mazel Tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Eliezer Feuer on 
the Aufruf of their son Yaakov this Shabbos 
right here in camp! The Chasuna will be Bisha’a 
Tova this week. We are fortunate to have as the 
Guest Gadol this Shabbos Harav Avrohom 
Chaim Feuer, Zaideh of the Chosson!  

That was a fun week in Ruach Country! But it’s 
about to get a lot crazier! Make sure catch “In 



the Spirit next week for all the action. HAVE AN 
AMAZING SHABBOS! 

You are most likely getting this newsletter from 
the Camp Agudah emailing list. If not, and you’d 
like to sign up to receive the weekly newsletter, 
please email me at Yitzkrasnow24@gmail.com. 
And don’t forget‐ The #1 place for all the latest 
from Camp Agudah (besides this newsletter of 
course) if to follow on Twitter @cakosherhock!  

Many of you have asked what is with the camp 
pictures this summer. You may be getting them 
as a link through Google Drive, where you can 
see all the latest pics from around camp. If not, 
please click this link below and you can access 
all the pics! 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_a88Ll
gDPzZigZiui5MNkzqETJU6dfgC?usp=sharing 

4th & 5th Grade‐ Mordy Halbertal 

6th Grade‐ Moshe Zaniper 

7th Grade‐ Moshe Simha 

8th Grade‐ Shimon Yehuda Greenspan 

9th Grade‐ Shmui Lefton 
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I hope you’re sitting down somewhere 
comfortable with Advil by your side, because 
what happened this week in Ruach Country may 
have your head spinning. Not only was it a 
major trip week, but there was so much more 
happening around camp! Sit tight and enjoy! 

Erev Shabbos Chukas: Another beautiful day of 
sports in Ruach Country (yes there’s been a lot 
of that so far this summer; remember when it 
rained for 8 weeks straight last summer?). For 
the second consecutive week, the new Likras 
Shabbos program was a smashing success, as 
just about the entire camp participated in the 
optional Shnayim Mikrah Erev Shabbos Seder. 
All the campers who greeted Shabbos early 
were once again handsomely rewarded, this 
time with a LOADED individual candy platter! 

Shabbos Chukas: A special Camp Agudah 
Simcha highlighted the Shabbos as Yaakov 
Feuer (son of Rabbi and Mrs. Feuer) celebrated 
his Aufruf in camp, which means Harav 
Avrohom Chaim Feuer Shlita graced the Shul 
with his presence on Friday Night. The Zemiros 
that ensued shortly after were other‐worldly, as 
the hit song “Nafshi” was belted out in unison!  

The rest of Shabbos passed by beautifully, and 
on Motzei Shabbos, after a hard working clean‐

up, the entire 
cap was treated 
to a special 
Melava Malka! 
The dining room 
was set up with 
a lavish Chef 
Flam spread, and the stage was set with the 
Camp Agudah Band and star singer Yisroel 
Werdiger! Campers and staff danced the night 
away as can only be found by a Ruach Country 
musical event. And just when you thought the 
night was over, out came R’ Schilit with a 
“delayed” annual summer give‐away; but wow, 
was it worth the wait! He reached into his 
creative bag of tricks and pulled out stunning 
and deliciously cozy Ruach Country Logoed 
NECK PILLOWS! Right in time for the big trip, 

which you’ll see 
more about 
shortly… 

Sunday: VISTING 
DAY! All of our 

wonderful parents who read this newsletter 
and send their children to the greatest camp in 
the mountains came to visit us! Thank you for 
coming! 

TRIP WEEK



As the campers returned to camp and the sun 
set, the baseball lights were turned on for the 
annual Staff vs. Head Staff Baseball showdown! 
Rabbi Karfoil kept to his tradition playing long‐
stop with his hat and jacket, and Chef Flam 
once again took the hill for the Head Staff team. 
The Menahel Shlita, R’ Elya, babbled on the 
mike throughout the game, repeating the same 
jokes Mosey Kaplan made 5 years ago that 
weren’t funny the first time.  A tight back‐ and‐ 

forth game had the 
counselors up 10‐8 
heading into the 
bottom of the last 
inning, where with 2 

men on base, our head counselor Rabbi Neiman 
strolled up to the plate andBELTED one to deep 
right to send the Head staff to a shocking walk‐
off victory 11‐10!  

Monday: If Sunday was “Visiting Day” and 
Tuesday was “Trip Day”, then Monday would 
have to be labeled “INTERCAMP DAY”! It 
started with the massive 8th grade having their 
intercamp both at home and on the road; 
eleven games in Camp Rayim and five games at 
home vs. Camp Munk! They won just about half 
the 16 games they played, which would have 
made the day a disappointment, if not for the 

staff of Camp Agudah making up for them. The 
Staff Baseball Team, the #CABaseballEagles, 
went on the road to Camp Rayim and played a 
flawless defensive game and got a pair of 2‐run 
homers from Dovi Geizhals and Mordechai 

Frischman to defeat Rayim 5‐3! And to cap off 
an exciting intercamp day, “The U” hosted 
Camp Oraysah for 3 games at night and SWEPT 
ALL 3! 

By supper on Monday, R’ Schilit’s trip schedules, 
accompanied by the zip codes of each location 
of course, were distributed. The buzz could be 
felt throughout the dining room as another epic 
trip was just hours away! We switched to “trip 
time” and got some good sleep that night, 
because… 

Tuesday was MAJOR TRIP DAY!!! Up bright and 
early, Shacharis was held at 7:20 followed by a 
special 
learning 
Seder, 
with 
Shiur 
delivered 
by the 
one and 
only R’ 
Landau. 
After 
breakfast and a quick return to the bunks to get 
ready, we boarded 17 coach busses (!) as the 
amazing trip was officially underway! The first 
stop was a Camp Agudah special‐ Sonny’s Place! 
Camp had exclusive use of all the amenities, 
including the batting cages, arcades, bowling, 
mini golf, go karts, zip line, and more! Of 
course, no trip would be complete without the 
Chef Neiman grill for lunch. 

After Sonny’s place, we boarded the busses and 
headed 
to the 
big part 
of the 
trip‐ the 
famed 
SIX 

FLAGS NEW ENGLAND! For the first 2+ hours, 
we had access to the refreshing waterpark on 



what was a very hot day. Everyone enjoyed the 
water, as well as the unlimited‐refill soda deal. 
Before entering 
the amusement 
park for the 
“nightcap of the 
doubleheader”, 
everyone had a 
pastrami sandwich supper in the parking lot. 
Although many other groups were there, and 
they all also had pastrami sandwiches, our 
sandwiches were clearly superior. But shout‐out 
to the Yeshiva Camps for sharing their hot 
potato kugel! 

From 9:00 PM‐ 12:00 AM, everyone enjoyed the 
incredible amusement park. Whether it was 
riding the crazy roller coasters, refilling the 

sodas yet 
again, 
watching 
Shimon Isaak 
spend all of his 
tip money 
trying to win 

stuffed animals, or watching R’ Majeski spend 
his lifetime savings on the 3 point shootout, 
there was something for everyone in the park! 
After a late night Maariv and danishes, the 
busses were boarded and headed back to camp 
after an AMAZING trip day. No major trip is 
complete without a Kiddush Hashem to cap it 
off, as the Shul was PACKED with sleepy 
campers who fought their way through and 
Davened a beautiful Shacharis at the crack of 
dawn. As the sun was rising, everyone headed 
to sleep with a smile after an epic trip day once 
again. THANK YOU R’ SCHILIT! 

Wednesday: Camp Agudah struggles very much 
with the concept of “Lazy Day”‐ the action just 
never seems to stop! After an early afternoon 
wake‐up and lunch, the place to be was the 
Gym and Gymzebo for CARNIVAL DAY 2019! For 
the first time this summer, we experienced a 

real heavy 
“rain day”, 
but that 
didn’t stop 
the carnival 
from 
happening. 

The fantastic booths, singing, food, and the all 
new amazing sports features kept everyone 
entertained for hours! The brand‐new sports 
features included impressive batting cages, 
pitching 
radar, 
hockey 
shooting, 
and 
more.  It 
was once 
again an 
amazing carnival day in Ruach Country! 

For night activity, the 4th‐6th grades had an 
indoor football tournament, the 7th grade had a 
dodgeball game, and the 8th grade had a 
basketball tournament. The 9th grade (did not 
have a tournament, but) had a very special 
surprise; starting this summer, the 9th grade 
began a very Choshuve program, a “Machsom 
L’fi”. Every morning during cleanup, the 9th 
grade has approximately 15 minutes of extra‐
careful watching of speech, and R’ Elya says a 
quick Halacha on Shmiras Halashon by 
inspection. As a reward for this important 
program, the entire 9th grade boarded the bus 
after Maariv and spent a night out in DOUGIES! 

Thursday: Thursday night was the first mega‐
production 
play of the 
summer, 
produced by 
the one and 
only R’ 
Finkelman, 
entitled “Turnaround“! All ages laughed and 



enjoyed the entertaining play, which was 
enhanced once again by the “Panim Chadashos” 
makeup artist!  

ONLY IN CAMP AGUDAH CAN A “TRIP WEEK” 
HAVE SO MUCH MORE TO IT THAN JUST THE 
TRIP! 

That was an action‐ packed and amazing week, 
but there’s still one more full week left to the 
first trip. Check back in with “In the Spirit” next 
week to hear all about it! 

Our Shabbos Gadol in camp this week is R’ 
Leizer Ginsburg Shlia from Mir Flatbush. HAVE 
AN AMAZING AND RESTFUL SHABBOS! 

You are most likely getting this newsletter from 
the Camp Agudah emailing list. If not, and you’d 
like to sign up to receive the weekly newsletter, 
please email me at Yitzkrasnow24@gmail.com. 
And don’t forget‐ The #1 place for all the latest 
from Camp Agudah (besides this newsletter of 
course) if to follow on Twitter @cakosherhock!  

Many of you have asked what is with the camp 
pictures this summer. You may be getting them 
as a link through Google Drive, where you can 
see all the latest pics from around camp. If not, 
please click this link below and you can access 
all the pics! 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_a88Ll
gDPzZigZiui5MNkzqETJU6dfgC?usp=sharing

 

 

Dovi Saas Middos Athlete of the Week 

 
4th & 5th grade: Meir Simcha Neiman 

6th grade: Tzvi Moskowitz 

7th grade: Tzvi Aryeh Jurkowitz 

8th grade: Yosef Fruchter 

9th grade: Avi Finkelsein 
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It was an incredible final full week of the first 
trip, highlighted by a beautiful Oar full of 
Achdus, Fun, and great competition! Let’s take 
a look at all the latest from the past week in 
Ruach Country. 

Friday: The heat wave could certainly be felt 
throughout the entire weekend, but that didn’t 
stop the action across camp. The 8th grade 
kicked off their biannual ABBL All Star Weekend 
with the highly anticipated Dunk Contest! 
Regular leagues and activities were held across 
camp. Once again, the Lirkas Shabbos program 
continues to be a major success, as the entire 
camp greeted Shabbos early in the Shul. Camp 
was treated afterwards to Divrei Chizuk from R’ 
Laizer Ginsurg to begin what was a beautiful 
Shabbos in Ruach Country!  

Motzei Shabbos, the All Star weekend kicked 
into another gear, with the 8th grade ABBL 
holding a big night in the gym. First was the 

skills 
competition, 
followed by 
the 3‐point 
shootout, 
followed by 
the main 

event, the All Star Game itself. The gym was 
packed with fans of the amazing league! 

Meanwhile, down in AFFL stadium, the biannual 
AFFL Pro Bowl took place, featuring the top 
AFFL players taking on the 9th grade staff. While 
some of the campers may have talked a big 
game beforehand, it was the counselors who 
came out and handed the remorseful players a 
62‐36 drubbing. A fun time was had by all (the 
counselors)! 

The younger divisions had an ice cream party in 
the dining room for Melava Malka! 

Sunday: Shiva Asur B’tamuz. 

Sunday night after break‐fast, a MAJOR surprise 
trip was announced to the all‐new LIBERTY 
HEIGHTS TRAMPOLINE PARK! Opened band 
new for this summer next door to ShopRite in 

Liberty, 
Liberty 
Heights 
proved to be 
an incredible 
place to 
jump around 

after a fast and help digestion. The 7th, 8th, and 
9th grades each had separate hour and a quarter 
shifts to enjoy the arcades, rock climbing, 
virtual reality, laser tag, trampolines, and 
dodgeball. What a fun late‐night surprise it was!   

Oar and More! 



The younger divisions had a night swim, as did 
#TheU (accompanied by a delicious poolside 
sushi party)! 

Monday: It was one of “those days” where you 
could feel something up in the air. Everyone 

stumbled out of 
their 
bunkhouses on 
the way to 
Shacharis to see 
signs saying 
“DID YOU 

VOTE?”; the first ever Camp Agudah Election 
Day had begun! At breakfast, an “official” paper 
from the Agudas Yisroel offices, signed by R’ 
Zweibel, urged campers and staff on the 
importance of voting on this election day for 
the proper parties. The ballots were divided 
into Republican, Democratic, and Independent, 
with multiple counselors and 9th grade campers 
appearing on the ballot. By lunch, the Menahel 
Shlita, Harav Hagaon R’ Eliyahu Kaufman (The 
Kavodik title is based on angry letters to the 
editor after last week’s humiliation of the 
Menahel’s “babbling” at the baseball game), 
called up some of the candidates to show off 
their skills to secure the popular vote. Raphael 
Glazer and Akiva Sharf stole the show with an 
EPIC beatboxing display! R’ Karfoil still hasn’t 

recovered from 
the performance. 
And Shimon Isaak 
wowed the 
crowd with a 
rousing rendition 
of Nafshi. After 
Bentching, the 

voting stations were set up as the entire camp 
went up to cast their ballot! 

At supper, the winners and the debate 
representatives from each party were 
announced, and it was announced that a major 
debate would be taking place at night activity! 
After Maariv, everyone returned to the dining 

room where the stage was set for the big event. 
The 
Menahel 
fired off 
questions 
about all 
sorts of 
things 
related to 
camp, 
which were in turn answered by the debaters: 
Naftali Leshkowitz, Kuti Shipper, and Dani 
Saidov. At the end of the debate, a video was 
shown (and as per camp custom the sound on 
the video couldn’t be heard), and after the 
video came an announcement that sounded 
something like “A Civil War”. But upon further 
review, what was actually said was Civil OAR! 
OAR 2019 BREAKOUT!!!   

An amazing first half in Camp Agudah is always 
highlighted by an exhilarating two days of 
competitive fun, known to all as OAR. R’ 
Neiman began OAR, as always, by reminding us 
that our color wars in camp are filled with 
Kedusha, and each team’s true purpose is to 
bring out a particular theme through their 
songs/ plays/ banners etc. The theme of the 
Red Team was Ne’arim, the purity and amazing 
power of Tinokos Shel Bais Rabban, and 
Orange’s theme was Zikainim, putting trust and 
following in the path of our elders. Everyone 

was then 
dismissed to 
the gym to 
meet the 
generals! The 
general of Red 
was YEHUDA 
LOWENTHAL 

and the general of Orange was DOVI 
FINKELSTEIN! The lieutenant for Red was Shaul 
Chaim Kaufman, and Sruly Zafir for Orange! 

Tuesday: The rain held up and the courts dried 
just in time for a beautiful day 1 of OAR! The 



older bunks took to the courts and fields for all 
the competitive action in the morning. A short 
team‐time preparation for the rocking cheer 

songs followed, 
and they were 
then sung by 
lunch. In the 
afternoon, the 
younger bunks 
were in action, 

and the 10th and 11th grade annual staff 
volleyball game was held. A brief camper 
speech after Maariv in the Shul brought out the 
themes of each team. Then came one of the 
most anticipated night activities of the summer‐ 
SKIT NIGHT! “Scavenger” skits, which are skits 
based on a pun of a popular camp term, were 
performed by both teams, along with a silent 
pantomime skit. The gym was filled with 
laughter as the actors put on quite a show!  

Wednesday: Another beautiful day for sports 
around camp, as well as the annual Torah Bowl. 
A preparation for the theme songs was held, 
and they were then sung beautifully by lunch. 
After lunch was the races. Now you’re probably 
expecting a R’ Schilit “You will be dis‐qualified” 
reference here, but I am not going to do one 
because it’s extremely burnt out. Ironically, I 
actually just referenced it; oh well. 

After supper and Night Seder, the stage was set 
in the gym for a major play doubleheader by 
both teams. Red went first, as they nailed in the 
idea of the power of Tefillas Tinokos Shel Beis 
Rabban. The play featured the return of 

everyone’s 
favorite 
character from 
two summers 
ago‐ EFRAIM 
ZUNDEL! 
Between plays 

was Maariv and the banner presentation, where 
the themes were one again explained 
thoroughly alongside a stunning depiction of 

each team’s theme. (See the collage at the end 
of the newsletter). The gym was then filled up 
once again for the Orange play, which showed 
the importance of listening to advice from one’s 
Rebbeim/leaders.  

After a fun‐filled two days here in Ruach 
Country, it was time for the scores. R’ Neiman 
reminded us we are all winners, but yes, one 
team had to have more points, and that team 
was the team of RED!!! Mazel Tov to General 
Yehuda Lowenthal and family! 

After the scores, the staff headed down to the 
GDR for the traditional feast. Now while this is 
usually not noteworthy, for it’s usually the 
pastrami sandwiches, this time R’ Neiman made 
a MAJOR move to reward his hard‐working 
counselors! A lavish spread of pulled beef and 
plentiful toppings were pounced upon by the 
counselors who were extremely grateful for the 
pleasant surprise! 

Thursday: After a break from league action 
during OAR, the league season ended with 
Thursday morning’s action. At lunch, the 
Nevarech raffle was held (an electric scooter 
was the grand prize of the half), as well as the 
Dovi Sass Middos Athlete of the Week award 
winners (see below). After lunch, the AFFL 
closed out its regular season and the ABBL 
began its playoffs. For night activity, the senior 
division began their league playoffs. Chaburah 
Chizuk Tefillah members received their weekly 
prize after Maariv, which to close out the half 
with a bang was the world famous Flougies! 

The #CABaseballEagles were on the road 
Thursday night in Camp Romimu for a big 
matchup! While the Eagles played a great game, 
they ultimately came up a just short in a 7‐6 
loss. 



It has been a truly AMAZING first trip here in 
Ruach Country! The playoffs will continue 
through Sunday as we close out what has been 
a tremendous season of all leagues across 
camp. To those going home on Monday, thank 
you for joining us for an awesome 4 weeks. For 
those reading this newsletter that are joining us 
for second trip, it’s only getting better here! 
Looking forward to beginning the new half with 
all the readers in next week’s “In the Spirit”! 

R’ Hillel David 
is our 
Shabbos 
Gadol this 
week. GOOD 
SHABBOS! 

You are most likely getting this newsletter from 
the Camp Agudah emailing list. If not, and you’d 
like to sign up to receive the weekly newsletter, 
please email me at Yitzkrasnow24@gmail.com. 
And don’t forget‐ The #1 place for all the latest 
from Camp Agudah (besides this newsletter of 
course) if to follow on Twitter @cakosherhock!  

Many of you have asked what is with the camp 
pictures this summer. You may be getting them 
as a link through Google Drive, where you can 
see all the latest pics from around camp. If not,  

please click this link below and you can access 
all the pics! 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_a88Ll
gDPzZigZiui5MNkzqETJU6dfgC?usp=sharing 
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We may have switched over from the first trip to the 
second over the past 
week, but that didn’t 
stop the pump and 
action here in the 
greatest camp in the 
world. Here’s a peek 
inside Ruach Country at 

the midpoint of what has been an amazing summer so 
far!  

Erev Shabbos Pinchas: The end of a half in camp means 
playoff time across all divisions! Regular leagues, ABBL, 
and AFFL playoffs were in full swing. An intense day of 
action had everyone exhausted and looking forward to 
a restful and uplifting Shabbos, which it most certainly 
was! As “Toras Hashem Temimah” was sung Friday 
Night at Zemiros, the senior leaguers gave Kavod to the 
Menahel Shlita of TORAH TEMIMAH, R’ Elya Kaufman 
(note a second consecutive “In the Spirit” in which the 
Menahel has been given proper Kavod), as a joyous and 
lively circle was formed around him throughout the 
song! The rest of Shabbos passed by in beautiful Ruach 
Country fashion.  

Motzei Shabbos: Playoffs in all leagues continued. Of 
note was the AFFL semifinals games, where one game 
ended in triple overtime (!), and the other featured a 
14‐point comeback that was completed in the waning 
seconds of the game, setting up an exciting Super Bowl 
matchup! 

After all the leagues, the Head Staff rewarded the hard‐
working counselors with a special end of the half 
Melava Malka pizza party to show their appreciation!  

Sunday: Packing day is always a very bittersweet day in 
camp; while it is hard to leave, those that are leaving 
are also packing away the greatest 4 weeks they ever 
had and bringing them back home to remember 
throughout the year! While many spent the day 
packing, those fortunate to still be in leagues played the 
semifinals/ World Series games through the late 
morning and afternoon. 

Sunday night supper was the “Mini banquet”, featuring 
a delicious spread by the one and only Chef Flam! At the 
banquet, Best in Bunk, AFFL Awards, Mishnayos Prizes, 

and more were announced. 
The highlight of the banquet 
every year is the premier of 
the first trip Memories 
video! Click this link to 
access the video ‐ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eKX0aGHLdqCjIfwZHzi
U‐bAzJJ7Rsdw5/view?usp=sharing 

 

After Maariv, the 7th grade had their World Series (in 
the Gymzebo due to rain), and the 8th grade had an 
intense ABBL Final Four and championship game. 
Congrats to the winning team of Lime! Due to the rain, 
the much‐hyped AFFL Super Bowl could not take place 
as scheduled. Which leads us into Monday morning, 

Goodbye, and Welcome Back! 



 

when after a 5:30 AM wakeup, the 9th grade was out on 
the gridiron for a 7:00 AM kickoff! Despite the early 
hour, the team of Yellow came out and took care of 
business and soundly defeated Sapphire Blue to win the 
Super Bowl! 

But after (regular) Shacharis, the reality of the last day 
of a trip set in, as it was time to say goodbye to many of 
those who joined us for first half. As duffels and 
suticases were wheeled across camp, and hugs goodbye 
were exchanged, it was time to say farewell to what 
was truly an incredible first half here in camp. To those 
of you that have left us that are reading this newsletter, 
thank you for making it such an extraordinary and 
successful trip! 

The busses pulled out, and the bungalow exodus began. 
For those that remained in camp, a special road trip was 
planned for night activity! The loyal CA Eagles Basketball 
fans accompanied the basketball team for a big game in 
Camp Mogen Av. A tight first half had the Eagles 
clinging to a 1 point lead, but ultimately Mogen Av 
flexed their muscles and pulled away in the second half. 
The game was in between halves and it really didn’t 
count, so please don’t spread the word! Moving on… 

Tuesday: For those that had been waiting 11 months, 
this was the big day‐ THE START OF THE SECOND TRIP! 
Excited veteran and rookie campers bounded off the 

busses (and the Oddyseys/ 
Siennas) to find their new 
bunks and begin the new 
half! R’ Neiman gathered 
everyone into the Shul for 
the introduction, and then 

everyone enjoyed a delicious lunch. After Mincha and a 
quick introduction to learning groups, it was supper 
time featuring Chef Flam’s pulled beef! At supper you 
could feel that second half Ruach in full swing, as 
chanting and cheering could be heard loud and far 
across all divisions. Shout‐out to 8th grader Yaakov 
Turkel, our star Chazzan from Shabbos morning, who 
belted out Carlebach Mimkomcha on the mike for our 
enjoyment! 

For night activity, the 
younger divisions had 
volleyball 
tournaments, and the  7th 
and 8th grade held respective basketball tournaments. 

The 9th grade had their biaanual AFFL Combine, for the 
very first time in AFFL Stadium! 

Wednesday: This was one of those dizzying days around 
camp; 3 different trips on MINI TRIP DAY! After early 
Mincha and learning, the U and the 7th, 8th, and 9th 
grades prepared to go on their own special trips. The 
7th grade went to “High Exposure”, a beautiful rock‐
climbing facility! The 8th grade went to Overlook Golf, a 
facility featuring golf driving range, mini golf, batting 
range, and go karts! The 9th grade went on a brand‐new 
trip, to a beautiful turf sports complex in NJ called 
“Superdome Sports”! The dome was one MASSIVE turf 

field divided into four 
parts by netting, and the 
four fields were 
converted by the hard 
working 9th grade staff 
into football fields for a 

MEGA 9th grade AFFL Football Frenzy Tournament! The 
games were highly competitive, and everyone had a 
great time. Thanks again to R’ Schilit for coordinating all 
the trips! 

Back in camp, the 4th‐6th graders had camp all to 
themselves and enjoyed a Sports Switch night activity. 
What about their trip? Why didn’t they get one? Well, 
they just had to wait until Thursday for their turn to 
have a great time! In separate shifts, the younger 
divisions went after lunch to the new camp‐favorite 
LIBERTY HEIGHTS Trampoline Park! As you saw in last 
week’s newsletter when the older grades had their trip, 

the brand new 
Liberty Heights is 
located in Liberty 
next to Shop‐Rite 
(another camp‐
favorite trip). The 
facility features 

trampolines, dodgeball, dunk hoops, arcades, laser tag, 
V.R, and more! 

The 8th grade opened another exciting season of ABBL 
action by having the team release/ ABBL Yarmulka 
distribution in the Gymzebo before lunch! 



 

Thursday lunch featured one of the highlights of the 
summer, the biannual AFFL DRAFT! Many new faces 
joined the 9th grade for the 2nd trip, and they were duly 
noted as many of the 10 draft picks of the 10 teams (the 
biggest AFFL ever) joined us for this half. Congrats to all 

the draftees! 

In advance of 
Shkia of Rosh 
Choesh Av and the 
9 days, the 
afternoon 
schedule was 

moved up so there’d be time to “chap” in a Thursday 
night BBQ for all bunks. For night activity, the younger 
bunks had perhaps the most exciting night activity of 
the summer called “OTB”! OTB stands for Off Track 
Betting, which is a series of fun competitions between 
different staff members, in which the bunks all pick the 
winners beforehand. Competitions such as basketball 
shooting, watermelon racing, arm wrestling, and more 
highlighted the event!       The 8th and 9th grades 
continued the opening of their new ABBL and AFFL 
seasons respectively.  

THE TRIPS MAY HAVE CHANGED, BUT THE ACTION 
NEVER SEEMS TO STOP HERE IN RUACH COUNTRY! We 
are looking forward to amazing half here in camp, and 
we are glad you’re a part of it with us. 

Now this is the spot of the announcement of this week’s 
Shabbos Gadol. This week though is no ordinary week, 
as a large contingent of camp has been eagerly awaiting 
the arrival of this week’s guest Gadol‐ for the very first 
time in camp, R’ Yaakov Bender from Yeshivas Darchei 
Torah joins us! GOOD SHABBOS TO ALL! 

You are most likely getting this newsletter from the 
Camp Agudah emailing list. If not, and you’d like to sign 
up to receive the weekly newsletter, please email 
pearl@campagudah.org and ask to be added to the 
camp alerts list. And don’t forget‐ The #1 place for all 
the latest from Camp Agudah (besides this newsletter of 
course) if to follow on Twitter @cakosherhock!  

People have asked what is with the camp pictures this 
summer. You may be getting them as a link through 
Google Drive, where you can see all the latest pics 
from around camp. If not, please click this link below 
and you can access all the pics! 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_a88LlgDPzZig
Ziui5MNkzqETJU6dfgC?usp=sharing 
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What a week it was here in Ruach Country 
Camp Agudah! The leagues and activities were 
awesome. At the same time, one could not 
ignore the 9 days throughout the week, and 
here in camp a special effort was made to bring 
out the proper emotions and Hergesh for the 

time of year. All of 
it mixed together 
blended into what 
was truly a special 
week here in 
Ruach Country! 

Erev Shabbos Matos‐Masei: The younger 
divisions began their league seasons, while the 
older grades had their ABBL and AFFL games. In 
the afternoon, many campers headed down to 
the gym to watch a special basketball team 
tryout/scrimmage in Ruach Country Gardens 
featuring a lot of new and old talent! Returning 
stars, alongside some fresh new stars, hustled 
up and down the court to the delight of the 
loyal CA Basketball Eagles fans! So who “made 
the cut”? More on that in just a bit… 

Shabbos: While the Shabbosim in camp first 
half were above and beyond, having so many 
returning campers and staff members join us 
for the first Shabbos of the second trip really 
took it to another level! The new campers were 
introduced to the Likras Shabbos program that 
has taken camp by storm this summer. As 

expected, the 
dining room rocked 
as the beautiful 
Zemiros were sung 
in unison! 

Throughout 
Shabbos, the Rosh Hayeshiva of Yeshivas 
Darchei Torah, R’ Yaakov Bender Shlita, was 
with us and accessible to campers and staff of 
all ages. Many made the effort to introduce 
themselves and ask for Divrei Brocha. In 
trademark R’ Bender fashion, he managed to 
figure out how he knew someone related to 
each person who came over! It was truly a 
Zechus to have R’ Bender with us for Shabbos.  

Motzei Shabbos, the older divisions began their 
league seasons. The ice cream truck came to 
unload its goodies onto the deserving campers 
who spent their Shabbos afternoon learning 
Torah! 

Sunday: A beautiful sunny day in camp began as 
usual with leagues throughout all divisions. 
Around lunchtime, a special Mazel Tov made its 
way around camp, as R’ Karfiol and his 
Rebbitzen’s daughter became a Kallah to 
Shimmy Reidel. Mazel Tov! 

ACTION. PACKED. WEEK! 



 

At supper, as the calendar turned to Gimmel Av, 
we began to try to feel just a bit of the pain of 
the Churban Beis Hamikdash. For the first time, 
R’ Neiman, in his traditional spot for a moving 

Drasha, handed the 
mike off to a 
counselor to fill his 
place. The first 
counselor to speak 
was Aaron Herzberg, 

who spoke very movingly about how the 
tragedy of today’s times is not knowing what it 
is that we are missing. A beautiful Im 
Eshkocheich was then sung together by the 
whole camp. 

Changing gears, R’ Elya took the mike for some 
big announcements! It was time to introduce 
the all new CA Basketball Eagles roster for the 
2nd half! While some returning stars have joined 
us for this trip, it was the new faces that had 

the crowd in a 
frenzy. Firstly, two 
10th graders 
joined the team: 
Mordechai 
Rubinstein and 

Moshe Gordon! And the highlight of the night 
was the emergence of two campers from the 9th 
GRADE DIVISION (for the first time in forever!) 
that joined the team. The tandem was dubbed 
“Junior Combo” by the excited fanbase; Shmuli 
Lefton and Shlomo Zalman Weiner! The dining 
room was electric, excited to see the new‐look 
Eagles take the court vs. Camp Rayim! 

The gym was packed after Maariv, as from the 
opening tip to the final buzzer, the crowd loyally 
cheered on their stars. But unfortunately, only 
one team could win the game, and Rayim pulled 
away early and never looked back. But a fun 
time was had by all! 

Monday: PAY DAY! After a hiatus of a few years, 
Pay Day has returned to Camp Agudah (for the 
younger divisions)! Throughout the day, 
Tefachim and Amos were distributed for 
attendance, cleanup, basketball shootout, 
wearing Tzitzis, etc. Tefachim and Amos? What 
happened to dollars and cents? Well the new 
currency in Camp Agudah 
for Pay Day was YARN, as 
the winner of Pay Day was 
determined by who could 
lay out the longest line of 
yarn across Junior Hill by 
night activity. Congrats to 
the winning bunk(s) (there 
was reported 
controversy…)! Shout out to the bunk that came 
to lunch decked out in full Chabadsker gear! 

By supper, once again there was beautiful 9 
days inspiration, as counselor Meir Laniado 
spoke about how Golus, as well as everything 
that happens in our lives, is part of Hashem’s 
plan, and Emunah means understanding that all 
is for the best.  

And then, once again, R’ Elya took the mike and 
began “babbling” about how Lakewood is the 
capital of the U.S and how the 5 Towns’ houses 
are too large. You guessed it‐ NEIGHBORHOOD 
DAY BREAKOUT! The generals were: FLATBUSH‐ 
Dani Saidov, 
OUT OF 
TOWN‐ 
Shimon 
Isaak, (the all 
new team of) 
NEW JERSEY‐ 
Kuti Shipper, and ALL CITY‐ Ashi Scharf! The 
younger divisions had their aforementioned 
yarn thingy (yes, “thingy” was just written in the 
newsletter), and the older divisions had night 
leagues.  

While all the excitement was happening around 
camp, the CA Eagles were still bitterly 



 

disappointed by the shellacking the night before 
at the hands of Camp Rayim. The Eagles headed 
on the road Monday Night, and laid the 
hammer down in a 59‐35 victory over Camp 
Tashbar! 

Tuesday: Neighborhood Day! The morning 
activity was Neighborhood Day sports games for 
all divisions, except for the 9th grade which had 
a special basketball tournament. After the 
games was a Cheer Song team time, where all 
the neighborhoods learnt their rocking cheer 
songs, which were then performed by lunch. 
After lunch, the younger divisions had 
“Kentucky Basketball”, a drill made famous here 
in camp by Coach R’ Yitzy Stern. The 7th grade 
had a dodgeball tournament, and the 8th and 9th 
grade had a volleyball tournament. After those 
tournaments, the staff eagerly headed to the 
volleyball court for their annual Staff Volleyball 
game, where in the tightest and longest round‐
robin game ever, Out of Town narrowly 
defeated the competition! 

As the calendar crept closer to Tisha Ba’av, the 
inspiration by supper continued. Zevi 
Goldschmidt spoke about the power of Vitur 
L’man Hashalom, and how it could be the final 
piece that brings the Geulah.  

After Maariv was skit night! All 4 teams put on a 
skit in the Gymzebo. Ever wondered how R’ 
Neiman (acting for All City) inhaling a balloon 

and speaking in 
helium voice 
sounds? Another 
highlight was Dani 
Saidov being a big 
baby. Pun intended.  

And then it was time for the scores. An exciting 
day of action concluded, as a great time was 
had by all. AND THE WINNER WAS SHIMON 
ISAAK’S TEAM OF OUT OF TOWN! 

Wednesday: Rain threatened throughout the 
morning, but held up just until lunch, in time to 

get activities in. At lunch, rumors were swirling 
around the dining room that there were some 
HUMONGOUS basketball players that were 
arriving in camp! R’ Elya confirmed those 
rumors, and it was announced that the 8th and 
9th graders would be having a professional 
basketball clinic, the Harlem Magic Makers, for 
afternoon activities in the Gym and Gymzebo! 
So how big were these guys? Let’s just say that 
the fellow nicknamed “Tiny” measured in at a 
whopping SEVEN FEET 
FIVE INCHES! His short 
friend on the other end 
of the court was just a 
measly 7”3. Along with a 
few other coaches, the 
drills took place on 4 
hoops, consisting of a 
wide array of defensive, 
offensive, rebounding, and stretching drills. 
Everyone had an AMAZING time! Plenty of 
people had their picture taken next to the 
giants, as you will see in the collage. 

For the 4th consecutive night, by supper we 
heard a counselor speak, as this time it was 
Dani Saidov. Dani spoke to us about how we 
have to also realize how much pain Hashem is 
in that we are in Golus, and understand how 
much He does to sustain us despite His 
suffering.  

For night activity, the younger divisions had a 
game called “Strength, Skill, and Stamina”, and 
the 7th grade had night leagues. 8th and 9th 
grade had a fun night activity in Beis Rephoel, as 
R’ Elya and the counselors made up exciting 
competitions (which were rewarded with 
Mordechai Hanna’s trademark popcorn) on the 
spot. Some competitions included holding your 
breath the longest, consecutively naming 
related foods, naming a tune, etc.  

Thursday: By lunch on Thursday, the prestigious 
Dovi Sass Middos Athlete of the Week Award 
was given out to campers who excel in Middos 



 

and sports. See the end of the newsletter for 
this week’s well‐deserving winners! Also at 
lunch Thursday was the first Nevarech raffle of 
the half, a raffle for boys who said Brachos out 
loud with Kavanah and put their raffle tickets 
into the Brachos bin. Thank you to the new 
coordinator of the Nevarech campaign TZVI 
ELIYAHU GOLD for all his hard work! Also in the 
afternoon, the Chaburah Chizuk Tefillah 
program participants received their weekly 
prize‐ ices from Rita’s! 

To close out what was a very inspiring and 
successful series of counselor speeches, Mike 
Rabinowitz spoke about how the most recent 
Churban, the Holocaust and all of its heroes, 
can show us what it is in life we truly value. 

R’ Pearl made a Siyum by supper Leilu Nishmas 
his Father‐in‐law, Mr. Jack (Yaakov Zev) Fogel. 
All Siddurim in camp have been generously 
donated by his Mishpacha, and it was a special 
Zechus to have a Siyum here in camp on his 
Yartzheit. Of course, R’ Pearl treated the entire 
camp to donuts! 

On Thursday night, the entire camp, including 
campers, staff, Masmidim, families, and many 
guests came together in the gym for a special 
production, the annual Cantata. The Cantata of 
5779 was entitled “Escape‐ The Imrei Emes of 
Ger”, produced by our excellent playwriter R’ 
Shimon Finkelman. Accompanying every 
Cantata play is the professional choir by R’ Yitzy 
Bald, who produced 4 stunning new songs for 

the event. There was also special video added 
to the production, courtesy of R’ Shmaya and 
Y.Y Friedman. The crowd locked arm in arm in 
unison as the beautiful songs and production 
got everyone into the proper mindset before 
Tisha Ba’av, and appropriately ended what was 
a special week of 9 days inspiration here in 
camp.   

What an ACTION. PACKED. WEEK it was here in 
Ruach Country!!! 

It’s only heating up though. Next week’s 
newsletter will be even crazier IY’H! The guest 
Gadol this week is Harav Zevi Trenk, Menahel of 
Yeshivas Darchei Torah Mesivta. Have an 
AMAZING Shabbos! 

You are most likely getting this newsletter from 
the Camp Agudah emailing list. If not, and you’d 
like to sign up to receive the weekly newsletter, 
please email pearl@campagudah.org and ask 
to be added to the camp alerts list. And don’t 
forget‐ The #1 place for all the latest from Camp 
Agudah (besides this newsletter of course) if to 
follow on Twitter @cakosherhock!  

People have asked what is with the camp 
pictures this summer. You may be getting them 
as a link through Google Drive, where you can 
see all the latest pics from around camp. If not, 
please click this link below and you can access 
all the pics! 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_a88Ll
gDPzZigZiui5MNkzqETJU6dfgC?usp=sharing 

 

4th & 5th Grade: Avrohom Sass 
6th Grade: Aron Yehuda Herbstman 

7th Grade: Meir Schloss 
8th Grade: Yaakov Shmuel Augenbaum 

9th Grade: Eliyahu Herskovits 
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“Whirlwind” is quite the appropriate word to 
describe the insane week that was here in 
Ruach Country! 
From an 
inspirational 
Shabbos Chazon and 
Tisha Ba’av to begin 
the week, followed by a dizzying array of trips in 
middle of the week, there was just a bit 
(actually, a lot!) of everything going on here in 
camp. Come take a look! 

Shabbos Devarim/Chazon: As the calendar read 
the 9th of Av, there was a heightened buzz to 
the Zemiros in the dining room throughout 
Shabbos. You could feel the incredible energy as 
everyone sang “Yibaneh Hamikdash at Friday 
night Zemiros! Also “starring” in Zemiros were 
two of R’ Bald’s new Cantata hit songs, Ashira 
La’Hashem and Tzadik. It was truly a beautiful 
Shabbos! 

But as Shkia neared, the saddest day of the 
Jewish Calendar inevitably approached, as 
Motzei Shabbos/ Sunday was Tisha Ba’av. 
Rabbi Neiman delivered powerful Divrei 
Hisorirus in the dining room to get everyone in 
the proper Tisha Ba’av mindset, followed by 
Maariv and Eicha in the Shul. What followed 
then in camp was a sight never seen before in 
camp, as two special programs followed Eicha. 
The 8th grade and their counselors led an 

incredible Kumzitz spanning the entire Junior 
Hill, where they were joined by many of the 
younger campers, as song by song everyone 
locked arms and joined in together. At the same 
time, the 9th grade held their own Kumzitz in 
the Guest Dining Room, in which the counselors 
and R’ Elya spoke on a variety of topics, with 
songs mixed in between. Both events were 
Michazek all who attended, and a true Kiddush 
Hashem was made.  Continuing the inspiration 
through the next morning in the Shul, Kinnus 
were delivered by many Rabbonim in camp: R’ 
Pfeifer, R’ Neiman, R’ Septimus, R’ Elya, and R’ 
Finkelman. To complete the special day that 
was, a big Kumzitz formed outside the Shul, 
going straight into Maariv. It was truly a 
powerful Tisha Ba’av here in camp. 

Sunday night, Shimon Isaak led a beautiful 
Maariv, the barbers were busy, and the pool 
was open for a NIGHT SWIM! Major shout out 
to “The U” who dazzled the crowd with an 
amazing night activity‐ punch ball on the 
baseball field! 

Monday: What started out as a regular day in 
Camp Agudah (aside from “the grass is green 
and the sky is blue” / inspectors day) turned 
into one of the biggest and craziest surprise 
days ever! In middle of 4th activity, an 
announcement was made that there would be a 
special guest surprise arriving on the baseball 

A WHIRLWIND TRIP WEEK! 



 

field. The confused crowd gathered in Home 
Run stadium, as suddenly the loud roar of 
helicopter propellers drowned out the crowd; a 
helicopter was landing on the other side of the 
baseball fence! Everyone pushed forward to see 

who would be coming 
out of the helicopter, 
and low and behold out 
came the Camp Agudah 
fan‐favorite singer 
SHMUELI UNGAR! He 
was escorted to a mini 
stage where with the 
help of a soundtrack, he 

launched into 3 of his mega‐hits; Emes, Bitchu, 
and Mach a Bracha! The crowd jumped and 
danced wildly in excitement to have Shmueli 
back in camp! And that wasn’t even the best 
part of the surprise; Shmueli announced that 
next Thursday (8/22) he would be COMING TO 
CAMP FOR THE ANNUAL “MUSIC FOR THE SOUL 
CONCERT” ALONGSIDE THE GREAT SHLOIME 
DASKAL!!! Can’t wait! 

For night activity, the CA Basketball Eagles 
hosted Camp Tashbar in Ruach Country 
Gardens. While the game was close throughout, 
the Eagles pulled away late in the 4th quarter to 
win comfortably 50‐38! On the road, the CA 

Baseball 
Eagles went 
to Camp 
Rayim in 
search of 
their 2nd 
victory there 

this summer. While it was a tight battle, with 
the game’s only runs being scored in the 8th 
inning, Rayim squeaked by the Eagles by a final 
of 2‐1.  

But everyone on the baseball team hustled back 
to camp, because Monday night was quickly 
becoming Tuesday, which meant the busiest 
day of the entire summer; TRIP DAY! 4 different 

trips over a 50+ hours span in camp! Hang on 
tight, let’s get you through all the action! 

Major Trip Day 2019 began at midnight Monday 
night, as the 9th grade pulled out of camp 
headed on their 30‐hour BUFFALO/ NIAGARA 
TRIP! The trip was a non‐stop‐action from 
beginning to end! The first stop was the Young 
Israel in Rochester for early Shacharis. The 
second stop was Roseland Park Wakeboarding 

at 7:30 AM for 
2+ hours on 
the 
waterfront! 
Following that 
was the state‐
of‐the‐art 

Laser Tag complex, Lasertron! A quick one‐hour 
stop was made to jump around and get some 
energy out at trampoline park “Get Air Buffalo”! 
And then, of course, was the highlight of the 9th 
grade trip, the highly anticipated WHIRLPOOL 
JET boat ride, which left everyone soaked! 
Following Mincha and BBQ supper in some park 
in middle of nowhere, a brief stop was made at 
Niagara Falls to catch a glimpse of the beautiful 
night falls. To cap off an amazing day, everyone 
got to unwind with some fun gaming at Dave & 
Buster’s! The bus then headed back to 140 
Upper Ferndale Road with exhausted, yet highly 
satisfied, campers and staff alike! Shacharis and 
good night (morning) followed. What a trip it 
was! 

The 8th grade had quite the action‐packed trip 
as well with R’ Neiman and R’ Stern‐ BOSTON 
2019! The day began with early Shacharis in the 
friendly confines of camp. The first stop was 
“IT” indoor ropes course, a highly complex and 
very exciting brand new facility featuring all 
sorts of ropes courses and zip lines. Then the 
busses were re‐boarded for the next stop, the 
world famous Fenway Park, home of the 2018 



 

World Series Champion Red Sox. Last year in 
this newsletter, I, the editor, commented how 
the campers were dismayed to see that the 
Yankees were many games behind the Red sox 
in the A.L East on the left field scoreboard. 
Although that is not the case this year, as the 
Yankees are well ahead in the 2019 standings, 
at least the Yankee fans there got to enjoy the 
2018 Red Sox World Series Banner! Everyone 
enjoyed the tour of one of the iconic sports 

venues in the U.S. 
Following the 
tour, just a short 
drive away was 
the thrilling jet 
boat ride in the 

Boston Harbor! Everyone got soaked with 
delicious Boston saltwater! After a BBQ supper 
somewhere in middle of nowhere (located in a 
different state than “in middle of nowhere, 
Buffalo”), the 8th grade also went to Dave & 
Buster’s (like “in middle of nowhere”, this D & B 
was also in a different state than the Buffalo 
trip)! A brief Kumzitz in the parking lot finished 
off a fantastic trip day! Home sweet home in 
the wee hours of the morning, everyone 
Davened Shacharis and got some much‐needed 
sleep.  

The longest lasting “specialty trip” in camp is 
the famed 7th grade NIAGARA TRIP led by R’ 
Septimus and R’ Landau! After early Shacharis in 
camp, the first stop was 5 hours later in Palm 
Island Water Park, an exciting indoor water 
park! The next stop was the one and only 
Niagara Falls for a full slate of sight‐seeing, 

including 
Prospect Point 
Lookout, Maid 
of the Mist, 
Bridal View 
Falls, and the 
highlight, the 
Cave of the 

Winds. At Goat Island Park, there was Mincha 

and a BBQ supper, accompanied by a R’ Yitzy 
Bald Kumzitz. A quick visit to see the night falls 
followed, and then to cap off the trip was a visit 
to the aforementioned Get Air Buffalo. And as 
the other trips ended, the 7th grade headed 
back to home sweet home, Ruach Country, for 
Shacharis and sleep! 

THREE. EPIC. TRIPS! 

But what about everyone else? Wednesday was 
their big day! After an early lunch, a major trip 
began for all the younger divisions, day camp, 
and The U, 
featuring the 
world famous 
waterpark 
KALAHARI! 
But of course, 
no camp 
major trip is just one stop, as the younger 
divisions first headed to Blue Mountain Resort! 
The resort features ropes courses, bow and 
arrow, laser tag, rock climbing, and much more! 
Meanwhile, “The U” headed to the new Liberty 
Heights trampoline park. Everyone then joined 
together for the main part of the trip, the 
world’s greatest indoor water park, Kalahari! Be 
it the water slides, surfing, hot tubs, or free 
soda, there was something for everyone to 
enjoy! And you guessed it‐ the trip ended with 
an early Shacharis back in camp and some 
much‐needed sleep! 

Is your head spinning from all the details of 
these four UNREAL trips! Imagine being the one 
who put them all together. THANK YOU RABBI. 
AVI. SCHILIT! 

Back in camp on Wednesday, a beautiful day 
had activities up and running for the late‐rising 
older divisions. At supper, the new hit song in 
camp, a remix of “If you’re happy and you know 
it”, was ROCKING in the dining room, with 
everybody “clapping their hands”! 8th grade had 
night leagues, and 9th had AFFL. The 7th grade 



 

had yet another amazing and creative 
BREAKOUT for OLYPICS 2019 after Maariv (ask 
you local 7th grader just how scared they were)! 
More on that in just a bit.  

Thursday: A 
beautiful day in 
camp, with 
everyone 
(finally) back 
together! 

7th grade 
Olympics was 

the highlight of the day. Morning sports games, 
races, songs, basketball tournament, staff 
volleyball, and a nightcap of skits, made it an 
exciting day of competitive fun! Congrats to the 
winning team of blue! 

After BBQ supper, night activity was a return to 
the stage by the head staff play production 
team, as they put on a thrilling musical entitled 
“Friends and Enemies”! The head staff had their 
“Panim Chadashos” makeup on, as they had the 
audience laughing throughout the evening. 
Thank you R’ Finkelman for yet another stellar 
production! 

After the play, by “MM”/ Mishmar Matziv, the 
8th and 9th graders were Zoche to hear powerful 
Divrei Hisorirus from the world‐renowned R’ 
Zecharia Wallerstein. Everyone walked away 

“wowed”! 

Very late 
Thursday night, 
the bus pulled 
out of the lot 
from camp with 
counselors and 
J.C’s, headed to 
DOUGIES for 
staff appreciation 
night! 

WHAT AN AMAZING WEEK IN CAMP AGUDAH! 

Looking forward to closing out an incredible 
season in next week’s “In the Spirit”, which 
promises to be even better than this week’s! 

R’ Yaakov Gross Shlita from Miami is our guest 
Gadol this Shabbos. HAVE AN AMAZING 
SHABBOS NACHAMU! 

(The Dovi Sass Middos Athlete of the Week 
Award winners unfortunately did not make it in 
time for this week’s publication) 

You are most likely getting this newsletter from 
the Camp Agudah emailing list. If not, and you’d 
like to sign up to receive the weekly newsletter, 
please email pearl@campagudah.org and ask 
to be added to the camp alerts list. And don’t 
forget‐ The #1 place for all the latest from Camp 
Agudah (besides this newsletter of course) if to 
follow on Twitter @cakosherhock!  

People have asked what is with the camp 
pictures this summer. You may be getting them 
as a link through Google Drive, where you can 
see all the latest pics from around camp. If not, 





An Unforgettable Week! 

It’s hard to believe that we’re already at the 
final “In the Spirit” of the 2019 season, but it is 
certainly the most packed one yet! The 

incredible 3 
days of Achdus 
that was 
displayed 
during Color 
War, and the 
rocking Concert 

from last night, made it a truly special week of 
singing, fun, and Ruach. Here’s a taste of what 
went down the final week in Ruach Country… 

Erev Shabbos Vaeschanan/ Nachamu: A 
beautiful day of activities in camp! After 
Mincha, the All Star games for both the ABBL 
and the AFFL took place. The ABBL All Star 
Game took place in the Gym, featuring the top 
talent from the 8th grade division. Down in AFFL 

Stadium, the 
first ever 
afternoon Pro 
Bowl took 
place, and it 
was the most 
well-played 
and intense 

Pro Bowl in AFFL history! The counselors came 
back from 2 T.D’s down to squeak out a 39-37 
victory vs. the campers; a great time was had by 
all! 

Shabbos in Ruach Country was once again 
beautiful and uplifting. Throughout Shabbos, 
many Torah-themed songs were sung, in 
advance of Motzei Shabbos’ annual Chag 

Hasiyum! 21 Misaymim 
of various Mesechtas/ 
Sidrei Mishnayos 
proudly graced the dais 
for the event, which 

was catered by Chef Flam’s all-new and 
delicious dairy cuisine! After the Siyumim, the 

entire camp and Masmidim alike joined 
together for a lengthy Rekida, with music by the 
Camp Agudah Band and singer Chaim 
Blumenfeld! The music and dancing rocked late 
into what was a very special night! 

Sunday: The morning schedule was altered just 
a bit, because it was “Junior Visiting Day” and 
AMUSEMENT DAY! After lunch, the junior hill 
was abuzz with visitors and humongous rides 

and 
attractions! 
Everyone 
enjoyed 
the variety 
of rides 
and water 
slides, and 

of course, the beloved selfie booth! After the 
parents and guests left, everyone Davened 
Mincha and had afternoon learning groups. 
Then, a special late afternoon “night” activity 
took place in the gym- a Staff vs. Head Staff 
Basketball game! The superstars from the 
regular staff team took on the slightly “over the 
hill” head staff members, and it was a sight to 
see! Chants such as “You can not stop Rabbi 

(clap clap) 
Karfoil”, and 
“Avrohom 
Moshe off the 
bench” reigned 
down from the 
eager crowd 

throughout the event. The new official Camp 
Agudah “hype” song, the “If you’re happy and 
you know it” remix, proved to be a lively 
pregame and halftime show. As the game 
ensued, with the score remaining close 
throughout (due to R’ Stern’s one-handed 
dribbling prowess and R’ Neiman’s tenacious 
rebounding), R’ Elya (who, yes, was BABBLING 
throughout the game on the mike) decided to 
give the staff team some Chizuk, as he stepped 
onto the court wearing his blue Camp Agudah 



Yarmulka. R’ Neiman, wearing a green Camp 
Agudah Yarmulka, took exception to R’ Elya 
ditching the head staff team, and a verbal fight 
ensued at midcourt. To everyone’s surprise 
(cough, cough), the war between the blue and 
green yarmulke wearers turned out to be a 

prelude to 3 days 
of blue and green 
“war”- COLOR 
WAR 2019 
BREAKOUT! 

At supper, R’ 
Neiman explained the themes for this year’s 
color war. Every Mitzvah has two parts, and one 
part without the other is worthless; Machshava 
and Maisah, intent to properly fulfill the 
Mitzvah, and actually performing the action of 
the Mitzvah. The team of Blue was named 
Machshava, and Green was named Maisah. 
After Maariv, the gym was rocking as the 
generals were introduced! The Blue general was 
9th grade counselor ARI SCHEFF! The Green 
general was your editor of “In the Spirit”, 9th 
grade counselor IZZY KRASNOW! 3 DAYS OF 

COLOR WAR 
WAS 
OFFICIALLY 
UNDERWAY! 

Monday: 
Competitive 
sports games 

(for older divisions) highlighted the morning 
schedule on a beautiful first day of Color War. 
Before lunch, the teams met for their ROCKING 
Cheer Song team times, which were then 
performed by lunch. After lunch, the younger 
divisions took the fields 
for their sport games. 
After Mincha and 
learning groups, the 
baseball field took center stage for the annual 
Home Run Derby! Some excellent young talent 
was on display as the whole camp watched the 

sluggers battle it out in one of the most exciting 
events in camp. Following supper and Maariv, 
each team presented a camper theme speech, 
where the themes were explained in detail and 
beautiful stories exemplified them. (Shoutout to 
Yitzchak Katz for a beautiful presentation, I’m 
sorry I forgot to put you in my In-General. Once 
I’m giving shoutouts to people I forgot in my In-

General, shoutout 
to my cousin 
Moishe Krasnow 
for the golf cart 
rides throughout 
Color War- very 

clutch!). Then everyone joined together for two 
very entertaining color war SKITS! The crowd 
was delighted by the talented counselors who 
put on quite a show! Then everyone got some 
much-needed sleep after a busy day of fun and 
Ruach around camp (except for the general of 
Green who’s still up late at night typing this for 
you to read over the weekend…)! 

On both Monday and Tuesday, camp was Zoche 
to have the chance to be Mechabed two of the 
Gedolei Hador, R’ Mattisyahu Soloman Shlita 
and R’ Shmuel Kamenetzky Shlita. Despite the 

hectic Color 
War 
schedule, 
everyone in 
camp 
stopped 
what they 

were doing each day to come down to the gate 
and dance the Gadol up to camp! R’ Mattisyahu 
came on Monday afternoon, and R’ Shmuel on 
Tuesday morning. Only in Camp Agudah do we 
have the Zechus to be graced with the presence 
of such Gedolim! 

Tuesday: The sun shined once again for what 
was a beautiful day 2 of Color War! The 
morning activities were followed by team time 
and the singing by lunch of the March Songs. 



After Mincha and learning, the late-afternoon 
activity was the annual Color War Apache Race! 
A dizzying array of tasks made up the schedule 
of the nearly half-hour race, which featured 
dozens of campers and staff members from all 
ages. A fun time was had by all running from 
one spot to the next! After the apache race, a 
team time was held to learn the new Theme 
Songs, which were then beautifully sung by 
supper. 

After a delicious Flougies supper, everyone 
returned to the gym for play night! First up was 
Green/ Maaseh, who put on a thrilling and 

breath-taking play 
showing the 
power of doing 
just one action of 
a Mitzvah. 
Following the play 

was Maariv and a banner presentation. Each 
team drew a beautiful banner (see collage) 
bringing out their theme, accompanied by a 
speech. (Shoutout to Moshe Pomerantz for a 
beautiful presentation, I’m sorry I forgot to put 
you in my In-General). Then everyone returned 
to the gym for the Blue/ Machshava comedic 
play, which showed the power of putting 
thought into a Mitzvah. It was a fantastic day 
and night all around! 

Wednesday: 3rd day Color War is undisputedly 
the biggest and most important day of the 
summer! An action-packed day began with the 
Grand Bechina in the Shul. Hard-working 

campers studied 
the material non-
stop for 3 days in 
preparation for 
the questions, and 
they came 

through with flying colors! It was a special 
Kiddush Hashem. Following early Mincha, the 
rain in the morning moved outdoor races off 
the grass and onto the pavement by the main 

building, but of course, everybody still had the 
opportunity to be “disqualified’. Then the day 
started to really speed up, as the Hebrew song/ 
Alma Mater team time was held by both teams. 
Following that was one of the highlights of the 
summer, the beautiful Grand March. With the 
setting sun, both teams marched in unison to 

their team’s 
Grand March 
formation, 
making a 
beautiful picture! 
And the best part 
of all was after, 

when both teams together formed one huge 
circle, and danced B’achdus as can only be 
found here in Ruach Country! 

By supper, both teams put on a hilarious 
comedy skit/ song (which can be found in the 
yearbook next week)! After Maariv, both teams 
headed to their final team time to prepare for 
the climax moment of what has been an 
incredible summer- THE GRAND SING! The 

dining room 
was 
beautifully 
set with 
balloons 
and curtain 
streamers 

for the extraordinary event that was to take 
place. Both teams were dressed up with 
costumes as they marched into the Grand Sing! 
The Achdus and pump could be felt from the 
moment the teams danced into the dining room 
(to Meloch and Eliyahu Hanavi respectively). 
Then the head staff put on their annual skit as 
the generals left the dining room, only to arrive 
back a bit later for the general’s intro decked 
out in sparkling tuxedos! Following the 
general’s intro, the “Sing” part of the Grand 
Sing got under way; here is a look at the 
“lineup” of songs for both teams: 
 



Blue/ Machshava: MARCH SONG- Thank You 
Hashem (Joey Newcomb), THEME SONG- Tzadik 
(Cantata 2019, R’ Yitzy Bald), HEBREW SONG- 
Hinei Ma Tov (Avraham Fried), ALMA MATER- 
Eishes Chayil (Acheinu, Shapiro Brothers) 

Green/ Maaseh: MARCH SONG- Es Tzemach 
(Miami Boys Choir), THEME SONG- Birchas 
Haorech (Ohad), HEBREW SONG- V’atah Kadosh 
(NYBC), ALMA MATER- Al Tirah (Waterbury 
Mesivta) 

Song by song, the teams alternated hit after hit. 
The March songs rocked, the Theme songs 
struck a chord deep in everyone’s heart, the 

Hebrew songs 
had the roof 
shaking, and 
then of course, it 
all came down 
to the climax of 
the most special 

night of the summer, that being the Alma 
Mater. The Blue Team’s was first, with the song 
ending beautifully with “I can’t imagine a 
summer without Ruach Country”. Then the 
Green Team sang their Alma Mater, with the 
song ending with the classic words “Thank you 
for the time of my life”. As everyone locked arm 
in arm, the emotion of this moment made 
everyone realize just what a special camp we 
are part of, and what an incredible 3 days of 
Color War it was! 

While everyone was a “winner”, only one team 
could have more 
points. “AND 
THE WINNER 
WAS THE TEAM 
OF – 

BLUUUUUUUUEEEEE!” Congratulations to 
General Ari Scheff! 

WHAT A BEAUTIFUL AND FUN 3 DAYS IT WAS! 
THANK YOU TO EVERYBODY FOR MAKING THIS 

YEAR’S COLOR WAR THE MOST SPECIAL ONE 
YET! 

Thursday: Although everyone was quite 
exhausted, there was still a lot to be done on a 
busy day. League playoffs began throughout 
camp on Thursday morning! Breakfast and 
lunch on Thursday were both held outdoors, for 
it was the annual Camp Agudah picnic day, 
which meant the dining room was busy for 
CONCERT NIGHT! The rest of the day flew by, 
with everyone counting down the hours to the 
big event. 

Following the final BBQ of the season and 
Maariv, everyone headed down with their 

“ticket” to Music 
for the Soul 8, 
with much 
anticipation to 
meet the stars of 
the night- 
Freilach Band, 

Shmueli Ungar, and Shloime Daskal! The star-
studded stage did not disappoint the eager 
audience, as hit after hit the crowd was wowed 
by the musical brilliance on display. The two 
singers remained on stage the ENTIRE time (a 
nearly 2-hour concert!), and the energy did not 
stop! Many of Shmueli’s hit songs, such as Mach 
a Bracha, Emes, and Lekavod Shabbos, were the 
highlights of the night. Shloime’s incredible 
stage presence and strong voice had the crow 
dancing throughout what was a very special and 
memorable night. Thank you to everyone who 
was involved producing 
this mega-event! 

WHAT A WEEK! WHAT A 
SUMMER! 

As we are closing out the final “In the Spirit” of 
what has been an incredibly successful season, 
there are a few people who deserve recognition 
for making this newsletter, and the summer 
season, such an incredible success. 



Firstly, to Hakadosh Baruch Hu for giving me the 
strength and ability to be able to deliver all the 
latest news around camp to you each week, and 
for giving me the most incredible summer ever. 

Thank you R’ Newmark for giving me the 
opportunity to guide the readership throughout 
the summer that was. May you be Bentched to 
continue your Avodas Hakodesh for many years 
to come. 

Thank you R’ Neiman for being the proofreader, 
and for everything else in ensuring that every 
boy who comes to camp has the most amazing 
4/8 weeks of their year. 

Thank you to Meir Terebelo and Naftali 
Leshkowitz for all 
their help in the 
picture department. 
Your patience 
through our late 
Thursday night 

meetings was greatly appreciated!  

And Acharon Chaviv, to Mrs. Rand for making 
sure you, the reader, get the newsletter each 

week with beautiful clarity and ease. I apologize 
for all the times I made you crazy in getting the 
formatting exactly the way I wanted it, but you 
always answered with a smile and made it such 

an enjoyable and 
pleasant 
experience to be 
the editor the last 
2 summers. Thank 
you! 

There’d be no newsletter without the readers- 
thank you everybody for your interest! That 
means you, the parents and camp enthusiasts, 
who read the newsletter calmly at home, and 
the campers, who trample each other to read 
this newsletter at the Friday night Seudah. I 
hope you enjoyed the newsletter as much as I 
enjoyed producing it! 

Thank you everybody for making this season 
such an overwhelming success. There is truly no 
place like Ruach Country, a place where 
memories are created that last forever. 

Your editor, Izzy Krasnow 
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For many in ninth grade, AFFL  
is the highlight of the day.

A new production appeared 
this year on the breakfast 

tables, relaying stats, 
standings, hall of famers and 
whatever random thoughts 

popped into Izzy’s head.
Turn the page and enjoy the 

2019 season once again.



 

 

AS OF DAY #  4  Wins Losses Streak Points/ G Points Allowed/G 
Yellow 2 0 W2 36 24 
Lime 2 1 L1 36.3 26 

Sapphire BLue 2 1 L1 23.3 24.3 
Carolina Blue 1 2 W1 32.3 31.3 

Coral Pink 0 3 L3 16.3 34.6 



 

 



 
AS OF DAY # 8  Wins Losses Streak Points/ G Points Allowed/G 

Yellow 4 1 W2 34 19.4 
Lime 4 3 L1 29.4 26.4 

Sapphire Blue 3 3 L2 22.7 26 
Carolina Blue 3 3 W1 26.8 30.7 

Coral Pink 1 5 W1 18.2 31.3 



 



 
AS OF DAY #    
11 

Wins Losses Streak Points/ G Points Allowed/G 

Yellow 6 2 L1 33.7 16.3 
Carolina Blue 5 4 W1 27.4 29 
Sapphire Blue 4 4 W1 26 27 

Lime 4 5 L3 25.1 28.6 
Coral Pink 2 6 W1 17.1 31 



 



 

  

AS OF DAY #  
4   

Wins Losses 

Sapphire Blue 3 0 
Gold 2 0 

Gravel 2 0 
Lime 2 1 

Azelea Pink 1 1 
Ash 1 1 

Daisy 1 1 
Brown 0 2 

Safety Green 0 3 
Carolina Blue 0 3 

Horizontal Leap 
Fischman 9”0 
Firedman 8”10 
Brodt 8”10 
Neiman 8”8 
Stern 8”4 

40 Yard Dash 
Kolko 3.97 
Siminovits 4.10 
Minzer 4.28 
N. Tress 4.49 
Schachter 4.56 

Vertical Leap 
Finkelstein R12 
Lebovits R12 
Kraus, 
Leiberman 

R12 

Decklebaum, 
Goldblatt 

R12 

Gluck, 
Schloss 

R12 



 

AS OF 
DAY #  8 

Wins Losses 

Azelea 
Pink 

4 1 

Daisy 4 1 
Saphire 

Blue 
4 2 

Ash 4 2 
Gravel 4 2 
Gold 4 2 
Lime 2 4 

Safety 
Green 

1 4 

Brown 1 5 
Carolina 

Blue 
0 5 



 

AS OF 
DAY #  

11 

Wins Losses 

Sapphire 
Blue 

6 2 

Gravel 6 2 
Azelea 

Pink 
6 2 

Gold 5 3 
Ash 5 3 

Daisy 4 4 
Safety 
Green 

4 4 

Lime 2 6 
Brown 1 7 

 
 

Carolina 
Blue 

1 7 



 



 
AFFL 2019 Memories 

As I sit down to write this letter in middle of the 2nd trip, it’s hard to imagine that soon we will be going 
home and there will be no more of… 

AFFL Combine (for the first time outdoors!), forgetting to put out t-shirt sizes by the combine and 
scrambling to make up a t-shirt size for everyone right before they were given out, the first half AFFL 
draft (featuring Yisroel KASHEN), the first meeting in the Shul where the rules were explained and 
nobody understood them… 

That first day of games first half where you guys didn’t know what a football was, the incredible growth 
of your football knowledge as the games passed by (it couldn’t have gotten any worse after that first 
game!), the early dominance of Yellow led by MVP Binyomin Kriger, the internal struggles and 
commissioner’s meeting with Sapphire Blue (as they ultimately turned things around to play in the Super 
Bowl!), the up and down season of Carolina Blue, led by Chaim Moshe Zucker and TD machine A.T.M 
(where’d Yossi Green go!?), the incredible blinding speed of Mordechai Teitelbaum making Lime a must-
see game every day, and of course, THE INCREDIBLE FIGHTING SPIRIT OF THE SINCE-RETIRED TEAM OF 
CORAL PINK!… 

The league meeting about “not giving up”, the incredible Pro Bowl featuring the 9th grade counselors 
HUMBLING the campers, Mordechai Ishakis’ chasing of Michael Strahan’s sack record, Eliyahu Herskovits 
wrecking both sides of the football, the stupendous refereeing of the one and only Aryeh Zev Scheff, the 
trades that Yellow never got but everyone decided they needed, the emergence of incredible talent by 
some players throughout the season that no one saw coming… 

The first ever AFFL Wild Card Game where the fan-favorite Coral Pink defeated Lime, the GREATEST 
NIGHT IN AFFL HISTORY featuring a 14 point Yellow comeback vs. Coral Pink in the last 10 minutes to 
reach the Super Bowl and end Coral Pink’s “Cinderella Story”, perhaps the greatest game in AFFL history- 
the Tripe Overtime (!) semifinal game in which Sapphire Blue defeated Carolina Blue, the award 
ceremony in the dining room (rocked by the “small but loud” 9th grade crowd) where 8 deserving 
awardees were given their proper dues (shoutout to Fan of the Year Bentzy Ingber and all our other 
amazing AFFL fans who come to watch!), the rainout of the Super Bowl later that night, the CRAZY idea 
of waking up the last day of the half at 5:30 AM to play the game at 7:00 AM, that crazy idea actually 
happening, Sapphire Blue sleeping through the Super Bowl and Yellow running away with the first half 
AFFL CHAMPIONSHIP!!! 

And sitting here in middle of the second half, how could I forget the memories of the second half so far, 
including… 

The first ever combine in AFFL Stadium, every single one of you in the grade signing up to play, 10 first 
round draft picks at the AFFL Draft, THE UNVEILING OF THE NEW AFFL COLORS INCLUDING 
“SOMETHING” BROWN AND AZELEA PINK, the incredible amount of tight and competitive games 
throughout the half, the small but powerful team of Sapphire Blue led by Yosef “Offsides defesnse” 
Pogrow, Gravel led by receiver- turned QB Shmuli Lefton, Azelea Pink making Coral Pink proud, Gold led 



 
by pro bowl LOSING QB Chaim Moshe Zucker, Gershooooooooon and Ash, ref Eliyahu Herskovits and 
Daisy, Safety Green’s second half of the season resurgence, Shloime FIschman sprinting up and down 
the field for Lime, Something Brown’s excellence at finding ways to lose close games, Carolina Blue 
getting their big first win at the end of the season, the incredible new talent that joined us from Yeshiva 
camps, etc etc etc…. 

This “letter” of memories is going to print the Shabbos before Color War (right before the Pro Bowl), so 
that’s about it for the memories of 2nd half. But congrats in advance to the 2nd half Super Bowl 
Champions! 

IT’S BEEN AN AMAZING SUMMER OF AFFL FOOTBALL HERE IN RUACH COUNTRY! 

Of course, no league is complete without referees. I’d like to thank all of our referees, including Mo 
“Random Kaepernick Jersey” Berger, Ari “I’m doing first game” Scheff, CJ “I’m not burnt out” Gelberman, 
Mike “I could only ref morning and night games” Rabinowitz, Mordechai “Holding on the defense” 
Frischman, Aaron “Commish for a day” Fox, Moshe “His father gave out donuts to the whole camp” 
Pearl, Elozor “Detroit” Frischman, Cham Noach “Abby’s uncle” Hager, and Sruli “OAR song leader 
extraordinaire” Perl. Thank you for always reffing without a fuss (well, usually), and for helping make the 
league the amazing success that it was! 

I’d be remiss in not giving proper due to R’ Avi Schilit for all the extraordinary effort he put into the 
league. Be it the brand new beautiful AFFL T-Shirts, the referee gear, making sure the fields were 
properly done, and so much more, the league would be nothing that it is today without his hard work. 
Thank you! 

Shout out as well to the maintenance crew for the lighting and properly making the field/lines (well…)! 

And finally, to you, the players, whom without there would be no league (obviously). It was a true 
“Nachas” to me watching how you all enjoyed playing the game that so much effort was put into by all 
of us. I hope the memories you got here on the luscious gridiron (luscious would exclude all the 10 yard-
line areas and the entire “hockey court side” of Field 2) will be a hot topic in Yeshiva as you brag to your 
friends about the incredible time you had playing AFFL in Camp Agudah. It was an HONOR serving as 

your commissioner this summer. Thank you to everybody for making it 
such a successful season!  

-Commissioner Izzy 







CC Akiva Sharf | CC Rafi Glazer
Bunk Yud Daled

 There were two counselors named Akiva Sharf 
and Rafi Glazer. These two men were sent on a very spe-
cial mission to be counselors of a certain bunk in camp 
Agudah. However, this bunk wasn’t any regular bunk. 
This bunk had excellent middos, were always on time 
and never talked during davening, they are all great 
at sports, and all of them are all legends. But instead 
of going to that bunk, they decided to go to bunk yud 
daled. Now these guys are the opposite of perfect! Let’s 
start off with the first one who is known to be extreme-
ly spiritual, give it up for NESANEL BRECHER! This guy 
has never had a bad day in his life even when the entire 
bunk has! He his known far and wide as the guy who 
laughs at every weird sound 
glazer makes. Random fact 
about Nesanel, one of his 
all time favorite things to 
do is have kumzitzim after 
curfew #doesnthaveads. 
Next up (insert 300 vio-
lin orchestra here) stand-
ing at 7”3, weighing 426 
pounds, the first baseman 
TZVI “NORMAN” EHRMAN! 
Some know him as the big-
gest Yankees fan there is, 
me personally, I know him 
as the guy who laughs at glazers toot toot sounds. How-
ever, no one can deny the fact that Tzvi Ehrman is go-
ing to get far in life (and the faster he gets there, the 
better it is for all of us) #2ndtimecamper #getwrecked! 
#cwhat?iseealoser #itsnotaboutthelanguageorgeog-
raphyYEAH! #WAAAALTER! (family trip). Moving on 
in the bunk, if you thought he could destroy you only 
in hockey by scoring off the greatest defenders in the 
league, then you have never seen him play soccer on 
the same team as Rabbi Halbertal! Give it up for your 
favorite canadian SHMUEL “HOW DO YOU SPELL THAT 
LAST NAME” FAIVUSHEVITZ! With his sick dance moves 
nobody has any chance against him on the dance floor 
#2ndtimecamper #fancyglasses??? #laughseverytime-
somebodysaysdump. Now if you thought that bunk Yud 
daled sounds interesting get ready to have your mind 
blown with SHLOIMY “FLIGS” FLIGMAN! Even though 
his mp3 has really good music and he has more cous-
ins than anyone else in agudah, I don’t know why that 

makes him think he’s so cool that he can charge people 
$5 to see him brush his hair! #canadian?!  #underrated. 
You can see him from a mile away with his epic tan line 
and his flashy costumized sneakers, make some noise 
for MENASHE FURER! Most of you know him as the guy 
who scored that crazy hockey goal with 2 seconds left to 
tie it up for the green team and help them win it in over 
time, but ask his mother and she’ll tell you that Me-
nashe is the cutest kid in camp! #knewalltheanswersto-
the10questionsnightactivity. Clear the dance floor! It’s 
the professional Mexican dancer MENACHEM “MOOJ” 
GOLDFEDER! Mooj always makes sure that he is talking 
tachlus, and as the greatest shadchin in agudah he knows 

exactly what every bochur 
is looking for. This summer, 
mooj was lucky enough 
to get the greatest league 
captain ever! (I don’t mean 
shragi) Some of the things 
on mooj’s list of things he 
loves most are diamonds, 
rubys, sapphires and every 
kind of jewel. #2ndtime-
camper #ms.bella. #thecre-
atorof ”drizzle”#criedby-
thegrandsing. Uh oh! It’s 
time for HIM! With no in-

troduction necessary let’s hear it for AVI “OYOIYOIYOI” 
ISHAKIS! With a criminal record in 47 states including 
Virginia for excessive neck hanging and for terrifying the 
entire camp with his pet snake sharing a bunk bed Avi 
Ishakis was definitely a memorable experience! #ishari-
erthanhiscounselorfirsthalfandsecondhalf #yasqueen 
#ultrasuprememegastuforeo #fatherisacomedian. Next 
up, batting number eight, the pitcher MORDECHAI “THE 
GREEK FREAK” ISHAKIS! Rumor has it that Mordechai’s 
success as a pitcher comes from the fact that he uses 
the stickyness from fly traps to grip the ball better and 
to give it more spin. A little known secret about mor-
dechai is that one of his favorite things to do is watch 
Dovid Philip and Eli Compton sing by color war songs 
#2ndtimecamper. We are now halfway through the bunk 
and it’s all downhill from here. With a shot that Lebron 
James wishes he had and a voice that makes Mordechai 
Shapiro jealous, let me hear you ladies and gentlemen 
for the one and only MORDECHAI “MORDY” KAHN! 

Once Upon A Time



Whether he’s wearing his Amar’e Stoudemire jersey 
that is 5 sizes too small or his agudah jersey that has his 
name spread out to far, at any time and at any place, 
Mordechai will own anyone at any sport! #hehasabroth-
erin9thgrade?! #needsapicturewithakivaandrafi. Watch 
out for for this next one because he will see you miles 
before you can see him! With his binocular glasses let 
me see you get up and scream for DOVID “BONE MAN” 
KAUFMAN! By day he may seem like a normal regular 
camper, but I bet you didn’t realize that he is actually a 
STAFF KID! I know! My mind was also blown when I heard 
that! #2ndtimecamper. Moving on to the next camper, 
he can only be found on the basketball courts where 
he is busy crossing over everyone and dunking on re-
bound center try to make a fraction of the noise that his 
alarm clock makes for SHLOMO PINCHAS PERLMAN! He 
is known for being the most selfless camper in agudah 
by always offering his snacks to the bunk and his love 
for hearing stories about demons and deebooks #psy-
ch!nottodayson #youmohmishbummedout #ZeGlazed-
Donuts #BasarVodam #alwaysdizzy #purpleyahlmuka. 
Now before we move on to the next camper what is 
that?! Is that a walking sleeping bag?! Oh wait, that’s 
none other than YAAKOV “RUDY” RUDOWSKY! With his 
trusty lazer that he uses to blind everyone it is almost 
impossible to ever see yaakov especially because he 
makes sure to be up extra early every day to be on time 
to cocoa club #2ndtimecamper #allayNU! #kohcuhsoov 
#rudonsky #lovesmishnayos. “Sniff sniff”. Do I smell 
smoke? Is there a fire?! Oh wait, That must be our fa-
vorite pyromaniac SRULI “SCHLISS” SCHLISSELFELD! 
Known worldwide as the bottle flip champion who can 
land any bottle on its cap without even looking! #jayden 
#dontmessdumbmess #lovesshazam #brotherisatrai-
torforgoingtorayim. I’m looking around the table for 
who to write about next and I see a huge pile of letters 
and emails so I guess that means we are up to YAAKOV 
MENASHE “YACOV” SCHWARTZ! Some said it couldn’t 
be done, but Yaakov Menashe has done it once again 
and is the back to back champion of the “neatest bed” 
award! Congratulations Yaakov Menashe! Your parents 
are probably so proud that your bed and shelves are so 
neat that they will probably take a picture of it! (Rumor 
has it that he has the most comfortable bed in agudah 
#2ndtimecamper #coolesthairincamp #yourfatheriscj?! 
#lakewood?? Wait! What’s that in the sky? It’s a bird! 
It’s a plane! No! It’s MENACHEM “THE GOLIATH” TAUB! 
The professional photographer of the bunk who makes 
sure to catch every exciting event that happens in bunk 
Yud dialed. Menachem, due to the fact that I want to 
keep my tips please dont tell anyone that you are actual-
ly the counselor please! Rumor has it that Menachem’s 
mother is 6 feet taller than his father, but that is only 
a rumor #5”11 #2ndtimecamper #jbl. Wait wait wait… 
Why is there a camper sleeping on the floor?! And why 
is he wearing tons of hockey gear?! Oh! My bad! It’s 
our favorite wannabe canadian NAFTALI “MR. WOHL-
GEMOOF” WOHLGEMUTH! Naftali loves wearing gog-

gles anytime he’s anywhere near water (wink wink) and 
only listens to describe #wearewaitingforU #eh? #older-
brotherisalegend #moberger’sbestfriend. And of course 
we can’t forget our favorite story teller who lights up 
the room with his hilarious witt and unbelievable charis-
ma scream until your lungs pop for MENACHEM “SHA-
ZAM” GOODMAN! Thank you so much for stopping by 
our bunk and treating us to your awesome stories and 
inspirational quotes! #campmommy

 Just to be fair to everyone reading this, even 
though bunk yud daled has some interesting campers 
the counselors aren’t much better. First we have the guy 
who can make the greatest lazer tag sounds ever AKIVA 
“MONICA” SHARF! Even though he is 19 he is STILL be-
ing confused for a camper! #bangbangbang #mwa #be-
happybemonica #pewpew #yilomDO! #wheresmyjbl?! 
#candycorn #moonwalking #wastherealwinnerofthe-
beatboxcontest#in20feetmakeanillegaluturnandhitthe-
fatuglyoldlady. He’s got the swag walk, he’s got his mas-
sive headphones on, he’s got the hairiest chest in camp, 
and he’s rapping about when he was in middle school 
and how much he loves hashem give it up for the leg-
end himself RAFI “DRIZZLE” GLAZER! The greatest beat 
boxer and basketball player to ever walk into camp! And 
when he’s not jogging or teaching the bunk mishnay-
os, he’s having a shtark seder with Azi #snortingrapping 
#Dr.drizzle #betterthancj #middleschool #shadowfights

 In all seriousness guys, this half was literally the 
greatest I have ever had! Rafi, I was so pumped when I 
found out that I was lucky enough to be co counselors 
with you! And you did not let me down! Thank you so 
much for staying 2nd half and hatzlacha in Rubanowitz! 
And to the rest of you clowns, Rafi said it perfectly in our 
bunk pep talk that every single one of you contributed 
immensely all in your own special way and never in a 
million years would I ever think about switching any 
of you for any other camper! It was because of every 
single one of you that made bunk yud daled the greatest 
bunk in camp agudah history! And always remember 
what I say… YUD DALED! YUD DALED! OYOIYOIYOI! YUD 
DALED! YUD DALED! OYOIYOIYOI!

Have an awesome year guys and feel free to call anytime!

Akiva Sharf: (929) 319 5060 | Rafi Glazer:(347) 924-8089





THANK YOU
to all the people 

who helped with this yearbook

Rabbi Karfiol
Rabbi Newmark

Mrs. Rand
Moishe Libersohn

Dovi Geizhals
Yaakov Lowenthal

Aaron Golding
Yehuda Ruzohorsky

Shimi Berger
Tzvi Kalisch

Aryeh Septimus
Tzvi Liberman
Meir Terebello

Naftuli Leshkowitz
Avram Silber

Menachem Bressler
Eli Serebrowski

and the guys we forgot.

Signing off,
Yehonaton & Yehuda
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